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Minister’s Message
September 1, 1987
s YUKON 2000 moves into its final phase, we should derive
satisfaction from the progress made so far on the Yukon
Development Strategy. We’ve come a long way from that first
workshop at Faro in June of 1986. This report on our consultations with
Yukoners makes this plain.
We now have major areas of agreement on the economic future of the
territory and many good ideas and practical ways to achieve the goals
we’ve set for the Yukon. But it is clear the work on YUKON 2000 is not
yet complete.
We have a vision of where we are going. But it is not yet fully defined.
Many have asked for time to review and reflect on the findings so far.
Some want a say in the implementation of the Yukon Development
Strategy. In response to these requests, YUKON 2000 staff will conduct
more community meetings this fall, and the government will hold a
workshop to address remaining issues, including the key questions of
implementation.
The report you are receiving now has three parts:
1. Introduction — explaining the YUKON 2000 process;
2. Summary — describing the major themes that have emerged
from listening to people; and
3. Review of findings — the largest section, bringing together the
ideas raised for each industry, such as tourism and forestry, and
for each support area, such as finance and training.
In short, we are still listening. Over the fall, my ministerial colleagues
and their departments will look at what we need to do to implement the
development strategy. And where we are confident there is general
agreement, we will begin to act. The Yukon Development Strategy itself,
incorporating our research, public opinion and our government
commitments, will be published in the new year.
Thank you again for your help in shaping the Yukon’s future.

A

Tony Penikett,
Government Leader
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YUKON 2000

Introduction
rom the beginning, YUKON 2000 has taken a broad view of eco
nomic development. It has encompassed processes that affect the
economy in a fundamental way. It has sought to look beyond the
issues specific to individual industries, groups, or regions. It has involved
rural and urban residents, men and women, Yukoners of all ages and races,
Yukoners active in a variety of industries, and Yukoners involved with
voluntary organizations.

F

What has been done?
he first YUKON 2000 public consultation took place in Faro in
June, 1986. The 60 Yukoners, representing key economic groups,
discussed the major factors influencing economic development in
the territory. The participants hoped that the Yukon would achieve four
goals by the year 2000:
1.
Ensure that the Yukon is a desirable and worthwhile place for people
to live and work, so that they have the option to stay here. Given this,
economic development should concentrate on opportunities which are
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secure and stable and which enable people to support themselves. The first
priority should be development directed at those who have already chosen
to make the Yukon their home. In order for the option to stay in the Yukon
to be meaningful, people must be able to meet their needs throughout the
territory.
2. Development must support an acceptable quality of life, as Yukon
ers themselves choose to define it Therefore, one part of this goal must be
individual freedom to make choices. Quality of life addresses material
well-being. For some Yukoners this will be achieved through good wages.
For some it will be through fair returns on capital and time invested. For
others it will mean the continued survival of non-wage lifestyles and
access to renewable resources.
Quality of life also has social dimensions. Yukoners want and deserve
public services which are consistent with national standards.
As well, the Yukon’s unique wilderness is an integral part of our
quality of life. Economic development must be compatible with the life
styles we have chosen.
3. Poverty exists in the Yukon today. It is particularly prevalent among
some groups: women, Indians, the young and the elderly do not have
access to economic opportunities on equal terms. There is widespread
agreement that we must work towards equality of opportunity. How we
can best ensure economic fairness is a complex question that has gener
ated much discussion.
4. Yukoners want and intend to have greater control of our future —
including future economic development. Control will never be complete;
there are many external factors affecting development possibilities. But
taking control means that old ways of dealing with external forces should
be examined and improved to bring more benefits and decision-making to
Yukoners. Without isolating the Yukon from the country and the rest of the
world, we must find ways to supply more of our needs: energy, fuel, and
building materials, for example. Greater community control through
devolution and decentralization is also an important dimension of this
goal.
These four goals have'received endorsement throughout the entire
YUKON 2000 consultation process. As people addressed these goals, their
common concerns emerged:
• Diversity and flexibility,
• Self-reliance,
• A mix of economies,
• Indians in the economy,

• Women in the economy,
• Responsible use of resources,
• Community development, and
• Local participation.

These themes are described in the next section of the report.
Consultation with industry is one of the three main components of the
process. In the fall of 1986 and the spring of 1987, a series of industry
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workshops was held, attended by Yukoners involved in or concerned with
each industry. The reports from these meetings focussed on how develop
ment can be encouraged. Each report includes many general and specific
ideas about how we can best deal with the opportunities and problems
faced by various industries.
The second main component of the process has been a series of studies
into areas which affect all economic development in the territory — the
economic environment in which people, businesses, and communities
operate. This work has examined the concerns, discussed where people
want to go, and made recommendations on how to get there. The changing
structure of the economy and the resulting change in roles for government,
industry, and others active in economic development were discussed.
These studies included:
• The development of human and natural resources;
• The need for financial resources;
• The need for science, technology, and information resources; and
• The supports or infrastructure necessary for development to occur.
These reports have generated a great deal of discussion across the
territory. They were discussed at the fall conference, in community meet
ings, with industry, with special interest groups, and at public meetings on
each of the six economic environment topics held in Whitehorse during
the spring.
The third main component of the of the YUKON 2000 process has
been consultation with communities. Our staff met with elected officials
— mayors and municipal councillors, chiefs and band councillors — of
both rural and urban communities as well as community members at large.
In the majority of the communities, there were several YUKON 2000
meetings held over the past winter. Interest in the project grew as people
gained more information and knowledge about economic development in
general and this strategy in particular.
Two hundred people attended the YUKON 2000 fall conference held
in Whitehorse last November. Participants represented industries, urban
and rural communities, government and special interest groups. The
agenda for this conference was a very broad and ambitious one, addressing
participation in the economy, the economic climate, and the allocation of
our natural resources. A number of people at the conference said they
needed more information about basic economic issues if they were to
participate fully in the process.
The YUKON 2000 process responded to this concern in several ways.
In April, a workshop on women and the economy was conducted in
Haines Junction. In June, a workshop on youth and the economy took
place at Lake Lebarge. As well, special interest groups were encouraged to
continue participating in meetings in order to continue the two-way con
sultation process — educating themselves about economic issues and
educating others about their members’ concerns.
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What does it mean?
he YUKON 2000 process has proven to be as important as the
strategy that will result. Yukoners are interested in economic devel
opment issues and want to continue to be informed and to advise
government. Throughout the territory, people took time from their busy
lives to meet and discuss their concerns about economic and community
development and to describe their dreams for the future. YUKON 2000
cannot be a cast-in-stone strategy or a rigid plan of action. Instead, it is the
first stage of the development of the territory’s people, communities, and
economy in a way that reflects our individual and joint aspirations. Many,
including women’s groups and Indian organizations, have expressed a
need for more time to think and debate in order to contribute meaningfully
to a development strategy. YUKON 2000 provided people from many
different backgrounds with an opportunity to meet and discuss issues of
common concern and, as a result, to have a greater awareness of mutual
interests.
Throughout the past year, people have expressed their views on a
number of topics basic to the economic development of the territory, their .
individual communities, and their industries. There has been consistent •
agreement with the four initial goals for a Yukon development strategy.
There has also been strong agreement with the broad approach to eco
nomic development that has been undertaken. In attempting to work
towards consensus, general agreement has been sought on issues. A
reading of general agreement has been made where consistent themes or
messages have been heard from the many meetings held with industry and
community representatives, with voluntary and special interest groups, .
and with workers and individuals.
These themes form the basis of this consensus report and will serve as
a guide for further discussion as we proceed with the development of the
actual strategy. Businesses, employees, government, community councils,
band councils, and citizens will need to examine these major messages, to
ensure that such a strategy will reflect the goals and aspirations of the
people who live here.
Where clear agreement was reached, the Government has resolved to
implement new programs and actions. However, the process has moved
from driving government policy and actions only, to examining broader
directions for economic development which could be implemented by
others concerned about development, including industries, communities,
interest groups, and others.

T
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Where is it going?
he economic development strategy will define a strategic plan, one
which can be updated periodically. It will be flexible and respon
sive, rather than static and rigid, allowing for continuous consulta
tion and changes which cannot yet be predicted. The YUKON 2000
consultation process has confirmed that Yukoners want to continue to be
consulted about economic and community development. They want to
have access to information about development issues which is understand
able and practical, and they want to see actions from this consultation. The
process needs to continue to be a two-way process — with information
coming from the Government to Yukoners and from Yukoners to the
Government.
The discussion of these actions, the weighing of alternatives will have
to continue, and responsibility for implementing these actions will have to
be shared. A number of communities and groups have requested more
meetings and consultation about the economic development strategy.
People want to express their concerns and see action taken. While they
realize everything cannot be done at once, they have said they want to see
clear priorities set and different needs reconciled. Many ideas are reflected
in this paper. Most Yukoners do not want government to be solely respon
sible for development policy. A healthy development strategy will outline
and will support roles and activities for all — individuals, communities,
industries, interest groups, employees, bands, and governments.
The strategy will be published in early 1988. The core of the strategy
will be this consultation report, and it will focus on development across
the Yukon. It will also contain a government response and a statement of
our strategic intentions. As well, possibilities for action by others, particu
larly municipal and band councils, interest groups, and industry, will be
outlined. Specific recommendations for government action will be re
flected in public statements, including throne speeches, budgets, and
specific policies.
Many of us have thought about and discussed seriously our economic
future over the past year. We have looked at our current economy, how it
has been built up, the needs it has met and the needs it has not met. As
with most critical reviews, it is these unmet needs and new possibilities
that have received the most attention. People are concerned not so much
about where we are as where we are going. Yukoners want a development
strategy built on tradition, to be sure, but clearly aimed ahead, towards the
year 2000.
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The Things That Matter
ur views of our economy are expressions of the kind of people we
are or want to be. They indicate what we value on the job with our
co-workers, at home with our family, and in the community with
our friends and neighbours. These are the things YUKON 2000 set out to
discover as it travelled around the territory last year.
Despite its sparse settlement, the Yukon is a tightly-knit community. In
virtually all of our discussions, Yukoners have spoken of their involve
ments with others — with business people, workers, unions, Indian or
ganizations, politicians, public servants, educators, development associa
tions, voluntary organizations, women’s groups, local government, youth
groups, and many others. Clearly, Yukoners take a strong interest in their
community and their future.
We have listened carefully as people have expressed many different
points of view about the nature of our economy and society. We have
noted the concerns between local, territorial and national governments;
between Indian and non-Indian people; between competing users of public
resources; and between people and government. But for all of their differ
ences about what specific social and economic actions the Yukon should
take, Yukoners appeared in broad agreement on one point: the need for a
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practical strategy that rises above narrow interests and pursues both
individual and collective economic opportunities.
Small business operators, their associations and many other Yukoners
proposed ideas to stimulate enterprise and to improve the local and re
gional benefits from large development projects. They expressed a high
degree of confidence, commitment and determination in the ability of the
private sector to play an important role in building the Yukon economy.
Alongside these proposals, many voluntary and non-profit organizations
suggested new forms of co-.operative institutions and public services that
would improve the economic prospects for many people.
These and other ideas were presented by members of our community,
reflecting a common faith in the potential of Yukoners and our ability to
meet the challenges of the future. While the future may be largely un
knowable and, therefore, uncertain, people across the territory feel there is
much we can do to reduce the economic uncertainties we face. Reduced
earnings, unemployment, underemployment and poverty are conditions
that many have experienced. We have also learned to draw upon many of
our inherent strengths and those of our economy to adapt to altered eco
nomic circumstances and persevere during economic downturns.
Many Yukoners have spoken of the need to better appreciate these
strengths in setting goals for the future. In part, this requires all of us to
better understand how we can contribute to the economy and how, in turn,
it can contribute to our lives. Our social needs and values — the level of
well-being we desire — determine our economic goals. The home life that
we cherish, the cultural traditions to which we hold fast, the personal
freedom and dignity we value, and the sense of support and belonging we
derive from our families and communities — these are the sources of our
collective strength, energy and initiative. These are the things which we
want our economy to offer in the future.
In this same way, when Yukoners speak of development, we refer not
just to our ability to open new economic options, but to our capacity to
improve the quality of all aspects of our lives. Thus, for many, “develop
ment” means improving all aspects of our lives, both on and off the job, it
means better use of the goods and services we produce and consume, and,
it means caring for the environment in which we live and work. Such a
vision of development goes beyond the narrow goals of economic growth
and the accumulation of wealth.
In addressing both our common task and our private plans, people
identified two basic values: we must maintain and strengthen the best of
our traditions and social organizations, and we must preserve and enhance
personal rights and freedoms. Our adaptability to changing economic
circumstances, the vitality of our volunteer organizations, the entrepre
neurial spirit of our businesspeople, the united goals of our workers, the
self-reliance of our rural lifestyles, the importance of our cultural diversity,
and the resilience of our Indian economy — these have characterized the
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Yukon in the past and will be our strength as we pursue our goals' for the
future.
During the past year, Yukoners repeatedly sent out a challenge to
create a set of conditions that will reduce the economic uncertainty we
face, while increasing the economic opportunities available to us. But
people did not simply send out a challenge; they made many thoughtful
and provocative suggestions about how, through common enterprise and
individual effort, such a future could be realized. It is these ideas — and
the common themes they reflect — that require our attention and action.

Diversity and Flexibility
n an economy that has traditionally operated on a very narrow eco
nomic base, Yukon people have shown a high degree of job flexibility,
especially during hard times. For many years the Yukon has relied
heavily on mining for the development of our economy. It is heartening
that in such a specialized economy, individuals have demonstrated such an
ability to find other employment— often temporary and seasonal -—
through its booms and busts.
This feature of our economy can be explained by our desire to remain
in our communities and in the territory, even during periods of economic
hardship. It also suggests, as many Yukoners have said again and again
during Yukon 2000, that there is an underlying character to our economy
that is often unrecognized, hidden in the shadow of mining and govern
ment. Many Yukoners are involved in more diverse economic activities
than formal statistics suggest. Many of us work in small businesses,
cottage industries, household production and subsistence activities for a
few months at a time or throughout the year, demonstrating a high rate of
movement in and out of the work force, as our economic circumstances or
interests change. It means turning to occasional wage work to provide a
necessary supply of cash for subsistence activities and then to hunting and
fishing to reduce the need for wage employment.
Seasonal work, spells of unemployment, a high rate of mobility in the
work force — these are often viewed by southern Canadians as negative
features of an economy and barriers to development. Yukoners hold a
different view: occupational flexibility should allow us to maintain our
quality of life and to remain in our communities when the attention of
government and developers goes elsewhere. Far from being a barrier, this
flexibility has often been a source of strength — an assertion of individual
initiative in a larger economic environment. It has produced more eco
nomic options. It has held some who have lost jobs in the hard times and
offered them greater employment opportunities in the good times.
In an economy that favours adaptability, the measure of economic
well-being and success is not simply an industry’s contribution to the

I
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gross territorial product, but the jobs it can provide our workforce when
they are needed. Yukoners have said that this condition can and should be
strengthened. Our institutions — governments, band councils, labour
organizations, private industry and others — assume an approach that
supports and encourages this feature of our economy. Necessarily, this
means a more diversified economy which encourages those areas of
economic activity often ignored. It means more small-scale developments
aimed at local markets, more local initiatives to meet unique local require
ments, and more recognition of the importance of non-wage work.
In the process of settling land claims, Indian people and government
are creating new institutions and re-organizing existing ones. These insti
tutions face the task of providing individuals with the means to bridge
different economies — those traditional and those industrial — to partici
pate as fully as they choose in each.
The number of young people seeking work now exceeds the number of
jobs available to them. Such a situation requires government, industry and
other organizations to encourage youth employment initiatives, especially
those which provide training for future job opportunities.
The needs of women also require special attention. Many Yukon
households now have two income earners, sometimes out of choice but
often out of need. In other households, tough economic times — which
have substantially reduced the number of high-wage jobs traditionally
filled by men — have resulted in more women seeking wage employment.
In others, where women are single parents, it is vital that they have the
opportunity to support themselves and their families. Whatever the reason,
more women are working in the wage economy. Such changes, and the
uncertainty they often entail, clearly indicate the need for increasing the
flexibility of work arrangements so that Yukoners may maintain stable
households and steady sources of income.
Fundamental to a flexible and diverse economy is a well-informed and
trained people. This places a special challenge before private- and publicsector employers. If we want a skilled and committed work force, govern
ment and industry will need to develop innovative employment schedules.
As we have seen in the past, Yukon people want employers to offer the
kind of flexibility that historically has characterized our work lives. They
will also need to assume new roles and responsibilities — along with other
community organizations —: in the paining and education of their employ
ees. This means overcoming restrictive hiring practices that limit the
participation and flexibility of some Yukoners in the work force. This
means support for on-the-job training for those who require up-grading to
meet acceptable skill levels. This support is necessary if we are going to
fill more local jobs with local people, and reduce the export of Yukon jobs
to “outside” experts. Clearly, this asks of our governments, businesses and
other organizations a willingness to contribute more to the development, of
a skilled and diversified labour force.
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Flexibility also requires government to carefully control its interven
tion in the economy, and to study carefully whether an institutional solu
tion is appropriate to each economic problem. In certain economic circum
stances, interventions by the government and large corporate institutions
have resulted in “quick fixes” that do little to alleviate the long term
dependencies of people or to increase individual initiative.
Individual self-respect, pride, and initiative flourish when workers
with a variety of skills and abilities can pursue à diverse range of jobs for
which they are fairly paid. The result is a more self-sufficient community
as well.

Self-reliance
he ability of Yukon people to weather adverse economic change and
to capitalize on new opportunities has much to do with our selfreliance. In the past, we have witnessed many examples of Yukon
ers as true optimizers — doing a lot with a little, in spite of limited job op
portunities, remote markets and poor financing.
Between 1982 and 1984, when a dramatic decline in base metal prices
threw the Yukon economy deep into recession, many of the territory’s
small businesses successfully scaled down their operations and made new
working arrangements with their employees. Some were able to explore
new local markets and offer new services. Others took advantage of a low
Canadian dollar and an increasing number of tourists to serve that market.
During this same period, many small operators continued to explore and
produce gold and silver. They did so with little government support and,
like their small business counterparts, demonstrated the character of smallscale operations in a difficult economic climate.
What had, therefore, originally been perceived as a major, possibly
fatal, blow to the economy became, in some cases, the impetus for a
positive restructuring. We have learned some lessons from the past. Now,
in 1987, we have a considerably expanded tourist trade as well as a much
revived mining industry. Appropriately, much effort has been expended by
senior governments to bolster these two sectors.
Perhaps even more vulnerable to world trends than mining or tourism
is the fur industry. Trapping has always been liable to the whims of fash
ion. More recently, the territory’s trappers have been faced with powerful
international lobbies determined to curtail trapping and promote animal
rights. Despite these outside forces over which they have little influence,
Yukon trappers have mounted their own lobbies while struggling to main
tain their way of life.
The efforts of these people, institutions, and businesses demonstrate a
degree of self-reliance that is often surprising given our vulnerability to
outside forces. In YUKON 2000 meetings throughout the territory, many
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called upon government to recognize and respect this hardiness as a
distinct and important feature of the Yukon economy. These consultations
have indicated that self-reliance — the ability to adapt to various eco
nomic conditions and the determination to persevere — may do more for
our long-term development than will large institutional interventions.
The independence of Yukon people is not merely some outdated notion
associated with the passing of the frontier, but a real condition that wise
leaders can foster and build upon. But it requires government to recognize
that its own role is a limited one and that it must, when evaluating a new
program or new law, proceed cautiously. It would be an historical insult to
Yukoners who have developed a large measure of self-reliance during hard
economic times, to now face a series of government programs that eroded
these qualities. Government, according to many Yukoners, will be genu
inely helpful to the extent that it encourages this inherent quality.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways. The success of local
solutions to local problems is strong evidence of the innovation and
knowledge of our residents and the resources that they can draw upon.
These local soluntions are also an indication of the benefits that flow from
decisions made at the community level. The residents of our communities
well understand the economic opportunities and constraints they face.
They also know the kind of economy they want to create and maintain.
Increasing the decision-making capacity of local governments would,
therefore, better equip them to tailor development projects to their own
requirements. Similarly, the transfer of responsibility for the management
and development of our natural resources from the federal government
would better enable the Yukon Government to meet regional needs as well
as those of specific communities.
The self-reliance that has so marked individual Yukoners’ efforts in
coping with economic adversity is a strength to build upon if it is encour
aged. Yukon people have told us that by better understanding how commu
nities, businesses, and volunteer organizations depend on each other,
government can reduce the Yukon’s overall dependency on outside market
forces. Many felt that improved cooperation among government, business,
unions and community organizations will strengthen our own collective
resources and increase our self-sufficiency.

A Mix of Economies
he northern economy is often characterized as an industrial and a
non-industrial economy standing side by side. The industrial
economy is viewed as a profusion of small businesses waiting for
the discovery of the next Klondike or Faro motherlode or Beaufort Sea
gusher. This collection of small service industry businesses and multi
national mega-projects is viewed in marked contrast to hunting, trapping
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and fishing activities which are misunderstood as the pastimes of a largely
unemployed and economically marginal people.
Most Yukoners who spoke to us have a very different view of their
economy. It encompasses diverse activities that require us to reconsider
our ideas of economic value and worth, and the social costs and benefits
associated with development. It asks us to consider an economic picture
that is much more complex than the one that is often painted by develop
ers and government officials. It suggests that by promoting a broader mix
of economic activities and the economic value of many of our social
activities, Yukoners promote the flexibility, diversity and self-reliance
which w.e consider so important.
The view of the Yukon economy as little more than a small population
participating in service sector activities principally serving the mining
industry owes much to the popular mythology of the gold rush inspired by
the tales of Robert Service, Jack London and Pierre Berton. This view of
the Yukon economy is reinforced by measures of economic success that
have, in many respects, little bearing on the. social benefits that Yukoners
desire, the work that they find meaningful and the environment in which
they wish to raise their families. The gross territorial product as an indica
tor of economic performance does not take into account many of the
things that Yukon people consider important: the value of non-wage work,
household production and voluntary activity; the depletion of renewable
resource stocks and damage to the natural environment.
Yukoners have told us that our economic programs and strategies must
reflect our social needs and purposes — not the reverse. By this standard,
what are often considered “social” concerns take on economic signifi
cance. Economic growth must be linked to a sense of self-fulfillment and
respect. Some have called this “economic development as if people mat
tered.”
The range of activities that Yukoners have described to us as economic
is really a mix of sub-economies. It includes resource-based industries,
small service-sector businesses, non-wage household production, volun
teer services and government activities.
We were often reminded by people of the important role the private
sector, and small businesses in particular, have occupied in the Yukon’s
development. Sometimes private business risked its own venture capital to
develop roads, facilities and services that provided social benefits to
communities in areas where government support was absent. It has
adapted to changing economic demands and offered Yukoners throughout
the territory a source of cash income. The emergence of a growing and '
substantial tourism industry provides people throughout the territory with
summer work that allows them the flexibility to take advantage of other
economic opportunities during the rest of the year.
The mining industry is recognized by many Yukoners as having played
an essential role in the territory’s economic development. In the past, it has
2 -7
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accounted for as much as 40% of the gross territorial product. In the five
years prior to 1981, it created up to 1,400 direct jobs annually in the
territory. Even today, as the industry recovers from one of the most uncer
tain periods in its history, it accounts for 12% of the Yukon’s income.
The contributions of the mining industry cannot be measured in direct
benefits alone. Historically, it has supported many of the Yukon’s small
businesses in the service and transportation sectors. As the Yukon’s largest
private industry, it is responsible for the birth of some of our communities
and the development of much of our transportation system. However, the
decline in world base metal prices in 1982 and the resulting reduction in
mineral exploration and production demonstrated the vulnerability of this
established industry. At the same time it demonstrated the importance of
our small precious metal operations. In 1985 these small, often family-run,
operations accounted for a full 75% of our income from mining, thus
reminding us of the benefits of a diversified industry that is capable of
withstanding the impact of external shocks.
Clearly, mining will remain vital to the stimulation of investment and
enterprise in the Yukon’s wage economy. And, as the Yukon’s most direct
link to international markets, it will continue to offer established trade
relations from which other businesses can benefit. The recent recession,
though, has led many Yukoners to look beyond mining to other industries
to create local benefits.
Many Yukoners have called attention to the importance of the non
wage economy. They have emphasized that what is economic is not
necessarily commercial or monetary and that wage income does not
always produce a net benefit to our society as a whole. Our economy is
not simply what we produce, but how we produce it. It goes beyond the
sphere of private industry and government. Goods and services are pro
duced not just by businesses, but by individuals, households and commu
nity groups. On a largely informal basis, voluntary associations and
households use and exchange these goods and services for their own
benefit or their community’s.
Many of our communities clearly indicate that the “household” is both
a producer and a consumer. In areas and periods of limited wage employ
ment, our households provide a measure of self-sufficiency that allows us
to maintain ourselves and remain in our communities. For others, it is a
preferred choice that allows some people to maintain a traditional lifestyle
where the family is front and centre as a source of production.
The subsistence harvesting of fish and game for food allows some
families to be largely self-sufficient. The home manufacture of clothing
and the construction of log or frame dwellings further reduce the cash
requirements of many households.
Similarly, the role of the family in our economic life goes beyond
production and consumption. Its value also lies in the informal education
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and training of our children, which can instill a special sense of “place,”
the knowledge of what is worth striving for, and skills useful in adapting
to changing demands and circumstances. The family also transmits our
cultural, social and moral values.
Voluntary organizations are an important part of the Yukon’s non-wage
economy. They provide services that we often take for granted. Each year
thousands of hours of work are donated freely by Yukoners providing
volunteer services. Such activity also reminds us that “meaningful work”
encompasses something much broader than wage employment and is
poorly understood when full-time volunteers are considered “unem
ployed” or “not working.” Voluntary organizations are significant actors in
the Yukon’s economy. They offer rapid, flexible, sensitive responses to
social and economic problems and issues of public policy when private
industry or government is slow to respond or forgetful of public concern.
For most of our communities, they strengthen local self-reliance.
It is this “mix” of economic activities that is basic to the flexibility that
our economy has demonstrated in responding to change. None of the
elements is wholly independent from any other. This fact explains the high
level of mobility, for instance between the non-wage and wage sectors,
and a certain dependency between them.
The interdependence between the various elements of the Yukon
economy are further seen in the cash income people require for consumer
goods and the purchase of materials for home production. Similarly
subsistence harvesters of fish and game require cash for the purchase of
fuel and equipment. But in both instances, these essentially non-wage (household) producers require a source of cash income that will not seri
ously disrupt or remove them from non-wage production by requiring an
inflexible commitment of time. There is no benefit if there is a loss of
wealth in moving from a non-cash activity like hunting for subsistence or
building one’s own home to a wage activity that doesn’t pay enough
money to buy food or a home for one’s family, or allow enough spare time
to do it oneself.
Changes to the parts necessarily produce changes to the whole. For •
this reason Yukoners have urged government to act in a way that strength
ens the balance between our small businesses, resource industries, non
wage activities and government itself. It is important for government as an
influential element in our economy to act with care and sensitivity — not
simply with respect to strengthening the balance of these other elements,
but in recognizing the impact and limits of its own involvement.
Government is more than a regulator, tax collector, provider of serv
ices and lender of last resort. Labour has reminded us that more than 40%
of the territory's jobs are in government. As well, it is a key resource for
promoting economic development: for encouraging small business, for
promoting resource industries, for encouraging local self-reliance. This is
itself economically important to many: it means jobs building roads,
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constructing buildings, providing health and social services, and providing
technical support, training and capital assistance.
Many view government as a powerful tool for maintaining the Yukon’s
mix of economies so that work remains meaningful, jobs are continually
created and viable businesses continue to emerge. This type of economy
has inevitable differences and conflicts including competition for labour,
capital and land. Yukoners expect government to promote new forums for
resolving these differences thoughtfully and fairly.
Yukon people have also said that social policies are not secondary to
economic ones. Income distribution, employment creation, housing, social
security, the well-being of family, neighbourhoods and communities are
important considerations in the development of the Yukon economy.
Yukoners expect their private and public sector institutions and organiza
tions to remember this.

Indians and the Economy
any of those who spoke to us referred to the importance of
Indian people in the Yukon economy. At the same time, it was
often acknowledged that the nature of Indian involvement was
poorly understood by many individuals and by government and industry.
Indian people have faced dramatic changes in the economic environ
ment. In adapting to frontier developments, new institutions, and new
economic relationships that altered their society dramatically in as little as
a single generation, Yukon Indian people have displayed flexibility, cul
tural continuity and self-reliance.
Much as non-wage économie production has been obscured by the
presence of the industrial economy and the prevailing myths attached to
the gold rush, so Indian economic activity has been frequently ignored and
misunderstood. As a result, Indian economic activities like subsistence
hunting and fishing are often viewed as marginal to the industrial wage
economy. Similarly, when they are not engaged in wage work, Indian
people are often labelled as “unemployed.” This approach has prevented
the understanding of the Indian economy on its own terms or'of its rela
tionship with other elements of the Yukon economy.
Many people recognize the need to better understand the Indian econ
omy as a significant and distinct component of the Yukon economy.
Characterized by a unique social organization, it serves a set of needs that
are different from those of other Yukoners. By reflecting native cultural
traditions, particularly those that relate to the use of land and resources,
this economy sustains a large number of people and is the basis for organ
izing a wide range of economic activities.
After 14 years of negotiations towards settlement of the Yukon Indian
land claim, many Yukoners agreed that the Indian involvement in land and
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other resources will be a key to reaching our true development potential.
This involvement will be achieved through three processes: land claims,
Indian self-government and devolution of programs to local levels.
Discussions of Indian rights, land claims, self-government, and thè
management of new government programs suggest many ways in which
new political rights and responsibilities will be acquired by Yukon Indian
people. Through these political rights, they will gain a greater degree of
responsibility and new opportunities to build and extend the Indian econ
omy and thereby strengthen and stimulate thé whole of the Yukon econ
omy.
The continuity of Indian cultural traditions and the strength of their
political institutions alone is not enough to sustain a distinct Indian econ
omy or support the development of its full potential. For this reason many
Yukoners want to better understand the Indian economy as a distinct and
important feature of the Yukon’s economic mix. The full potential for the
Yukon Indian economy and thé Yukon economy as a whole cannot be
realized without the involvement of Indian people. The success of each
will rest upon the extent to which Indian people are involved as full and
meaningful participants in Yukon economic life.

Women and the Economy
ukoners agree that equality of opportunity and treatment are basic
conditions of both a democratic society and an economy that
values and encourages participation. Many people spoke to us
about the role of women in the economy today. They would like to see the
value of women’s many roles recognized in an economy that now, for the
most part, values paid work over non-paid work
A greater proportion of women in the Yukon work for wages than in
any other part of Canada, some by choice and others by necessity. Yukon
women, whether single, married, separated, with or without children,
Indian or non-Indian, all recognize that their role in the economy is much
greater than suggested by their wage work alone. Women form a substan
tial proportion of the paid workforce, but they are also very active in the
household and volunteer sectors. As stated earlier, Yukoners repeatedly
identified the contribution that these sectors make to our quality of life.
For Yukon women, the key to their increased participation on the one
hand, and recognition of their present contributions on the other, lies in
flexibility — that same flexibility that Yukoners have identified as a
strength of the economy. Flexibility means balancing the demands of wage
and non-wage work so women can support themselves and their families
financially as well as emotionally. Flexibility means women will be less
constrained in the choices that they are able to make. Without flexibility in
society, women are faced with little in the way of choice and little support
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for the choices that they do make. Traditional homemakers receive little
support from a system that devalues their contribution to society and their
families. Women who work for wages, particularly those with children,
feel little support from a system that provides few options for the care of
their children and a work day that does not easily accommodate their other
responsibilities.
Yukoners made many suggestions for increasing the opportunities for
women to participate more fully in the economy. Improved childcare
services, new employment strategies, improved access to capital are some
of the areas that must be addressed. Supports will be needed for women to
participate more effectively.
Increased support and acceptance of women’s choices byYukoners will
mean that women will be less vulnerable to conflict because they will not
be faced with making “either/or” decisions about their roles. Yukoners see
childcare, homemaking, subsistence and volunteer and paid work to be
economic. What is needed is the opportunity to balance these roles so that
we can all benefit.
The Yukon’s high birth rate, the large number of children in a popula
tion that is becoming increasingly younger, the growing number of young
adults looking for work, the increasing number of women employed in
wage work, the social interest and economic need in many Yukon house
holds that has produced two-income families, the increasing number of
men working in the home — all of these changes have put new and in
creasing demands on Yukon families and the institutions they depend
upon. Working parents require more flexibility to balance the demands of
family life with those of the workplace. Occupational mobility is more
difficult to achieve when two working parents must balance their job
commitments, career interests, employment prospects and volunteer
involvements.
We are reminded by many that these issues and their possible re
sponses affect all Yukoners. Our success in addressing them individually
and collectively, whether we work in business, government, voluntary
groups or at home, will affect not only Yukon women and Yukon families,
but also our chance to strengthen a contribution that benefits all of us.

Responsible Use of Resources
he Yukon’s natural resources are the basis for much of our eco
nomic activity and fundamental to our identity as Yukoners. As
miners, prospectors, loggers, people who hunt, trap and fish, canoe
ists, hikers, photographers, craftspeople and small business operators,
many of us rely upon the Yukon’s land and natural resources.
Virtually all the Yukoners we met with recognized the importance of
these resources and voiced their concerns for the future of our resources.
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While opinions differed on the allocation of the territory’s land and water
resources, Yukoners spoke with one voice in calling for their wise and
responsible use. At stake here is a common interest in maintaining a level
of environmental quality that allows people to enjoy the country in which
they live, a desire for stable economic growth from the development of
our non-renewable resources, and a desire to see our renewable resources
used in a sustainable manner.
Many difficult issues must be dealt with prior to future resource
development. We must judge the direct and spin-off benefits of new
resource developments and the secondary developments that they spawn.
And we must weigh them against the direct and secondary impacts on a
region, a community, traditional and recreational users, and an array of
other public interests. These are matters not easily understood or quickly
resolved. In a territory of almost 500,000 square kilometres and population
less than 30,000 people, our resources — as many myths of the northern
frontier suggest — seem limitless. Most Yukoners know, however, that
despite a geography dominated by wilderness, the various interests often
produce conflicts and competition for our lands and resources. In fact, the
heated debates over the existing and future allocation of resources that
have so often arisen in the Yukon suggest that the territory’s resources are
distinctly finite.
Yukoners have said they want to participate more in the management
of our resources, to assume a larger voice in the decisions that will be
made about the use and allocation of these resources. This means greater
responsibility for the territorial government in the management of our
lands and forests, inland waters and fisheries, and mineral and oil and gas
development. But equally importantly, it also means greater local input
into the management process and into the decisions which affect our
communities and the resources around them.
Government must be prepared to address the barriers and constraints
that have limited this involvement in the past. For too long, many Yukon
ers, especially in our rural communities — often with a lifetime of experi
ence trapping, hunting, and fishing — have been on the margins of re
source management. Their knowledge and experience, when it has been
sought, has often been given poor consideration because they don’t pos
sess professional credentials. It will require a significant change in attitude
and approach if these people are to have a meaningful involvement in
resource management. Organizations like the newly created Porcupine
Caribou Management Board offer an example of what can be done to
move effectively in this direction.
In resource management the criteria for success will ultimately rest
upon the very things that Yukoners want to achieve: the sustainability of
their renewable resources and the measured use of their non-renewable
resources. Given the complexity of the Yukon’s economic mix and the
range of interests competing for our resources, decisions must be clear and
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consistent in application, and fair in representation. Only then will they
provide the certainty resource users require.

Community Development
uring the past year, the disparity between the levels of public
service and the number of economic opportunities, in the Yukon’s
rural and urban areas has been strikingly emphasized. YUKON
2000 participants have described — often in very personal terms — how
difficult it can be to find work in our smaller communities and just how
volatile and uncertain existing employment opportunities can be. And they
have described the frustration of how, even after making a commitment to
a community, they have often been forced to leave it to find work or to
seek training.
These are the obstacles that community representatives feel can be
alleviated, even eliminated, through thoughtful community planning and
by involving communities in government decisions affecting local people.
This will ensure a more equitable and acceptable standard of living across
the territory. For many of the residents of the Yukon’s smaller communi
ties, community development must be an integral part of our economic
strategy. As well, they have provided many insightful and provocative
suggestions about how our communities ought to develop.
Before specific community needs can be properly addressed, govern
ment, business and the communities themselves must agree that decen
tralization is critical to the economic and social health of the territory’s
communities. To continue centralizing services in Whitehorse will only
aggravate the existing disparities and further increase the vulnerability to,
and dependency on, outside forces. A commitment to decentralize
both
services and decision-making — is the necessary first step in developing a
coherent strategy that will ensure each community can actively direct and
participate in improving local social and economic conditions.
Working independently and together, the communities are well quali
fied to state what their needs and aspirations are. This is not to imply that
they see no role for the territorial government. On the Contrary, many
spoke of its importance as a supporter and as a conciliator. As a supporter,
government can provide funding, offer expertise, share information and
coordinate services. As a conciliator, it can do much to ensure the fair or
equitable distribution of resources among communities. But Yukonërs
have made it clear that while government can assist community develop
ment it cannot control it. For Yukon communities, “community develop
ment” is simply that: development by the community.
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Participation
hen Yukoners talk about “participating” in the territory’s econ
omy, they use the word to refer to two distinct but related activi
ties. First, they take it to mean direct involvement in the econ
omy: to contribute time, energy and sometimes capital through activities
like wage employment, subsistence living, developing small businesses,
arts and craftwork, homemaking and volunteerism. In this sense, then,
participation is the “give and take” of economic production and consump
tion.
The degree to which people participate in this manner provides a basic
index of an economy’s state of health. At its simplest, we can measure the
number of people who work for wages and come up with “unemployment
statistics” — a standard measure of economic health in industrial societies.
While such statistics are useful, they tend to obscure, perhaps even mis
represent, economic conditions; they do not reflect what is being done in
the non-wage sectors and consequently do not give us a complete eco
nomic picture. More appropriately then, the degree of participation in the
economy is the extent to which those who have wanted to participate have
or have not been able to do so.
Secondly, Yukoners have also made it clear that they wish to partici
pate in the managing and shaping of the economy. That is, they want to
have a greater say in determining how and where they can best participate,
best contribute, both individually and collectively, whether through wage
employment, subsistence living or volunteerism, whether in a rural or
urban area, whether in logging, fishing, mining, tourism, manufacturing or
construction. Yukoners believe that greater participation in decision
making — at the individual, community and territorial levels — will mean
increased flexibility and diversity within all aspects of the economy.
The YUKON 2000 process has, therefore, underscored the importance
not only of direct work in the various sectors of the economy but in the
process of guiding and shaping it. Continuing consultation and greater
consensus building will do much to ensure that Yukoners will embrace and
work cooperatively towards common goals.
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Structure of the Economy
The setting
ike a living organism, an economy is constantly in motion: shifting, growing,
contracting, developing. Usually the fluctuations are transitory, but occasionally
more profound change occurs. Most economists agree that the global economy,
and with it, the Canadian and Yukon economies, are currently undergoing that kind of
profound structural change. Adapting to and benefitting from the new economic structure
that results will be a major challenge for the Yukon in the next 15 years.
Economic predictions are difficult to make at the best of times. They are even more
difficult in the midst of change, the shape and form of which are now only dimly visible.
However, it is possible to pick out several broad trends that give some indications of the
economic challenges to come.
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The changes
hifts in the importance o f a
number of industries and
continuing changes in degrees o f
participation of groups in the economy
are occurring at the international and
national level. Bound to have an impact
on the Yukon economy, these national
and global trends and some o f their
likely implications are discussed below.
The service industry will boom as
people have increased leisure time and
continue to buy services that used to be
provided within the home. The service
sector in the Yukon is already the
largest sector in the economy. It
includes health, education and social
services, business services, tourism,
including accommodation, and food
services. This industry will likely be the
primary source o f new jobs. However,
earnings in this industry are tradition
ally low.
At present, health, education and
social services are provided almost
entirely by the Yukon Government, and
there are some clear deficiencies in all
o f these services, particularly in
resource management and in services
for the elderly. While the Yukon
Government should press the federal
government for the financial resources
to bring us up to national standards, the
general trend towards a decline in
government services evidenced else
where will likely affect the Yukon.
Limited growth in revenue,
resistance to tax increases, and accumu
lated deficits are all factors contributing
to this trend. Yukoners feel the devolu
tion process should strive to bring the
Yukon to national standards.
The growth o f business services
can be encouraged in the Yukon
through value-added contract prefer
ences, special training and on-going
support for Yukoners wanting to
establish small businesses, and by
encouraging the use of local businesses,
consultants, lawyers and accountants.
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Tourism-related services are
especially important to the Yukon
economy. The current healthy growth of
Yukon tourism can be encouraged by
promoting a fuller range o f tourist
opportunities and attractions, and by
careful marketing. Careful planning
could see expansion o f the industry and
direct benefits for the many rural
communities who wish to benefit from
this growth.
Small business will continue to
grow more rapidly than large business
and will create the largest proportion of
new jobs. Yukoners recognize the im
portance o f small business to our
economy. However, wages are gener
ally lower and profits smaller than in
large business. Access to capital is a
key factor in creating a climate o f
support for small business development.
The transportation and communica
tion industry will also see growth. The
transportation industry will benefit from
rapid increases in leisure travel. The
communications industry will benefit
from the use o f new technology and the
increasing demand for this technology
from the service sector, small business
and rural communities.
Women will continue to increase
their participation in the workforce at a
faster rate than men. Their earnings will
continue to be lower, due in part to
discrimination and to the concentration
o f women in lower-paying service
industry jobs. Yukon women already
participate at a higher rate than any
where else in Canada; however,
opportunities for advancement, in
creases in pay and options for flexibility
in the work environment are all neces
sary for women to achieve equal
participation.
A s w ell, Indian people will
continue to increase their participation
in the workforce. The aboriginal
economy will play an increasingly
important role. The aboriginal economy
is primarily a land-based economy, is
heavily reliant on subsistence activities
and has traditionally been organized

Structure of the Economy
along different lines from the dominant
economy. Community and social goals
are as important as profit in an aborigi
nal econom y, and economic activities
are seasonal. Many Yukon Indians
today seek to alternate between the
traditional aboriginal economy and the
dominant, wage-based economy. For
those Indian people who choose to
become more involved in the dominant
economy, support must be provided that
recognizes the integrity o f the aborigi
nal econom y and the need for Indian
people to find their own solutions and
achieve their own development.
Tourism is seen as an increasingly
significant part o f aboriginal economic
development. However, recognition and
development o f the aboriginal economy
are important factors in the develop
ment o f the overall Yukon economy and
society. The aboriginal economy
currently sustains a significant part o f
the population, and is the basis for
organizing a number o f other economic
activities. The settlement o f land claims
will have a significant economic impact
on the w hole o f the Yukon, not just
Indian people. W hile nearly all Yukon
ers acknowledge the importance o f the
development o f the aboriginal economy
to the development o f the overall
Yukon econom y, there has not been
general agreement about recommenda
tions for supporting and encouraging
this development. The path will be
neither easy nor painless, but the result
will be that aboriginal peoples and all
Yukoners will realize greater independ
ence and a stronger economy.
At the national level, heavy goods
production will continue to erode due to
a decreasing demand. As a result, the
metallic resources industries will also
likely decline. Both fields will employ
fewer people at lower wages and realize
lower profits. At the territorial level,
base-metal mining was the most
important sector o f the Yukon economy
up to 1982. Many Yukoners, particu
larly those involved with mining,

believe that mining o f base metals will
continue to be a very strong component
of the Yukon economy, employing
many Yukoners and generating signifi
cant income. Others feel that that
situation is unlikely to continue, and
that the re-opening o f the lead-zinc
mine in Faro has masked the fact that
the demand for base metals is in a
world-wide decline, from which the
Y ukon will not be exempt.
Trends show the mining o f pre
cious metals, particularly gold, through
either hard rock or placer mining
techniques, will likely continue to
experience gradual growth in demand
and long term profitability. Yukoners
feel precious metal mining will continue
to be a vital part o f the economy.
The manufacturing industry will
continue to be hard hit by international
competition and changing consumer
demands. Canadian manufacturing
activity will decline in relative eco
nomic importance and perhaps in
overall employment. Yukoners recog
nize that manufacturing should likely
concentrate on specialty products,
processing o f resource-based products
for export and manufacture o f items
such as furniture as a substitute for
imports. Manufacturing will reduce
some o f the dollar leakage from the
territorial economy. However, this
industry will likely develop gradually.
Forestry offers potential for
increasing employment and wealth. In
the Yukon there are stands o f trees
which could be harvested economically,
but the yield from Yukon forests is low
and the regeneration rate is too slow for
the industry to be highly competitive in
a world market. Again, the primary role
for forestry may be to reduce some
dollar leakage through increased
internal use of its products — for
construction, manufacturing, and fuel
consumption.
Agriculture has gained some
prominence as a development area, but
there are specific difficulties in land
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availability, quality and climate. Food
production for local consumption
should be pursued when it is economi
cal, and this may require cooperation
between government and the private
sector. Small scale agricultural produc
tion, for families and community use,
has been expressed as a goal o f many
Yukoners.
Fish and wildlife resources are
already making a major contribution to
the economy, for both Indian and nonIndian Yukoners. These resources need
to be considered to be o f primary im
portance to the aboriginal economy.
There is some potential for the further
processing o f some wildlife products,
such as manufacturing and fish process
ing.
The construction industry is
directly related to growth in other
industries. It therefore cannot be a
catalyst for sustained economic growth.
Construction activity can provide, and
has provided, a stabilizing influence
during economic downturns. Through
preference for Yukon “value added”
construction projects, the contribution
this industry makes to the economy can
be maximized.
The trades industry is comprised of
retail and wholesale trade. Yukon retail
trade has been fairly active and will
likely continue to be. Retail growth is
primarily dependent on access to
capital. W holesale trade has been
owned and operated from outside the
territory. Through the encouragement of
Yukon-owned and based wholesaling,
the territorial economy can benefit from
increased jobs and income. This can be
facilitated by better access to capital
and local procurement policies. The
major focus for wholesaling should be
on provision to government, mining,
accommodation and food services
businesses, not to the general consumer.
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How we deal with
the changes
n order to deal with and benefit
from these changes, we need to an
ticipate changes and prepare for
them. Although many changes originate
outside the Yukon and seem to be
beyond the power o f Yukoners to
control, w e do have some capacity to
change from within and to shape the
Yukon’s economy to serve all Yukoners
better.
Before choosing a road, it’s a good
idea to decide where we want to go. In
the course o f the Y ukon 2000 process,
Yukoners have made this decision in
the shape o f four major goals: the
option to stay in the Yukon, control of
our future, equality o f opportunity for
all Yukoners, and an acceptable quality
o f life. These goals are ideals that help
us to define the society we want to
build. How to build that society through
development o f the economy is the next
step.
The first and most important
consideration is the degree to which
Yukoners can and should try to shape
the economy and the means that can be
used. The forces generating the changes
in the structure o f the economy have
their roots in a vast array o f market
forces. Although some are internal to
the Yukon, many o f these forces are
national or international in scope.
Trying to work against them can be
frustrating and potentially dangerous.
Market pressures generally determine
the viability o f economic activities, and
defying these pressures is usually
expensive and often futile. Most
Yukoners support the concept o f a
market-driven economy.
Market pressures are accompanied
by opportunities. In building a secure
future, it will be important to respond to
market pressures and to take advantage
of any market opportunities that have
the potential to yield real benefits to
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Yukon people and the Yukon economy.
On its own, the market will generally
weed out economic activities that won’t
pay o ff while activities that recover
their costs will generally be selfsustaining. These latter economic
activities have a good chance of
providing a secure base for building the
future.
There are, however, cases where
government involvement and assistance
in the economy are desirable and can
help to achieve our economic goal.
Over the next years, the challenge for
government will be to determine where,
and to what degree, to intervene in the
economy. The realization of future
economic potential will likely be
dependent on a sound mix o f respond
ing appropriately to market pressures
and opportunities, and on government
involvement and assistance when real
benefits in achieving economic goals
are promised.
The most fundamental economic
objective is to increase job opportunities
for Yukon residents. Without jobs,
young Yukoners will not have the
option to stay in the Yukon. Without
increased job opportunities, the provi
sion o f equal opportunities for other
groups o f Y ukoners — Indian people,
people with disabilities— is not likely.
If they can’t participate or afford to
stay, the other goals become, for these
Yukoners at least, meaningless.
Job creation should not be pursued
uncritically. Job creation must provide
long-term, sustainable employment,
rather than short-term jobs. When
undertaken in areas with long-term
employment potential and linked with
training and education, the public
investment in both the job and the
training will provide a considerable
long-term payoff. Rural Yukoners and
Indian bands particularly emphasized
this point through the consultation
process.
Development must aim at eco
nomic diversification in order to
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increase opportunities and induce
greater stability. Diversification needs
to take place carefully, in areas that
offer maximum sustaining benefits. As
well, diversification must take place
throughout Yukon as well as within
industries. Government assistance
should be directed to areas that offer the
greatest economic benefit to the region,
and economic benefit should be
determined in consultation with
Yukoners. For many people, this type of
economic analysis must include
evaluating social benefits and costs as
well as straight dollar economic benefits
and costs.
All individuals and groups in
Yukon society must have the opportu
nity to participate in the economy, in
making the decisions, and reaping the
rewards. A society cannot be considered
to be developed to its full potential if
some people or communities have only
weak political, social and economic
linkages with society as a whole, and
where some are highly dependent on
others for their material and social well
being and sense o f identity. This change
is one that has generated a great deal of
discussion over the past winter. For
many Y ukoners, the notion of assisting
certain groups or individuals to partici
pate is seen as interfering with the
market. However, for many other
Yukoners, including members o f Indian
bands, women’s groups, young people,
and disabled Yukoners, this is a change
that is long overdue. Members o f these
groups are anxiously anticipating fuller
participation in the Yukon economy.
Further discussion on this change, in an
open and committed manner, is required
for all Yukoners to reach general
agreement on how to develop our
economy in such a way that no group is
overly dependent on any other group.
Economic development is inextricably
linked with social development, which
is incomplete unless everyone plays a
part.
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Human Resources
The concerns
he economy is not a creature with a life of its own, although it is often discussed
and analyzed as if it were. Rather, a society’s economy is the collective economic
activity of the people in that society. It is about work — the work people do, the
benefits of that work and the work that is created from those benefits. The people of the
Yukon are both the territory’s major economic resource and the ultimate reason for its
economic existence. Yukoners themselves are the key to creating opportunities and
driving economic development. Economic development, therefore, is all about people.
Over the course of the YUKON 2000 consultations, Yukoners showed they under
stand the vital link between economic development and human resource development.
Papers on human resource development triggered lively comment from the whole range
of YUKON 2000 participants — industry groups, municipal councils, band councils,
community members and members of volunteer groups. Discussions on training, commu
nity development and Yukoners’ participation in the economy have generated some areas
of general agreement and some widely supported proposals for action.
Agreement, support and participation by Yukoners are vital to the territory’s eco
nomic future. Participants in YUKON 2000 made it clear they want to take an active role
in the Yukon economy. They and other Yukoners want to work together to build for the
territory a durable economic base that will give economic and social stability to the
people living here.
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Such development will need the
participation o f all Yukoners and it
must benefit all Yukoners. At present,
some Yukoners live in poverty. Others
struggle to support themselves and their
families just above the poverty line.
YUKON 2000 participants underlined
that the territory can no longer support
the economic, human and social costs o f
this situation. Barriers to participation
must be eliminated so that all Yukoners
can enjoy the benefits arising from
development o f the territory.No one is
exempt from the threat of poverty,
regardless o f age, sex or race, but some
groups have less than an equal opportu
nity to participate in economic activi
ties.
Among them are rural Yukoners
who tend to earn less than residents of
Whitehorse despite facing a higher cost
of living. The income difference is
particularly marked in the smaller
communities. In 1981, 51% o f Yukon
ers working and living in smaller com 
munities earned less than $10,000; only
32% o f Whitehorse residents fell into
that income bracket. Rural Yukoners
also have significantly fewer job
opportunities. However, the cost of
living in most rural communities is
anywhere from four to 50% higher than
in Whitehorse. Many rural Yukoners
supplement their incomes with subsis
tence harvests, but these activities do
not completely make up the difference.
Significantly fewer Indian people
have participated in the work force than
have non-Indians. In 1981, 56.6% o f
Yukon Indian people, including both
employed and unemployed workers,
were part o f the labour force. The
comparable figure for non-Indians was
79.9%. In addition, the unemployment
rate was higher among Indian people.
Among those actually working in 1981,
the average Indian income was only
53.2% of non-Indian income. However,

the statistics don’t tell the whole story.
Although little data exists, it is thought
that many Indian people are active in
non-wage work, like hunting and
fishing, that may not show up in the em 
ployment figures.
The number o f young people
participating in the Yukon economy is
significant In 1981, about 70% o f
people between the ages of 15 and 24
considered themselves part o f the
workforce, and about 11.3% o f them
were unemployed. The unemployment
rate hides the fact that about 30% of the
unemployed had been without work for
over a year. It is often these youths who
experience the problems and drop out o f
the workforce in discouragement Other
young people work in short term
positions which means they will
experience more frequent periods of
unemployment than other age groups.
Participation by Yukon women in
the economy is not a major concern
since 67.2% o f women are part of the
workforce. However, the kind of work
they do and the lack o f support services
have caused problems. Most Yukon
women work in clerical and related
fields and in the service sector. These
fields tend to offer limited benefits
since they are usually characterized by
poor pay, low status and skill levels and
little job security. Most women have
few opportunities for advancement, and
the shortage o f support services,
especially childcare, has made it
difficult for women to combine home
and work responsibilities.
Many people with disabilities
would like an opportunity to participate
in the economy. In 1986, the Yukon
Disability Survey estimated there are
860 people in Yukon with disabilities
and, o f these, 60% are o f working age.
Unemployment and underemployment
are the major problems facing disabled
people in the work force. In 1981, the
national rate o f unemployment for
people with disabilities was extremely
high at 68%. Many of those who do find
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jobs perform menial tasks in the service
sector. Simply getting work is important
to disabled people, but the work should
also be equal to their abilities.
People over 65 comprised almost
4% o f the Yukon’s population in 1986
and this portion will likely grow in the
future. About 55% live in Whitehorse,
with the remainder in rural areas. 25%
o f elderly Yukoners are o f Indian
ancestry, and a large number o f them
probably live in rural areas. It is
important to recognize the importance
o f the elderly’s contributions to the
economy.
Developing the Yukon’s human
resources — its people — will help the
territory reach the goals o f the Yukon
Economic Development Strategy.
Statistics show that some groups have
fewer opportunities than others. A plan
to help address this imbalance will
promote equality o f opportunity.
Existing and future economic opportu
nities must fall in areas where skills
exist or can be developed in the Yukon.
For many rural Yukoners, the option to
stay includes the chance to work and
live in their home communities.
Development that provides long-term
benefits will allow Yukoners to take
control o f the future. For people who
have chosen to make Yukon their home,
the quality o f life, including work and
lifestyle, is important.

Addressing the
concerns
his section outlines seven basic
objectives for an economic de
velopment strategy that will
help develop the Yukon’s human
resources in a way that promotes
equality o f opportunity.

T

Human Resources
1. Increase the participation and
opportunities for Yukoners in all
aspects of the economy.
Local Hire
Choice is important to Yukoners.
Increasing the number and range of
econom ic opportunities available to
people will give them more choice to
take part in the econom y, in the home,
in the bush, as a volunteer and in the
work place.
The econom ic stability o f the
Yukon depends to a degree upon the
long-term commitment o f its people.
Many Yukoners have lived here for
years and have demonstrated their
commitment to the territory. It is
important to reinforce this commitment
and stability by developing long-term
job opportunities. These opportunities
should meet the needs o f Yukon
residents by allowing as many as
possible to do satisfying and adequately
paid work in their own communities.
When we use the talents o f local
people and businesses and keep the
money they earn flowing around our
communities, the territory will benefit
greatly. The more work Yukon people
and businesses do, the greater their
income, experience and knowledge. If
the Yukon is to retain an experienced
workforce, preference will have to be
given to Yukoners for work arising
from development. Skilled workers do
exist or should be trained for develop
ment projects.
The Government should make sure
Yukoners are kept informed about jobs
available in the civil service. It should
also ensure that its hiring criteria do not
screen out capable Yukoners. Job
requirements should reflect the skills
and abilities needed to do the work,
rather than relying heavily on the level
o f education. Local applicants who do
not possess all the skills required should
be given the chance to improve their
skill level through training.

Government should look first to
local businesses and contractors when
filling government contracts. Contract
ing procedures should be reviewed to
ensure that Yukon firms are given
special consideration. The criteria for
determining eligible contractors should
be clearly set out.
Private sector initiatives that
benefit the Yukon should be supported.
Businesses have a significant impact on
the local economy when they hire
locally; provide on-the-job training,
especially to young Yukoners; purchase
locally; and support volunteer and
sports organizations.
The limited size of the territory’s
workforce means some skills are in
short supply. Although it will take time
to further develop a local skill base, the
relative youth o f the Yukon population
is an advantage. One approach to
improving the skills o f the Yukon
labour force is to encourage imported
workers to pass on their specialized
knowledge to local workers.
Recommendations
1. Replace make-work projects with
job creation, keeping the focus on
long-term jobs that will sustain in
dividual workers and their commu
nities.
2. Give priority in government
contracts to Yukon contractors and
suppliers who employ locally.
3. Require the preparation o f human
resource plans when the Govern
ment gives financial assistance over
a certain level to development
projects. The greater the level o f
financial assistance, the more em
ployment and training opportunities
should be created for Y ukoners.
The length o f time the project is in
operation should also be considered
to ensure that lengthy projects
benefit the local workforce.
4. Review private and public sector
recruiting and hiring policies to
ensure that Y ukoners who possess
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the necessary skills and abilities arc
being considered.
5. Set priorities for increasing the
number o f trained Y ukon trades
people to replace imported workers
and develop a system for transfer
ring the necessary skills.

Training
Training is an integral part of
human resource development since it
equips people with the skills needed for
active participation in the economy.
Yukoners must be prepared for the jobs
that are currently available and those
that could develop from a changing
economy. Training is an important part
of that preparation. If all Yukoners arc
to benefit, training must be accessible,
so courses should be offered where
people are working and living.
The modem world is a place of
rapid economic and social change. As a
result, most people change jobs a
number o f times in their lives. It is
important that people prepare for these
changes by building skills that will
enable them to adapt. Transferable
skills, like oral and written communica
tion, can be used in many jobs and are
helpful in a changing job market.
Specific and technical skills that are and
will be in demand allow people to fill
current and future job openings.
Training programs should offer the
chance to acquire such skills and they
should be developed quickly to respond
to changing demands.
Training programs should be
flexible and responsive to both trainees
and employers. They should be offered
at convenient places and during
convenient times o f the year. Flexible
delivery methods, like distance educa
tion, tutoring and one-on-one sessions,
could help bring the training closer to
people. Those developing training
programs should address the concerns
many employers have expressed,
including who will pay for the training
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and how the time spent on training will
be replaced.
Recommendations
1. Identify skill shortage areas,
forecast labour demand and make
this information available to the
public.
2. Provide training courses through a
number o f agencies: Yukon
College, government, bands and
community groups. These courses
must be flexible and practical. They
should be offered on a continuous
entry basis and in a variety o f ways,
including by distance education
techniques. Entrance requirements
should not be too restrictive.
3. Establish or improve support
services for students by simplifying
the process for obtaining financial
- -assistance, by providing childcare
at Yukon College and Community
Learning Centres and by exploring
options for family and rural student
accommodation in Whitehorse. As
well, ensure that adequate personal
and vocational counselling is
available locally.
4. Gear on-the-job training to existing
employment opportunities to
provide an incentive for taking
training. Recognize the experience
obtained during training, perhaps
through credits or a certificate.
5. Focus on transferrable skills,
including oral and written commu
nication, interpersonal skills, core
trade and entrepreneurial skills.
These skills can be used in a
variety o f jobs.
6. Ensure that new training courses
are available when needed. For ex 
ample, the current turnaround time
for a new course to be developed
and delivered through Yukon
College is too long to take advan
tage o f changing job opportun
ities.
7. Provide enough advance notice to
communities o f courses coming up.

8. Increase the ratio o f apprentices to
joumeypeople in order to make the
apprenticeship program more costeffective. Currendy, the program is
not working in rural areas: it is too
restrictive and too expensive to
operate; rural students also find it
difficult to spend a long period of
time in Whitehorse with a trainer.
Yukoners want changes in the
apprenticeship program to deal
with these concerns.
9. Provide bands and local communi
ties with the funds to develop and
administer their own training
courses.
10. Include a cross-section o f people
as designated representatives on a
Yukon College board o f governors.
11. Communities, bands, high
schools, college and government
should co-operate in developing
programs to reduce the drop-out
rate.
2. R ecognize the desire o f Yukoners
to live in their own com m unities and
increase the participation o f rural
Yukoners in the economy.
Generally there are more jobs
available in larger centres than in rural
areas. Many unemployed workers in
smaller places choose to move to where
the jobs are and this type o f mobility
should be supported. However, some
people prefer to remain in their home
communities. Long-term development
should provide opportunities and assist
in building sustainable communities.
Job-related support services are
sparse in rural communities. Rural
Yukoners need access to career coun
selling to identify their career and
training goals and to assist them in
applying for jobs and preparing for
interviews. Personal counselling
services need to be strengthened.
Working parents have difficulty
obtaining childcare since most commu
nities lack daycare facilities. Accurate
and current information on job and
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training opportunities should be
available in rural areas. Although
obtaining these support services is a
problem in Whitehorse, the problem in
rural areas is more acute.
Recommendations
1. Pursue options to develop sustain
able rural communities. Feasibility
studies, pilot projects, appropriate
research and development, locally
based training, alternative financing
and local input are all necessary
components o f this recommenda
tion. The Government should
provide funds for these ideas but
not long-term financial support
2. Establish criteria to let communi
ties recommend and administer
training programs. The Community
Learning Centres should be geared
to the needs o f a small population
and responsive to change. They
should offer courses that meet the
training needs o f rural residents and
provide necessary skills.
3. Consider transferring more
responsibility and support work for
community-based government
programs to the communities, al
though not all programs would
benefit from decentralization.
Highway maintenance and camp
ground maintenance were men
tioned as likely candidates for
transfer. People in rural communi
ties complain that government per
sonnel based in Whitehorse are
often unable to spend enough time
in the communities or learn enough
about them.
4. Ensure community residents have a
fair chance at community-based
government jobs. If specific skills
are required, build in on-the-job
training periods to bring commu
nity residents to the required level.
This will pay o ff in the long run
since residents are more likely to
remain in the community, provid
ing long-term stability and reduced
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turnover. Specific government
positions that have been suggested
include teachers and game branch
personnel.
5. Advertise information about
government job openings and
training and other programs
through a combination o f local
resources and modem communica
tion methods.
6. Explore ways o f providing career
counselling to rural areas in ways
appropriate to each community.
3. R ecognize the Indian econom y as a
viable m ode o f econom ic activity and
create opportunities for Indian
people in both the traditional and
dom inant econom ies.
For many Indian people, commu
nity and family based activities reflect
patterns o f organization that are
different from those in the dominant
society and affect the ways in which
Indian people participate in the econ
omy. The result is a distinct Indian
economy. Features o f this economy
include emphasizing the achievement of
social and community goals as meas
ures o f success and the need for
flexibility to combine traditional
subsistence activities with paid eco
nomic activities. Recognizing the work
done within the Indian econom y as
economic activity acknowledges its
importance to Indian people and'Vukon
society as a whole.
Ties link the dominant econom ic
system and the Indian econom y. The
ability to combine traditional social and
cultural activities with work in the
dominant econom y is important to
Indian people. Flexible work situations
that allow Indian people to pursue these
activities should be encouraged.
Economic opportunities that com ple
ment the social or cultural activities of
Indian people should be created.
Although the settlement o f land claims
will create a variety o f opportunities for
Indian people in both the dominant and

Indian economies, measures must be
taken now to increase Indian participa
tion in the Yukon economy.
The participation o f Indian people
in economic activity benefits both
Indian people and the Yukon as a
whole. Indian people can put dollars in
the economy through business develop
ment and spending and also support
themselves and their communities
through subsistence and other non-cash
activities.
Recommendations
1. Identify the skills and knowledge
that will be required to make use of
the opportunities arising from a
land claims settlement This will
enable Indian people and others to
start preparing themselves now.
Young Indian people can prepare
for the settlement of land claims
through training and education. The
best approach would be co
operative action by the Council for
Yukon Indians and individual
bands.
2. Complete a skills inventory o f each
band to identify existing skills and
skill shortages. The inventory
would be supervised by the band
and would set out the variety and
depth o f skills within each band.
Such an inventory could help band
members find work and employers
find workers.
3. Encourage flexible work patterns
that allow part-time work, variable
. hours or seasonal work to accom
modate the demands o f the Indian
economy.
4. Hire local community economic
development officers to give start
up assistance, technical support and
follow-up help. Bands have found
that Whitehorse-based economic
development officers, whether
provided by the Yukon or federal
governments or the Council for
Yukon Indians, can’t give them the
consistent, on-going support they
need.
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5. Guarantee that a certain portion of
the money available under the
Economic Development Agreement
goes to Indian people.
6. Review the criteria o f the federal
and territorial Indian economic de
velopment programs with a view to
increasing their effectiveness.
7. Encourage joint ventures between
Indian people and others.
8. Provide funding for bands to
administer, design, offer or contract
their own training courses. The
need for such training is urgent.
9. Guarantee seats for Indian people
on Yukon College’s board o f
governors.
10. Include in the school curriculum
the history o f the Yukon and the
study o f Indian people as role
models.
11. Inform Yukon bands about the
Positive Employment Program and
ask for their support in making it
work.
12. Improve bands’ administration
and management skills through
training.
4. Im prove the prospects for young
people and increase their participa
tion in the econom y.
Young Yukoners have said-that
they need training and work experience
in order to compete in the job market.
Skills training, general knowledge and
personal confidence are rieedèd. Ybung
people must also have the opportunity
bn the job io gain the practical skills and experience demanded by employ
ers.
High school should prepare
students for the demands o f work and of
post secondary institutions. Success
after high school often depends on how
well prepared students are for the
workforce. Therefore the schools should
teach skills, like communication and
problem solving, that can be transferred
to the work place and to the classrooms
of other educational institutions. The
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curriculum should also contain informa
tion on the Yukon and other northern
areas, which would be particularly
useful to students who choose to stay in
the Yukon.
Young Yukoners have expressed
concern about the territory’s education
system. Motivation, they say, is an
important part o f the learning process
and that’s where the quality o f teaching
is particularly important Teachers who
show interest in the material and
enthusiasm for teaching can make
learning easier for their students.
Teachers who understand their students’
backgrounds can understand them
better.
Recommendations
1. Provide help in using information
about available jobs, labour
requirements and training opportu
nities. Career counselling can assist
young people to use such informa
tion to make decisions about their
own futures.
2. Hold workshops to teach students
about funding programs, job search
techniques and basic business
knowledge.
3. Provide adequate support services
for students, including career
counselling, childcare and financial
assistance. Ensure training allow
ances are high enough to be an
incentive for young people to study
or train.
4. Screen prospective teachers to
make sure they are prepared for
teaching in the Yukon, especially
those recruited to teach in rural
areas.
5. Design specialized training
programs at Yukon College and in
the high schools for students who
have dropped out o f school.
6. Establish co-operative or work
experience training programs.
7. Advertise training programs more
effectively, using a variety o f
media.

8. Offer and advertise specialized
courses at Yukon College for
students outside the Yukon.
9. Offer a fuller selection o f basic
courses that can be tranferred to
Canadian universities.
10. Encourage underfilling Yukon
government positions in conjunc
tion with training.
11. Place students attending school in
summer jobs that will continue
from year to year, in order to give
them work experience.
5. Encourage the participation of
wom en in the economy and recognize
the value o f work done by them in
both w age and non-wage economies.
Yukoners expressed differing
views about the issues surrounding the
participation of women in the economy.
However, a number of concerns have
been raised. Few support systems and
limited job flexibility make it difficult
for women to balance home and work
responsibilities. Many working women
have little access to satisfying and
higher paying jobs. Although women
participating in the YUKON 2000
process did not agree about pay equity,
they did want to see the equalization o f
payrates in the public and private
sectors. Traditional women’s work is
poorly paid, and that affects the entire
family. Opportunities for rural women
are especially limited. Women should
have opportunities for advancement at
work and access to higher paying and
satisfying jobs. More job openings must
be made available to women in sectors
like mining, and in management where
they are currently underrepresented.
Women are involved in a great deal
of unpaid work. The family is an
important element in society and caring
for children is one o f its most important
functions. Many o f the tasks performed
in the home, often by women, carry
major responsibilities. Women involved
in volunteer activities are also perform
ing work that is important to the people
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o f the territory. These kinds o f work
should be recognized as important
economic activities.
Caring for children is an important
aspect o f the economy. Many women
have said that they need access to good,
affordable childcare. There have to be
enough facilities. Childcare workers
have to be paid fairly. Childcare must
be available when needed and in all
communities. Information on how to set
up childcare centres, including how to
obtain funding, should be distributed.
Yukon women want the chance to
participate more fully in the economy.
Training programs are needed to help
them acquire the necessary skills. For
many Indian women, life skills training
designed to build confidence and self
esteem is a priority. In order to be
effective, this training must be long
term, adequately funded and available
at the community level.
Women at YUKON 2000 meetings
emphasized the need for choice about
what work they pursue. And, they said,
these choices should be available to
men as well. Non-wage activities must
be recognized as economic. Promoting
flexible working situations that allow a
balance between wage-based activity
and family and community activities
will ensure a territory that is stable both
socially and economically.
Recommendations
1. Continue to support home and
volunteer work as valuable
economic activities. Conduct a
study o f volunteer activities in
order to assess the effectiveness o f
channelling public dollars to
volunteer organizations, particu
larly social service agencies.
Include volunteers in the study.
2. Ensure that good, accessible,
affordable childcare is available.
Explore ways to make childcare
more affordable: for example,
through subsidies to parents or to
daycare operations. Childcare is a
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particular concern in rural areas
where few facilities are available.
3. Provide adequate funding for long
term training in life skills and
confidence-building, and offer the
training in communities.
4. Encourage work sharing and other
flexible job arrangements like flex
time and part-time work.
5. Ensure that rural and urban women
comprise at least 50 per cent o f the
membership o f all government
boards and commissions.
6. D evelop a directory o f childcare
information and services. The work
should be done by the Government
and the Yukon Childcare Associa
tion.
7. Encourage the Government’s
Affirmative Action and Positive
Employment programs.
6. Increase the participation o f
Y ukoners with disabilities and
im prove their incom e levels.
People with disabilities are often
prevented from reaching their full
econom ic potential. Many people with
physical and other types o f disabilities
can’t get work because employers feel it
is too expensive to accommodate their
needs. Those who succeed in finding
jobs still face low income levels and
barriers to promotion. The contribution
people with disabilities can make to the
economy should be recognized, but this
requires a change in attitude toward
disabled people.
People with disabilities would like
the chance to participate more fully in
the econom y. Work and training that are
flexible and accessible would help them
reach that goal, as would an increase in
the number o f special services and
programs. Yukoners who are severely
disabled are particularly disadvantaged
under the current system. In fact, they
and their families are often forced to
leave the territory in order to obtain
services.

Changing attitudes and eliminating
physical barriers would increase work,
educational and social opportunities for
people with disabilities.
Recommendations
1. Increase public awareness and
education about the contributions
disabled individuals make to the
economy. The focus should be on
ability rather than disability. The
Government and voluntary organi
zations can work together to find
ways of recognizing and publiciz
ing the achievements o f the
disabled in the Yukon. In particu
lar, educate employers and co
workers about the disabled.
2. Document the employment
situation o f people with disabilities,
reassess and revamp current
programs and resources, and study
successful employment programs
from other jurisdictions as potential
models for the Yukon.
3. Conduct a job skills analysis to
pinpoint possible employment for
disabled people.
4. Establish a Career Services
program to co-ordinate existing
programs, simplify access, reduce
paperwork and to develop more
comprehensive programs.
5. Ensure that the Yukon College
board has at least one disabled
person.
6. Identify the needs o f students with
special problems and respond to
them. Encourage integrated training
programs that allow students with
disabilities to use regular education
facilities.
7. Increase the participation o f the
elderly in the economy and recognize
their skills and knowledge as com m u
nity assets.
The contributions that people make
to the economy do not end at retire
ment. The elderly should have the
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chance to be productive as long as they
w ant Older people have experience and
knowledge that is valuable and could be
shared with others. Opportunities
should be made available for the elderly
in the Yukon to share their knowledge
and experience with other Y ukoners.
Elders should be encouraged to pursue
activities they find satisfying and the
contribution these activities make to the
economy should be recognized.
Recommendations
1. Encourage and support those
seniors who choose to lead inde
pendent lives. Provide support
services to assist in this independ
ence when necessary.
2. Increase the money available to
bands that support their elders.
3. Explore the feasibility o f employ
ing senior citizens in Yukon to give
young people on-the-job training
and teach them traditional skills.
4. Ensure that the skills and experi
ence o f seniors are used by
employing them on advisory
committees and boards.

YUKON 2000

Natural Resources
The concerns
rom the beginning, natural resources have been the backbone of the Yukon’s
economy. The renewable resources of fish and wildlife supported the area’s first
inhabitants for thousands of years. Furs drew the first Europeans, but the non
renewable resources of gold and other minerals brought the major influx of outsiders less
than a century ago.
Today, the Yukon’s natural resources are both the magnet that holds the territory’s
multiracial population to this place and a major part of the economy that allows that
population to survive here. In the immediate future, the territory’s dependence on natural
resources is unlikely to change. Developing the Yukon’s natural wealth is the key to a
stable and prosperous future for the Yukon’s people.
The Yukon has an abundance of natural resources. A relative handful of people is
scattered across one of the world’s last great wilderness areas — mountains, forests,
lakes, rivers, wildlife and minerals. But there are difficult barriers to overcome before
the promise of the territory’s natural wealth can be fulfilled. Many of the more valuable
resources are currently inaccessible or, at least, very difficult to reach. Markets are
remote and transportation expensive. The infrastructure that is necessary for develop
ment — financial institutions, support industries, communications and transportation
facilities — is in its infancy.
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Besides the difficulties o f exploit
ing the Yukon’s resources, Yukoners
face some hard decisions about what
they want from development and at
what cost. Is a mountain valley better
used for mining, tourism or trapping? Is
there a way to use it for all three
purposes? Or should it be left un
touched, part o f the world’s diminishing
wilderness?
The decisions will not be easy, even
with goals and objectives clearly
defined. In many instances, a resource
might be used to satisfy several objec
tives, but not simultaneously. A river
valley, for example, might support a
trapline or a large mine, but possibly not
both. And a wilderness guide is unlikely
to welcom e a hydroelectric develop
ment on a favourite stretch o f white
water. But all o f Yukon’s natural
resource users would benefit from a
climate o f certainty over resource use.
Solving these problems has been
part o f the YUKON 2000 process and
will be part o f the Yukon’s economic
development into the next century.
In the course o f YUKON 2000, a
set o f directions has been developed to
help Yukoners handle the tough de
cisions ahead. They are not quick
answers; indeed, there are no quick
answers when developing natural re
sources. But they are signposts to guide
the territory’s future decision-makers.
Yukoners’ decisions in managing
the territory’s natural resources w ill be
guided by the goals agreed upon in the
course o f YUKON 2000. But the goals
are merely general guidelines. Through
YUKON 2000, Yukoners have identi
fied a set o f objectives to be pursued
through a natural resources strategy. In
the days ahead, when the needs o f the
territory’s people and its resource-based
industries will have to be assessed and
accommodated, the objectives will
provide decision-makers with a clear
road to follow.

Addressing the
concerns
he eight objectives of the natural
resources strategy aim to strike a
balance between development
and conservation, between achieving a
stable economy and preserving those
qualities o f Yukon life that draw people
to the territory and make them want to
stay.

T

1. Develop the full range of natural
resources, both renewable and non
renewable.
The first objective, to develop the
full range o f natural resources, both
renewable and non-renewable, is a step
toward economic stability in a notori
ously unstable economic region.
Stability depends on increasing the
ability o f the economy to support
Yukoners and on diversifying the
economy to avoid the boom-and-bust
cycle. However, some Yukoners
caution that diversification could be
difficult to achieve. Others argue that
there should be no further development
until native land claims are settled.
Certainly, diversification can lead
to problems o f its own — competing
demands for the same resources or for
resources in the same locations.
Yukoners will have to establish
procedures for managing the territory’s
natural resources, procedures that
accommodate the various industries
involved and the often contradictory
needs and values of the diverse
elements o f the Yukon community.
Many Yukoners said that the best
way to develop and manage our natural
resources is through sustainable
development, which means developing
our resources in a way that ensures local
econom ies are self-reliant and resources
will be available for use in the future.
Integrating conservation and develop
ment at the time that resource use
decisions are made is a more complete
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approach than simply regulating
development. And it has a better chance
o f ensuring that development o f one
sector is not achieved at the expense of
other sectors.
It is also good business to leave as
many options open as possible. Chang
ing markets and shifts in society make
the future hard to predict, so it is
important to retain the capacity to
respond to change. If the Yukon is to
maintain enough diversity and produc
tivity in its resource base to respond to
changing social and economic condi
tions, it must treat that resource base
with care. A resource o f little value
today might be the territory’s saving
grace in a decade’s time.
People involved in resource
management should try to identify
compatible uses o f our natural resources
and carefully evaluate those uses to
make sure they are compatible in the
long term. Looking for conflict is like
looking for trouble — it is usually
waiting to be found. But looking instead
for compatibility means fewer areas are
likely to be restricted to a single use. Of
course, some uses are compatible with
others only through careful manage
ment. In such cases, a clear statement of
management conditions, set out well
ahead o f development, would be
needed.

2. Increase the economic return to the
Yukon from its resources.
The second objective, increasing
the economic return to the Yukon from
its resources, aims at increasing the
direct and indirect economic benefits to
Yukoners from resource developm ent
The methods o f doing this that most
Yukoners supported were more local
hire, more on-the-job training and more
local ownership and investment in
resource development. Other ideas that
came forward included; increased taxes
on resource-based industries, defined
and closely monitored standards o f
operation, and recovery o f any govem -
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ment investment in a project over the
life o f the project. Several Indian bands
also mentioned the need for resource
revenue or subsurface rights sharing
from non-renewable resource develop
ments, which they hope will form a
component o f the land claims setdement.
Reducing waste and increasing the
efficiency o f production methods means
more econom ic benefit from existing
industries. As w ell, expanding secon
dary processing would keep more o f
that econom ic benefit in the Yukon
itself instead o f exporting it to the rest
o f the country and the world. Waste
could be reduced, for example, by the
use o f wood chips for home or commer
cial heating. Examples o f secondary
processing that people feel could benefit
the Yukon are tanning locally trapped
furs, using the furs and skins for
producing garments or refining oil and
gas found in the Yukon.
3. D evelop renew able resources at a
rate that will not deplete them .
Any resource strategy must
consider the possibility o f the resources
running out. The third objective, to
develop renewable resources at a rate
that w ill not deplete them, addresses
that risk. The Yukon is fortunate in
possessing plenty o f renewable re
sources, but they are renewable only
when treated with care. For example, if
trapping is to provide a living for
generations to com e, it is vital to protect
the habitat that allows the animals to
live and reproduce. If forests are to be
the foundation o f a continuing industry,
they must not be harvested faster than
they can regenerate.
Yukoners have said that monitoring
o f wildlife populations and enforcement
o f hunting and fishing regulations are
necessary to avoid over-harvesting by
visitors and residents. Depletion o f fish
slocks through sport fishing and waste
o f meat from big game hunting have
been raised as examples o f insufficient

monitoring which has negatively
affected wildlife populations. Better co
operation between people responsible
for wildlife management and people
living in the communities would help
overcome these problems. Careful
development of our renewable re
sources will help give the Yukon’s
economy the long-term stability it has
lacked in the past and will leave a
healthy legacy for future generations.
4. Develop non-renewable resources
at a rate that assures more stable
econom ic growth.
Although they cannot be replaced,
non-renewable resources can be
developed in a way that assures
reasonably stable economic growth. The
rapid development o f non-renewable
resources and the sudden collapse of
industries as the resources are depleted
are major contributors to the boom-andbust cycle from which Yukoners want
to escape. Most Yukoners recognize the
importance that hard rock and placer
mining have played and will play in the
Yukon’s economy and many accept that
unnecessary regulation harms an
industry that many o f us rely on for our
well-being.
But many Yukoners also believe
that we have not received enough o f the
benefits from non-renewable resource
developments. Some people feel it
would be difficult to persuade resource
developers to slow down the pace o f
developments and that many developers
have poor track records in hiring and
training Yukoners and in environmental
protection. However, with careful
planning, non-renewable resources can
be developed so that the maximum
benefit goes to the people who have
already chosen to make the Yukon their
home. Instead o f importing a temporary
labour force in order to develop a
resource as quickly as possible, devel
opment could be spread over many
years, providing long-term employment
and on-the-job training for local people.
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5. M aintain the resources required
for subsistence lifestyles.
Looking only to the new carries the
risk o f overlooking the old. The fifth
objective, maintaining the resources
required for subsistence lifestyles, is
aimed at preserving an older way of life
that many Yukoners cherish. Living off
the land is a vital part o f the culture and
economy o f Yukon Indians, both
through choice and through necessity.
Other Yukoners are also attracted by the
possibility of making a living with little
more than what they can do, make,
catch and grow themselves.
There was agreement from people
around the Yukon on the need to protect
the option o f a subsistence lifestyle and
that protection o f the environment is
one part o f this. There was, however,
disagreement on the definition of
subsistence. Some people felt that
“subsistence use” should refer to Indian
users and “domestic use” to non-Indian
users. But it was agreed that Yukoners
— Indian and non-Indian — want to
retain the option o f living off the land.
6. Safeguard the Y ukon’s natural
environm ent and historical and
archaeological heritage.
Whether or not they make their
living from the land, Y ukoners agree on
the importance o f the sixth objective, to
safeguard the Yukon’s natural environ
ment and historical and archaeological
heritage. Enjoyment o f the Yukon’s
natural environment is an important part
o f the quality o f Yukon life. Economic
development can and should be in
addition to, not instead of, this enjoy
ment. The protection o f our environ
ment is necessary to ensure that those
resources will be available for use in the
future.
The heritage o f the Yukon includes
natural, archaeological and historical
features that are unique or that have
played an important role in the life of
the territory’s peoples. Some o f these
features are o f national or even global
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significance. Yukoners take seriously
the responsibility o f conservation and
preservation. Indian bands are aware o f
many traditional sites which should be
protected, and want to avoid any
tampering with them. Many people
suggested that artifacts found at
archaeological sites here should be
stored and displayed in the Yukon.
Yukoners want to save and protect our
heritage resources, for the future o f the
peoples o f the Yukon and our visitors.
W e have a moral responsibility to
leave future generations a world at least
as productive and diverse as the one we
inherited. A s the saying goes, “W e have
not inherited the earth from our parents;
w e have borrowed it from our children.”
7. Establish Yukon control over the
territory’s natural resources.
However carefully Yukoners plan
for their economic future, they can
achieve little without the seventh
objective, to establish Yukon control
over the territory’s natural resources.
N o country, province or territory can
direct its economic destiny when
control o f its resources lies elsewhere.
Yukoners have to live with the eco
nomic, social and ecological conse
quences o f decisions made about the
territory’s natural resources. Therefore,
Yukoners must have the power to make
those decisions.
It was agreed that Yukon or at least
Canadian ownership o f resource
development companies that operate in
the Yukon would improve the control
and direction o f resource developments
here. Many comments were made about
the need for significant community
input into all resource management
decisions and that any federal govern
ment authority transferred to the Yukon
Government should include considera
tion o f the role o f communities.

8. Establish procedures for managing
natural resources which accom m o
date the needs and values o f Y ukon
ers.
In some cases, it will be difficult to
satisfy the various demands o f the
diverse groups and peoples that make
up the Yukon community. In societies
like the Yukon’s, different groups of
people have different needs and
different concepts of benefit In
particular, Yukon society contains two
distinct cultural groups — Indian and
non-Indian — and extra effort will be
required to reconcile their needs.
However, with a spirit o f co-operation,
it is usually possible to find a satisfac
tory compromise. That effort to
compromise is what knits the society
together.
The groups and agencies that will
be created to make decisions about the
management of the Yukon’s natural
resources will take on a difficult and
often thankless task. There will be times
when, despite their best efforts to
accommodate all uses, one use will
have to take precedence. Making that
decision to turn away other users will be
difficult and often unpopular. The
difficulties will be eased by agreement
ahead o f time on some fundamental
points that should be considered when
making decisions on what resource will
get priority.
The following list of factors to
consider is incomplete; it can be
expanded as new situations arise and as
new concerns are expressed. It should
also be clearly understood that each
statement applies only if all else is
equal, that is if the two incompatible
uses being considered are otherwise
equally desirable. Under such circum
stances, the following partial list o f con
siderations should be taken into account
on a case-by-case basis, in consultation
with the communities affected:
* Uses that depend on a few sites
before uses that can choose from
many sites;
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* Subsistence uses before recreational
uses before commercial uses;
* Economically major uses (in terms
o f income and employment) before
economically minor uses;
* Renewable resources before non
renewable resources;
* U ses with strong cultural values
before other uses;
* Existing uses before new uses;
* Community needs before Yukon
needs before Canadian needs
before international needs.
Again, these considerations offer
no quick and easy solutions to the
problems that will arise. Decision
makers will rarely find that all else is
indeed equal and one factor will give
them their answer. Instead, they are
likely to find themselves weighing the
relative importance o f two or three
considerations. This list and the
additions that will be made to it over
time provide a helpful guide to what
Yukoners feel are the trade-offs which
should be considered and discussed on a
case by case basis.

Recommendations
ow then is planning to pro
ceed? How are decisions to be
made? In natural resources,
perhaps more than any other area, an
overview is vital. Natural resources are
tightly connected to each other and a
decision in one area will have effects on
other areas that are often hard to see.
The following recommendations
have been raised by people around the
Yukon as methods to address our con
cerns about natural resource uses, de
velopments and conservation.

H

1. Directly involve Y ukoners in
natural resource m anagem ent.
This recommendation has been
repeated in all o f the communities and
by all the groups consulted. It is clear
that w e cannot achieve sustainable
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development without involving Yukon
ers in decisions on the use and mainte
nance o f our natural resources.
It was often stated that people from
across the Yukon must sit on the boards
and committees that advise and make
decisions on all aspects o f resource
development. Additionally, people have
said that Yukoners should be the actual
resource managers whenever possible,
as it is Yukoners who know the most
about how to maintain our resources.
Rural residents generally and native
people specifically have been named as
essential members o f resource manage
ment boards and committees. In addi
tion, many Yukoners liave recognized
the need to involve industry representa
tives in decisions affecting resource use.
Others pointed out that to achieve a
balanced view there should also be a
role for non-government organizations
in providing information for decision
making.
Another comment made in many
communities was the need for local
people to have input into any decisions
that directly affect their community.
Some have suggested that communities
should have the right to veto resource
development projects in their area.
Many communities have also recog
nized the need to do community
planning in order to prepare for and
complement their input into resource
management
2. Develop renew able resource
m anagem ent system s.
In order to develop renewable
resources in a way that will not deplete
them, w e need to ensure the fair and
consistent management o f those
resources. Yukoners should be involved
in designing renewable resource
management systems.
3. Plan the use o f our land resources.
Environment and development
planning — or land-use planning — is
the principal mechanism for allocating

competing resource uses. A Northern
Land Use Planning Agreement, between
the federal and territorial governments
and the Council for Yukon Indians,
would allow coherent planning and
management to proceed. Many Yukon
ers have expressed the need for access
to land for many uses. A flexible system
with quick decision-making would
relieve the frustrations felt by people
around the territory and allow to
proceed many projects that will have
economic and social benefits for the
Yukon. Yukoners also expressed the
need for decision making to provide
certainty to resource users.
4. Assess socio-econom ic and environ
mental impacts.
The second broad mechanism
involved in the allocation o f resources
is the socio-economic and environ
mental impact assessment — the
identification and evaluation o f both
positive and negative effects o f a
project, along with identification o f
ways to minimize the negative effects.
Yukoners recognize the need for good
information on which to base decisions.
5. Combine developm ent with
conservation.
Development and conservation
should go hand in hand from the
beginning, with the aim o f preserving or
increasing the resource base. Combin
ing the two principles at the design
stage o f an industrial development
means harmful environmental effects
can be anticipated and avoided. The
industry will save money through
efficient planning and the impact on the
environment, the damage to the
resource base, will be minimized.
The other side o f the coin is the
addition o f development components to
conservation projects. For example,
hunters or outfitters might get a stake in
a tourism project based on wildlife
watching. Or, the migration of the
economically vital Porcupine Caribou
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Herd could also contribute to the
economy as a tourist attraction. Active
efforts to increase the resource base —
such as aquaculture, silviculture or
domestication o f indigenous species —
can also pay dividends in both develop
ment and conservation.
6. Develop siting and operating
standards and regulations.
Dealing more directly with
development, a comprehensive set of
siting and operating standards and
regulations are recommended for
mining, industry, agriculture and other
activities that are a potential source o f
pollution or wildlife disturbance. Such
activities would be monitored and
evaluated to reduce their impact on the
environment to tolerable levels and to
prevent damage to human health. The
emphasis would be on industry codes of
conduct, voluntarily adhered to.
Government regulation would be
resorted to only if the codes o f conduct
fail to work. Yukon industries, how
ever, cautioned that too much regulation
could significantly increase the cost of
doing business.
7. Develop policies on natural re
sources.
A cross-sectoral policy on natural
resources should be developed to cover
current policy gaps, coordinate existing
sectoral policies and address those
issues that cut across sectors like renew
able and non-renewable resources: for
example, competition for land between
housing and agriculture interests.
8. Settle native land claims.
Yukoners around the territory have
said that one o f the major issues
affecting the development o f the Yukon
is the lack o f a land claims setdement. It
is recognized that a speedy resolution of
land claims would help all Yukoners
achieve their goals and contribute to the
sustainable development o f our natural
resources.

YUKON 2000

Financial Resources
The concerns
rom its earliest days, the Yukon has had a history of entrepreneurship. Fur
trappers and traders, dance hall owners, mining promoters and grocers — the
territory’s citizens have responded to whatever opportunities were available.
Today, more than 900 small businesses are scattered throughout the territory. In fact,
83% of Yukon firms have fewer than 20 employees.
The life blood of business, both large and small, is capital. Capital is the wealth you
put into a business in order to create more wealth. Without capital, you can neither
establish a business nor expand it. There are three basic sources of business capital:
personal savings or business profits, outside investment by people who receive a share of
the business in return for the use of their money, or borrowing. However strong the
entrepreneurial spirit of Yukoners may be, without access to these sources of capital,
Yukon businesses arc hamstrung.
Studies conducted during YUKON 2000 and submissions by Yukon citizens and
groups have shown that economic development in the Yukon has been limited by lack of
capital. Yukoners have complained that not enough financial capital is available, that they
have little access to existing capital pools and that some government programs to provide
financial capital are misdirected. The result, they say, is reduced service and less compe
tition in the market place.

F
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Addressing the
concerns
Research undertaken in response to
these concerns reveals a rosier picture
than expected. In fact, Yukon busi
nesses in general appear to have quite
good access to capital. In 1983, at the
height o f the Yukon’s recession, the
overall profitability o f Yukon firms
remained higher than the national
average, providing a reasonable return
on owner equity. Indeed, Yukon
businesses were generally more
profitable than those in regions like the
Northwest Territories where the
economic situation was much better.
Nonetheless, the research and the
YUKON 2000 workshops did turn up
some problems. Not everyone has the
same access to capital. There are
differences between new and existing
businesses, rural and urban businesses,
Indians and non-Indians and between
special groups and traditional entrepre
neurs. The financial resources strategy
therefore concentrates on the problem
areas — the capital access problems o f
small business in general and o f rural,
Indian and women entrepreneurs.
The development o f locally-owned
small businesses will put the territory
on the road toward its goals. Small
businesses can create a variety o f jobs
and, at the same time, keep the benefits
o f economic activity in the territory.
The key to such development is the
efficient provision o f private and public
sector capital. Providing capital to
businesses should build a healthy,
competitive and self-reliant private
sector. The economic benefits can be
distributed even more widely through
Yukon society by encouraging underde
veloped sectors: for example, by seizing
opportunities for business growth in
rural and native communities and by
enabling Yukon women to contribute to
their full potential. As an economic
development strategy, Y ukoners want to
place business success ahead o f
business starts, permanent employment
ahead o f short-term job creation.

he following eight objectives
aim at ensuring that Yukon
businesses and individuals in all
regions and sectors have access to
financial capital and supporting
financial services. The creative spirit o f
Yukoners will then determine what use
is made o f that capital.

T

1. Encourage entrepreneurship and
the development of small businesses
in all sectors.
Small businesses find it particularly
difficult to attract capital for start-up,
expansion or modernization. Yet small
businesses are particularly valuable to a
regional economy. They contribute to
stability by diversifying ownership;
they are major sources o f innovation;
and they provide important points o f
entry into the business world for both
individuals and groups. Small busi
nesses currently operate in all sectors of
the Yukon economy.
Most owners o f beginning or
expanding small businesses have little
in the way o f savings or excess profits
to draw on. They must attract outside
capital by offering equity in the
business or by borrowing. Equity
reduces the firm’s vulnerability to cash
flow problems, but at the same time it
dilutes the original owner’s profit and
control. If that equity is held outside the
Yukon, the Yukon also loses a degree
o f control over its own future.
Private equity funding is not
readily available in the territory and the
Federal Business Development Bank
has made no equity investments in the
Yukon in recent years. The banks report
that few entrepreneurs have tried to use
private equity available elsewhere.
The balance of short-term and
long-term debt can also create problems
for new or expanding businesses. Small
businesses tend to have a much greater
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ratio o f short-term debt to long-term
debt than do large businesses. Despite
the fact that a high level o f short-term
debt increases the risk o f business
failure, several o f the government
programs available to Yukon businesses
are geared to short-term funding and
most Yukon bank loans are o f a short
term nature.
The Yukon’s economic develop
ment strategy should encourage small
businesses to raise their capital, as far as
possible, through equity investments or
long-term debt, rather than short-term
debt. Although the need for government
funding assistance for businesses was
generally accepted by Yukoners, there
was disagreement on what types o f
assistance should be provided. Some
people felt grants should be given on a
case by case basis; som e felt grants
should go only to non-profit organiza
tions; and others felt that grants should
not be given. Suggestions for other
types o f business assistance include:
venture capital, loan guarantees, interest
free or low interest loans, and loan
programs designed to assist a particular
group such as a rural loans program.
Many Yukon businesses operate on
a seasonal basis, which causes them
special problems with financing. They
need cash to prepare for seasonal
activities long before revenues start
rolling in. Start-up costs for a seasonal
small business present another problem.
They are usually spent in the off season
in preparation for operating. By the time
preparations are complete and the
season begins, the businessperson often
lacks the working capital to run the new
business.
Several groups have urged the
government to set up programs that will
help their businesses with inventory and
working capital. Inventory financing is
often hard to get or non-existent. So far
no government programs provide
working capital and the lack o f access
to this type o f funding is also consid
ered a major constraint
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In addition to these problems, new
Yukon businesses must deal with the
high interest rate charged on capital and
the difficulty o f developing efficient
business practices. Both factors
contribute to the cash flow problems
most businesses face during their start
up period. Efforts must be made to help
new businesses reduce such problems in
those critical early years.
Finally, small businesses suffer
from a lack of information. Many
businesses lack ongoing technical and
other support services. They need to
know about sources o f capital, the
taxation implications o f various funding
approaches and management practices
that will help them make good use o f
their capital. Their lack o f knowledge
about financial management makes
many would-be small businesspeople
unattractive risks to those who could
loan them money.
Recommendations
1. Private and public sector financial
institutions should work together to
provide Yukoners with a complete
selection o f capital through various
forms o f equity and long- and
short-term loans.
2. The government should pass
legislation enabling the establish
ment o f trust companies and credit
unions in the Yukon so that the
territory can have access to the full
range o f financial institutions. Trust
companies and credit unions should
be established only if they are
viable.
3. Long-term business success should
be encouraged by both private and
public lenders. For example, banks
should offer loans on a longer term
than they currently do and govern
ment could provide money in the
form o f long-term forgivable loans.
4. Develop local venture capital pools
to assist high-risk, high-payoff
businesses that can’t get conven
tional loans. Help entrepreneurs

find information on available
venture capital and help them
package their proposals to venture
capitalists.
5. Both public and private financial
institutions should give local
managers more flexibility and
responsibility in order to respond to
local conditions and needs.
Encourage better staff orientation
so that officers acquire a full
understanding o f Yukon business
conditions and practices.
6. Streamline the process by which
businesses get the capital they
need:
• programs should be designed for
ease o f understanding and access;
• forms and documentation require
ments should be simplified and
standardized;
• the number o f different funding
programs should be kept to a
minimum and carefully coordi
nated;
• business development officers
should help businesses identify,
prepare for and apply to funding
sources.
7. Business training should be made
available to operators o f small
businesses, especially those
interested in starting up businesses
for the first time. This training
should include information on
funding systems, basic business
practices, the records, projections
and control systems they are
expected to have in place and h ow ,
to prepare financial statements and
cash flows.
8. Government and large financial
institutions should consider
applications for funding on a case
by case basis, using clear and well
understood criteria that fit the
Yukon. These criteria should be
assessed to ensure that businesses
without long and successful track
records do not face unnecessary
barriers to accessing capital.
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Financial institutions and govern
ment should not try to pick winning
sectors or regions.

2. Improve access to capital and
financial services in rural areas.
Rural firms, especially those
establishing new businesses, face
particular roadblocks in the quest for
capital. Rural businesses are usually
hard for banks to monitor; they often
have little collateral because the
“realizable value” o f their assets is low;
they have trouble getting insurance;
they often have little available equity;
and they frequently have to travel great
distances to reach the broad range of
financial services available in White
horse. Rural businesses are more
vulnerable to economic fluctuations and
tend to have more volatile profit
histories than urban firms.
The low level o f banking services
in rural communities harms local
businesses by diverting trade to
Whitehorse where the banking services
ex ist Because rural Yukoners must
travel to Whitehorse to cash their
cheques, they make their purchases in
the city as well. A s a result there is an
outflow o f income from rural communi
ties to Whitehorse.
For all these reasons, rural busi
nesses find it particularly difficult to
obtain capital.
Recommendations . .
1. Those government financial
programs that are not providing fair
levels o f assistance to rural
businesses should do so:
2. The government should use its
deposit clout with banks to get
them to provide better service and
more loans to rural areas and to
ensure that rural businesses face no
unnecessary barriers to capital.
3. Basic cheque-cashing and deposit
taking should be available in all
Yukon communities. Local
businesspeople could be hired to
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act as agents for the banks, or
existing territorial agents or
economic development officers
could provide the service.
4. Government and community
organizations should press banks to
locate a loans officer in rural
communities. This should be a
person who already resides in the
community.

3. Remove barriers to capital for
Indian businesses.
The aboriginal people o f the Yukon
had a fairly w ell developed entrepre
neurial group from the start o f gold
mining until the end o f World War II.
During this period the harvesting
economy was strong. Money earned in
the fur trade was used to buy manufac
tured goods and to supplement subsis
tence hunting. However, from World
War II until the late 1970s, Indian
people struggled economically. They
were faced with the rise o f the wage
economy, in which aboriginal people
played a subordinate part, and the
decline o f the harvesting economy,
which aboriginal people dominated.
During this period entrepreneurial
development languished.
In recent years, governments and
iboriginal people have been trying to
increase the number o f Indian-owned
businesses. But Indian people find it
particularly difficult to get business
financing. Assets on land set aside for
reserve or a land claims settlement can’t
be used as collateral for loans and
provide little potential equity. Indian
families earn less than two-thirds the
income o f non-Indian families, which
again provides a smaller base o f
potential equity.
Recommendations
1. Maintain and support Dana Naye
Ventures as an Indian-controlled
financial assistance program for
Indian businesses.
2. Help establish aboriginal controlled

development corporations in
communities whose bands want
them.
3. Encourage banks to reassess the
criteria used to judge loan applica
tions from businesses without long
and successful track records in
order to ensure that Indian busi
nesses face no unnecessary barriers
to obtaining capital.
4. Both levels o f government should
work co-operatively with the
Council for Yukon Indians to
develop ways to:
• examine the equity requirements
in all government programs to
remove barriers that block access
to capital for Indian businesses;
• simplify application procedures
for government assistance
programs and provide help in
applying for government
funding;
• provide training for aboriginal
entrepreneurs using appropriate
learning approaches.

4. Improve women’s access to capital.
Many women have trouble gaining
access to capital, usually because they
are short o f equity and business
experience. Women generally earn less
than men and therefore have less
potential equity. In 1983, Yukon
women earned about 56% o f what
Yukon men earned.
The problem is not limited to the
Yukon. A recent Ontario study reported
that women have only three-quarters o f
the equity available to men for invest
ment. It concluded that “the relatively
higher investment by males compared
to females may add power to critics of
Canada’s financial system who argue
that it discriminates against women.”
Yet in Canada female-owned businesses
have a higher success rate than maleowned businesses.
N o special direct financial assis
tance programs are currently offered for
women. Indeed, people involved in the
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YUKON 2000 process did not ask for
special programs directed toward
women. Instead they were concerned
that women be given fair and equal
treatment under existing programs.
Recom mendations
1. Government and women’s groups
should pressure banks to re
examine their lending practices and
attitudes toward women. Public and
private sector loans officers should
be educated about women’s success
in small business.
2. Better business training and
assistance should be provided for
women. The programs should
include workshops on starting a
small business in the home.
3. Women active in business should
be encouraged. Pamphlets provid
ing information on successful
business women and potential
mentors would be useful.
4. Banks should be encouraged to
place more women in managerial
positions.
5. The government should examine
criteria used to evaluate requests
for money under its programs in
order to remove any barriers that
block wom en’s access to capital.

5. Investigate the potential of commu
nity-based enterprises.
Co-operatives, band and commu
nity development corporations and
other community-based economic
development organizations are useful
economic tools. They provide a means
for groups o f people to pool their
limited equity and develop new
business enterprises. Community-based
enterprises also pool the expertise,
commitment and knowledge o f the
entire community. Such groups are
most active in providing goods and
services to the local community, but
they also can be used to produce goods
for export. While groups o f this nature
are a major force in economic develop-
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ment in other regions o f Canada, espe
cially in rural communities, they remain
almost non-existent in the Yukon.
Recom mendations
1. The development of communitybased enterprises in rural Yukon
communities should be explored,
encouraged and supported.
2. The potential for community-based
enterprises in Whitehorse should
also be explored. Groups within the
city might be interested in develop
ing community enterprises and
should be encouraged.
3. Capital assistance programs that
exclude community groups and
non-profit societies should be
changed to make such groups
eligible for assistance. Also
legislation governing non-profit
societies should be reviewed to
ensure it does not preclude
operation o f business activities.
4. Any Yukon venture capital
program should be open to commu
nity-based enterprises.

6. Maintain the leading role of the
private financial sector in providing
capital and financial services.
Commercial banks in the North
invest a greater percentage o f their
money in small businesses than is the
case in other parts o f Canada. In 1986,
Yukon firms had 60% o f their outstand
ing bank debt in loans o f less than

$200,000.

In the Northwest Territories, the
equivalent figure was 47%; in Alberta,
9%; in British Columbia, 24%; and in
Canada as a whole, 18%.
Recent surveys indicate that the
vast majority o f small businesses in
Canada are satisfied with their dealings
with chartered banks. In the Yukon, the
only information available is from a
1982 survey in which almost 80% o f
Yukon businesses reported satisfaction
with their bankers. This is slightly
higher than the national average.

Recommendations
1. Government resources should be
used only when the private sector
cannot or will not provide the
required services.
2. Loans should be provided through
banks wherever possible. Govern
ment loan programs should be
delivered by established private
financial institutions working on
contract. This approach has the
benefit for the entrepreneur o f a
relatively quick turnaround in the
loan application, the establishment
of a working relationship with a
bank and the development o f skills
in dealing with bankers.
3. In order to improve banking
service:
• bankers at the banks’ central
offices should learn about the
Yukon’s economy and business
environment;
• local bank managers should have
adequate credit authority;
• loan officers and managers should
be encouraged to stay longer in
any community;
• bankers should be encouraged to
review their requirements for
collateral and their ways o f
appraising realizable assets.

7. Encourage increased competition
among financial institutions.
Yukon communities have often
expressed their concern that competi
tion among banks is declining and that
further reductions in banking services
are possible. The territory has seen the
number o f bank branches decline
significantly in the past few years with
the closure o f one urban and two rural
branches, the withdrawal of a trust
company and the bankruptcy o f a credit
union. In the same period, the Federal
Business Development Bank offices
have changed status from a sub-office
to full branch and back to a sub-office.
The Canadian Imperial Bank o f
Commerce is now the only bank
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operating branches outside Whitehorse
and some o f its branches are open only
because o f government assistance. In
contrast, in 1978 three banks had
branches outside Whitehorse. The
changes have reduced competition and
service, particularly in rural areas, and
could cause long-term problems for the
Yukon.
Recommendations
1. The Yukon Government will need
to foster competition among the
existing banks in order to maintain
enough private debt capital and
efficient, convenient banking
services. The Government should
use moral suasion and its own
deposit clout to keep competition
alive.
2. The Yukon Government should
encourage other banks and trust
companies to come to the Yukon.
3. The Yukon Government should
discuss the concept o f a northern
bank with other northern govern
ments.

8. Develop an effective role for
government in complementing and
backing up the work of private
financial institutions.
Six Yukon Government depart
ments and agencies and 10 federal de
partments provide more than 100 types
of direct and indirect financial assis
tance to businesses in the territory. The
assistance includes grants, loans, loan
guarantees, tax incentives, wage
subsidies, infrastructure assistance,
business advice and training.
While there appears to be little
duplication o f coverage among these
programs, the rapid proliferation o f
financial assistance programs has made
it increasingly difficult for people to
find the right program and get money
from it in a reasonable time. Those
looking for help are faced with a
bewildering array o f criteria, forms of
assistance and decision-making

Financial Resources
committees. W ould-be users o f the
programs have called on governments,
both federal and territorial, to improve
the efficiency o f financial assistance
programs, to minimize paperwork and
to simplify access.
The amalgamation o f the Yukon’s
financial assistance programs under the
Business Development O ffice is a step
toward streamlining government’s
response to the business community.
Office staff are creating standardized
application forms and helping appli
cants through a less complex system.
Recommendations
1. A single basic application form for
government financial assistance
programs should be developed,
with addenda as required to meet
specific conditions o f each
program.
2. Efforts should be made to reduce
the number o f decision-making
committees.
3. Approval processes should be
speeded up to avoid delays that
could cost the applicant business.
4. If new funding is needed to fill
gaps, the money should, if
possible, be distributed through
existing programs rather than by
adding new ones. In som e cases it
will be more efficient to replace
existing programs with new and
broader programs.
5. The entrepreneur with a small
project currently faces the same
application and evaluation
procedures, and the same effort, as
the business person with a large
project. There should be more
flexibility in dealing with smaller
projects.
6. All forms o f government financial
assistance should address prob
lems like equity, short-term debt
and cash flow which Yukon
businesses must face.
7. Government assistance should be
short-term, but aimed at projects

that demonstrate the potential to
be viable over the long term.
Businesses should not be encour
aged to depend on aid, since it will
not always be available.
8. Up-front assistance should be
given preference over subsidies
and rebates since it is more
effective and less complex to
administer.
9. Programs and projects should be
evaluated, but without adding too
much to their cost or reducing
their efficiency. Procedures should
be established to account to the
public for use o f government
funds. Industry representatives
should be involved in the evalu
ation.
10. Over time, government assistance
should recover its costs, either
directly or indirectly. The calcula
tions o f such recovery should take
into account benefits like in
creased tax revenue and decreased
welfare or unemployment pay
ments.
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YUKON 2000

Information Resources
The concerns
cientific and technological changes are powerful. They can irreversibly alter
culture, change the environment, alter the centre of industrial activity. They are
powerful because science and technology meet basic human needs and desires by
influencing our political and economic systems.
The Yukon, although removed from the current centres of economic and political
power, is not isolated from science and technology. The possibilities for using science
and technology are many in a maturing economy such as the Yukon’s. Cleaner, less
costly, more efficient ways of extracting resources and producing goods can be found. As
well as “high tech” innovation, Yukoners are concerned with the type of science and the
sort of technology that is appropriate to the North. This might mean finding new tech
niques to tan moose hides. It might mean adapting communication technology to provide
greater access to information sources in rural or remote areas.
Science and technology can make a vital contribution to Yukoners taking control of
the future. Science and technology are part of many systems Yukoners use now — food,
communications, transportation, shelter, entertainment, clothing, health care and so on.
The more these systems are developed in the Yukon and not simply imported, the more
likely they will be to respond to the needs of Yukoners.

S

Information Resources

Science and technology can
generate information about the environ
ment and mechanisms to protect it —
ways to trade o ff between resource
development and conservation. Science
and technology can also help provide
more harmonious social structure and
community well-being. For many, this
will mean they will achieve a more
acceptable quality o f life.
The goal o f achieving equality is
sometimes lost when science and
technology change society rapidly.
Some groups do not adapt quickly and
end up being worse off. The govern
ment will have to make sure technology
is accessible to everyone. This might be
done using technology itself by improv
ing communications, for example.
O f the four main goals for YUKON
2000, perhaps the most promising area
for science and technology is to
improve the opportunities for Yukoners
to stay in the territory. Science and
technology can revitalize an existing
industry or it can create opportunities
and potential employment. Technology
can also eliminate jobs. Sound planning
and policies, to minimize the negative
effects o f change, need to be consid
ered.

Addressing the
concerns
world dominated by techno
logical innovation is constandy
encroaching on the Yukon.
This can affect the territory dramatically
with the many possible ways it can be
used. The costs o f ignoring science and
technology, on the other hand, are great.
The seven objectives below focus on
how Yukoners can use science and
technology to their best advantage.

A

1. Use science and technology as tools
for developm ent.
Science and technology strategies
and policies are new to the Yukon for
the most part. Of course, science and
technology have been used here in the
past. Indian people in this area have
been using their knowledge and new
ideas for thousands o f years to make
better tools or find new techniques. The
extreme conditions in the North have
demanded the people here understand
their world and use what it offers to
survive in innovative ways. The
purpose o f this strategy is to instill a
spirit here that will make science and
technology a tool to develop our
economy on our own terms.
Further, science and technology
also provides indirect benefits to the
economy. Investment in science and
technology to resolve social issues can
create income and jobs while helping to
improve the quality o f life for the
people affected.
However, need alone will not
promote the use o f science and technol
ogy as an economic and social tool in
the Yukon. Government should play a
key role in coordinating, developing,
and promoting science and technology.
The tax structure, financing policies,
relations between various levels of
government and procurement policies
can be used to develop a climate for
science and technology. Broad social
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and economic goals are another
requirement. Science and technology
policy should be developed to serve
social goals.
The Government should plan for
and support new facilities for research,
development o f technology, and the
growth o f businesses using new
technology according to Yukoners’
priorities.
Recommendations
1. The Government o f the Yukon
should develop a position of
Science and Technology Advisor.
The Advisor would review and
advise the government on science
and technology. Given the size o f
the Yukon, this may only require a
part-time position.
2. Examine measures governments
can take to promote the use o f
science and technology.
2. Im prove our understanding o f the
natural and social environm ent and
im prove access to existing sources of
inform ation.
A first step to solving many
problems is knowing more about the
problem. In the Yukon, many times, this
will mean knowing more about our
natural environment and social systems.
Networks are a way to make
information available on people,
technologies, markets and production
facilities. They help promote new
directions in research. Networks also
allow scientists, who at least in the short
term are not located in the Yukon, to
generate research o f value to the Yukon.
Recommendations
1. Government should establish
networking systems which can
promote information and computer
link-ups with other research
institutions and local information
sources.
2. Yukon College should set up a
Research Data and Information

Information Resources
Centre to store documents received
under the current science ordinance
and any new programs. As w ell as
providing a central storehouse o f
research and information on the
Yukon or applicable to the Yukon,
this centre should take on responsi
bility for circumpolar information
exchange.
3. The Department o f Education’s
Learning Materials Centre should
be promoted for community use in
addition to school use.
4. TheGovemment should support the
continuation o f the Yukon Science
Institute’s lecture series called
Science Today. Other methods o f
communicating science and
technology to the public, such as
demonstration projects, should be
considered.
5. The Yukon Government should
encourage businesses, with
appropriate incentives, to make in
formation about science and tech
nological innovations public.
3. Do original scientific research in
the N orth.
There should be som e original
scientific research done here. The
Yukon tends to adapt technology from
the south rather than discover its own.
New bodies o f knowledge can only
help to encourage technological
advances which are relevant to the
North in the long term.
The Yukon lacks facilities which
are recognized by national research
councils. Funding from these councils
usually goes to universities or recog
nized institutes. However, recognition
from the various research councils
would be an incentive for professors on
leave from universities or scientists
visiting from foreign countries to work
in the Yukon. In the long term, Yukon
College could becom e a place where
resident researchers could become
established.
Training and education in science

and technology should be considered
basic for all Yukoners. W e live in a
society where people need a good
general education. Today, in addition to
language and mathematics, science
should be considered basic in our
school system. This will help people
achieve greater equality o f opportunity.
Also, using science and technology
to help train people is an option.
Distance education and various initia
tives on training at the post-secondary
level are included in the Yukon Train
ing Strategy.
Recom mendations
1. The Scientists and Explorers
Ordinance should be replaced with
a “research and innovation pro
gram” which promotes research in
the Yukon. In return, the researcher
would help the Yukon by making
research available locally, by
training local research assistants
and by using the research for local
applications.
2. Yukon College should play a role
in promoting northern research.
The college can provide facilities
and lobby for national research
funds with other institutes that
currently are not eligible to receive
them. It can offer technological
training programs.
3. The Yukon Government can take
the following actions: encourage
more girls and Indian students to
take maths and sciences, offer a
secondary school course that relates
science and technology to the
community and assist teachers to
improve their skill in the area.
4. Reinforce the traditional Indian
and rural lifestyles by using appro
priate technologies and adapting
traditional technologies for m odern
uses.
Modem technology has been
destructive to traditional and rural
lifestyles. Technology frequently is
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designed to serve the needs o f the
industrial economy. Yukoners value
the cultural and environmental relation
ships which put us closer in touch with
the land.
Recommendations
1. Link traditional Indian knowledge
to scientific knowledge, for
example in the renewable resources
areas.
2. Upgrade traditional craft skills
through modem technological
methods.
3. U se technology to increase the
dialogue and information exchange
between rural communities and
Whitehorse.
5. Expand the scope o f resource
industries by using technology to
move in new directions.
Natural resource industries are key
generators o f employment and income
within the Yukon. Wider use o f re
sources through advances in technology
can bring improved and new opportuni
ties. Expanding resource industries does
not necessarily mean making them
bigger. The focus should be to keep the
size appropriate to the Yukon situation.
To ensure that the benefits do go to
Yukoners there will have to be in
creased communication about technical
innovations to potential users.
Because o f their potential and
importance to the Yukon economy, the
following areas should be the top
priorities for applying science and
technology to aid development: placer
gold mining, hard rock mining, energy
and alternate energy sources, forest
industry systems, game farming,
specialty agriculture, specialized
manufacturing such as native products,
game management, specialty aquacul
ture and water quality.
Recommendation
1. The Government could use
extension agents — specialized

Information Resources
field workers — to promote
science, technology and innovation.
However, the size o f the Yukon
population, the interests o f private
sector institutions and limits to
government financial resources
should be considered in determin
ing how best to provide this
service.
6. Prom ote the sm all business sector
and individual entrepreneurs in their
use o f science and technology.
The private sector, small compa
nies in particular, is important in the
development o f science and technology.
A small company is usually in a good
position to be innovative in its use o f
technology. The large number o f small
businesses in the Yukon economy
makes this a critical element o f a
science and technology strategy.
For small businesses, the cost o f
finding and using technological
innovation can be prohibitive. But for
society the cost o f not having innova
tion may be much greater. The Govern
ment should assist entrepreneurs with
support for training, venture capital,
management services and general
operations. N ew companies using new
technologies may also require special
facilities.
Recommendations
1. The Yukon Chamber o f Commerce
and Yukon College should study
examples o f entrepreneurship
training programs elsewhere in
Canada and adapt them for use in
the Yukon.
2. The Yukon Government should
investigate means to support
business start-up for firms using
technology by using such things as
the incubator concept
7. Im prove public infrastructure
through science and technology.
Public transportation, housing,
communication, sewer, and energy

systems are well designed to suit
southern Canadian conditions. But in
the North, science and technology can
be used to make public infrastructure
work better. Existing technologies need
to be more widely distributed as well.
Yukon could lead in the development
and use o f northern technologies that
could be used in other regions or
countries.
Recommendation
1. Develop northern-oriented pro
grams to improve construction,
housing, sewer and other types o f
infrastructure.

YUKON 2000

Infrastructure
he infrastructure of the Yukon includes the transportation networks, communica
tion systems, energy sources, municipal services, housing, leisure and recreation
facilities. This infrastructure is responsible for transporting goods, communicat
ing information, heating buildings, housing people and providing the standard of life
enjoyed by Yukoners.
As infrastructure provides the framework on which public and private development
can build, it is an essential link in the process of economic development. In addition to
laying the ground work for development in other sectors of the economy, investment in
infrastructure creates jobs, provides business opportunities, and generates income for
Yukon residents.
The Infrastructure Strategy identifies six components, each designed to reinforce the
goals and objectives of the YUKON 2000 Strategy. Integration of these strategies is
intended to enable Yukoners to gain equal access to future options and opportunities,
maintain a high quality of life, and gain control of their future.

T

Infrastructure

Transportation
The concerns
he transportation network in the
Yukon has developed in the face
o f a number o f constraints. Vast
areas o f remoteness and wilderness,
severe geographic conditions, a harsh
climate and small markets continue to
have a direct impact on the cost of
living in the north. Yukoners have
expressed the need for a transportation
strategy which provides reasonable
costs, more accessible levels of service
and higher quality.
Yukoners have also stressed the
need to upgrade the existing infrastruc
ture before developing any new infra
structure. There is a lot o f concern over
the poor quality o f some o f the existing
community roads and airports. Concern
has also been expressed over the
impacts that deregulation may have on
transportation in the north. Some feel
that a deregulated market may increase
costs and decrease air services. Others
feel that there is already a need to
increase competition among transporta
tion companies.

T

Addressing the
concerns
1. Assess the cost and benefits of
transportation developments to local
and regional interests. Consult both
industry and community representa
tives.
People in communities throughout
the territory want a greater voice in
determining the nature and direction o f
economic development in their region.
Transportation developments, therefore,
need to be evaluated against local
community needs and private interests.
Community benefits can be maximized
by ensuring that the transportation

corridors, facilities and services can be
developed and maintained in a way
which is beneficial to local people.
These benefits can occur by way o f job
creation and spin-off benefits to the
local small business sector. The
planning o f transportation routes and
modes, and the allocation o f priorities
will need to incorporate local environ
mental and wildlife values, and address
land use plans and competing resource
uses.
Competing user conflicts must be
given careful consideration. They
should be resolved in such a way as to
ensure that local people, tourists and
commercial carriers can all have access
to safe, efficient, inexpensive and
socially desirable transportation. While
the level o f service will vary according
to population size, distribution and
extent o f commercial development, an
attempt should be made to develop
standards which reflect uniformity and
which attempt to provide a fair and
equitable level o f service.
The construction and maintenance
o f transportation systems can provide
economic benefits to all Yukoners.
Investments in transportation, in
addition to reducing costs to private
consumers through better and more
cost-effective routes and services, can
sustain local econom ies during eco
nomic downturns. There are conflicting
view s as to whether development
follows the construction o f new
infrastructure or whether infrastructure
will follow new development.
An adequate assessment o f commu
nity needs, with due respect to the local
plans for the regions, can provide cost
savings and efficiency and avoid
duplication o f effort and service. This
can best be achieved through consulta
tion with local communities and
regional industries to ensure that their
needs are supported through transporta
tion development.

Infrastructure
2. Integrate management and devel
opment of transportation modes
within the Yukon.

3. Integrate the Yukon’s transporta
tion system with those of other juris
dictions.

In addition to wanting greater
control over the planning o f the
transportation network, Yukoners
require an integrated transportation
system within the territory. Transporta
tion planning should attempt to incorpo
rate the needs o f all transportation
modes, (i.e. road, rail, air and marine)
and their linkages. It is thought that a
range o f options can better ensure that
development meets local needs and
minimizes environmental impacts.
All four modes o f transportation,
air, road, water and rail, require more
effective integration. As well, a number
o f user conflicts need to be addressed.
Transportation planning and develop
ment is required to provide more timely
and cost-effective transportation
options. Improved accessibility to all
regions o f the territory would benefit a
number o f sectors, including business,
tourism, and others. The development
o f new and improved transportation
links to the regions will also serve to
reduce costs for shippers, carriers and
passengers.
The transportation development
strategy should attempt to improve
integration with other jurisdictions. A
number o f transportation obstacles
currently impede traffic with Alaska,
British Columbia, Alberta and the
Northwest Territories. The establish
ment o f regulatory standards, taxes and
user charges which are consistent with
other jurisdictions, would improve this
situation.

More territorial control is needed in
order to better manage transportation
development in the Yukon. Devolution
o f responsibilities from the federal gov
ernment to the territorial government
will attempt to eliminate the overlap
and duplication o f services, thereby
minimizing costs and maximizing
efficiency. This is particularly important
for highways and rural airports.
A number o f recommendations have
been suggested, as follows.
1. Devolution o f full responsibility
for rural airports from the federal to
the territorial government.
2. Establish a separate Yukon G ov
ernment agency for management,
planning and development o f air
services and facilities.
3. Devolution of full responsibility
for roads from the federal to the
territorial government
4. Conduct regular reviews with
industry and community represen
tatives to identify specific require
ments for planning and integration
o f the Yukon transportation system.
5. The departments o f Community
and Transportation Services,
Economic Development, Renew
able Resources and Tourism should
conduct an annual review along
with the communities to identify
existing and potential user con
flicts.
6. Develop a policy outlining criteria
for the provision and allocation o f
routes.

Recom mendations
1. R eview the impact o f proposed
federal regulatory reforms on all
transportation modes.
2. R eview all standards and regula
tions to eliminate internal inconsis
tencies and harmonize the Yukon
transportation system with other ju
risdictions.
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Energy
The concerns
number o f studies identify
energy costs as a significant
drain on the Yukon economy.
Yukon residents and industry spent
some $92 million in 1985 to meet their
energy needs, o f which an estimated
$74 million or approximately 80% was
for imported refined petroleum prod
ucts. The extent to which energy has in
hibited economic development is not
completely clear. There is some debate
as to whether an effective and afford
able supply o f energy will lead to
increased development, or whether
increased development will lead to
lower energy costs. However, energy
expenditures have, for the most part, a
negative impact on the economy.
Two important factors in energy
expenditures are the amount o f money
Yukoners spend on energy and the
source o f their energy supply. The total
amount spent by residents affects
personal incomes. In the case o f
industry, expenditures reduce competi
tiveness, profitability and the incentive
and ability to invest Clearly, the more
that Yukoners can reduce their energy
expenditures, either through more
efficient use o f energy or through lower
prices, the less o f a constraint energy
will be on development.
Source o f supply is important
because it determines the extent to
which energy expenditures support
local or non-local businesses. In the
event that local suppliers can meet a
greater number o f local needs, energy
itself will serve as a greater stimulus to
the Yukon economy, thus reducing the
adverse effects o f energy on the
economy. Some Yukoners, however,
have presented the view that increased
economic development will lead to
lower energy costs. There are three
alternatives that Yukoners can consider
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to reduce these adverse effects o f
energy costs: conservation, different
sources o f supply and more efficient
Gower cost) delivery o f supply.
A final concern relates to the
environmental aspect o f energy devel
opm ent The use o f wood heat, for
example, needs to be carefully moni
tored in order to avoid over harvesting.
There is also concern that major oil and
gas exploration and development
activity in areas such as Old Crow will
be damaging.

Addressing the
concerns
1. Substitute local energy resources
for im ported energy form s, w here it
is technically feasible and cost
effective to do so.
Research and development o f local
energy supplies, to be used as substi
tutes for imported forms o f energy,
particularly oil, are consistent with the
goals o f Yukoners. Many felt that the
government should take the lead in
energy research and technological
development. Other fuel sources may
include coal and natural gas. More self
sufficiency, with respect to energy
supplies, may enable more control over
the economy and diversify its base.
Moreover, the use o f cost-effective
local energy offers Yukon consumers
security o f supply, stability o f costs, and
som e freedom from dramatic fluctua
tions in world prices. For example,
woodchips, microhydro, solar, waste
burning and other alternative energy
sources offer a means to reduce the
negative influence that energy costs
have on growth. Overall, the use o f
renewable and indigenous energy
sources offer Yukon businesses and
communities a more stable economic
environment in which to make their
plans.

In consultation with the private
sector and community representatives,
public funds can be effectively used for
research and development o f new
energy options. Such a strategy should
also ensure that the benefits from new
initiatives flow equitably to all regions.
In order for research and development
to be effective, a long term financial
commitment is required.
Recommendations
1. Conduct research into small hydro,
grid extension, pricing and other
options to reduce electrical costs.
2. Assess the impact o f industry
structure on prices o f imported
fuels.
2. Assess new energy developments
considering the direct and indirect
econom ic benefits to local com m uni
ties.
Yukon people seek an economic
environment that affords them eco
nomic security and stability. Economic
spin-offs, such as training, job creation
and increased support for local busi
nesses are likely to be greater with the
development of local indigenous energy
supplies than with imported petroleum
products. New energy developments
should be assessed for the degree to
which they stimulate the local economy,
not drain monies from it. Communities
and the private business sector should
have the opportunity to express their
views o f the benefits and costs attached
to any energy development.
Recommendation
1. Consult with industry and commu
nity representatives to assess costs
and benefits o f new energy initia
tives.
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3. Im prove the cost-effectiveness of
existing energy sources through an
exam ination o f distribution costs and
conservation m ethods.
Yukoners want an acceptable
quality o f life and equality o f opportu
nity throughout the territory. This
means they want a fair and equitable
distribution o f energy costs among
Yukon consumers. For residents this
affects incomes; for industry it affects
competitiveness. The key is whether
Yukoners are minimizing energy costs
and are utilizing local sources to the
extent possible.
Specific regional and local condi
tions must be given careful considera
tion in order to ensure maximum
economic benefits to energy users in
each region o f the Yukon. To this end,
close consultation with communities '
and private businesses will ensure that
local needs and expectations are m et
This objective seeks to enhance the
Yukon economic environment by
reducing the drain on personal and
business incomes. W e could accomplish
this by reducing the delivered price o f
imported fuels and by encouraging
conservation measures in the transporta
tion and building sectors. Conservation
is by far the most beneficial way to
reduce energy costs and reduce leakages
from the Yukon econom y, particularly
in the residential and commercialinstitutional sectors. Better energy
conservation methods are especially
required in government housing.
Recommendations
1. Assess the impact o f direct and
indirect energy subsidies on energy
use and the effectiveness o f other
government programs.
2. A ssess the impact o f electricity
pricing structure on energy conser
vation and fuel substitution goals.
3. Improve conservation program
delivery mechanisms for rural and
native residents.
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4. Conduct further research into the
conservation potential in the trans
portation sector.
5. Continue support for education
programs promoting energy conser
vation.
6. Establish energy conservation as a
central component in the design
and construction o f all new public
buildings.
7. Review building codes to deter
mine where energy conservation
can be introduced in a manner that
is cost effective.
4. Ensure an equitable distribution o f
energy costs am ong Y ukon consum 
ers.
If Yukoners are to continue to
make their living in all regions o f the
territory they must enjoy a comparable
quality o f life. Similarly, initiatives to
diversify the economy rely upon an
equality o f opportunity whereby no
region o f the territory is placed at a
competitive disadvantage through
excessive energy costs.
Maintaining a secure source of
supply and stable energy rates over the
long term are vital to eliminating the
boom-bust o f development that has
characterized Yukon econom ic life to
date.
Recommendation
1. Establish an energy pricing policy
for the Yukon.

Communications
The concerns
he impact o f an integrated com 
munications system cannot be
assessed merely in terms o f
communications technologies or
services. A broadcasting system
delivers programming from across the
country and around the world, thereby
enhancing the exchange o f information
within and between small communities.
An effective communications network,
therefore, has significant social and
cultural impacts. Furthermore, a
telecommunications system which
contributes to the efficiency and
productivity of business will have
significant economic impacts.
In light of the pervasive influence
of communications in modem society,
governments, local communities and
individuals who are planning for, and
actively seeking to shape their own
future must see communications as an
instrument o f economic, social and
cultural development

T

Addressing the
concerns
1. Ensure a satisfactory level of
broadcasting and telecom m unications
services for Yukoners throughout the
territory.
Yukoners want a quality o f life
equal to that of other Canadians. This
implies having access to an equivalent
level o f services. Broadcasting and tele
communication services can enhance
the social and economic life o f Yukon
ers, regardless o f the region in which
they live. This can be done by improv
ing communication with other Yukon
communities as well as other jurisdic
tions. Yukoners, particularly in small
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communities, would like more TV
channels. They would like to see a
Yukon news segment and more local
content in TV and radio programming.
CBC radio signals could be improved to
extend coverage along the highways.
Lower telecommunications rates and
improved broadcast programming could
benefit all regions through an integrated
communications system.
Conditions o f extreme climate,
rugged geography, limited infrastruc
ture, and remoteness o f communities
and markets are obstacles to develop
ment throughout the Yukon. Many of
these barriers may be overcome by
advanced communications technologies.
All communities should have the
opportunity to take advantage o f the
social and economic benefits that new
communications technologies may
offer. Emergency communication
should also be made possible along
highways and traplines.
In assuming a lead role, govern
ment can ensure that services and
technologies are integrated to best serve
all regions and economic sectors. This
should be done in an equitable and costeffective manner. Government can also
assist communities to overcome a
number o f other obstacles: the lack o f
information on new advances and
alternatives, and problems o f high
capital costs on infrastructure which
offers a low rate o f return.
Government should participate in
the federal-provincial-territorial com 
munications policy process to ensure
that federal policy is sensitive to Yukon
concerns, especially those relating to
small, remote communities. There is a
need for local programming and news
which reflects community interests.
Recommendations
1. Develop a policy to improve access
for Yukon communities to a choice
in telecommunications services at
reasonable rates and consistent with
national standards.
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2. Adopt an integrated communica
tions system policy.
3. Participate in federal-provincialterritorial communications policy
development and regulatory
processes.

2. Use emerging communications
technology in the most appropriate
manner for individuals, businesses
and communities in the Yukon.
Improved communication technol
ogy plays an important role in providing
remote communities with improved
access to government services and
programs. The use o f radio, television,
telephone and satellite links have
important implications for improving
the quality o f life in many communities.
Examples include distance education,
remote sensing and health care services
and the dissemination o f data and
information to rural residents. However,
while the use o f communications and
videos for education is required, it is
important that the technology be associ
ated with a more comprehensive educa
tional system. A ccess to a year round
teacher, for example, would improve
the effectiveness o f video education.
Finally, communications can be used as
a means to preserve and enhance local
cultures. The local Indian culture and
language, for example, can be protected
and developed through a communica
tions policy. At the same time, however,
it must be recognized that increased
access to a wider choice o f TV pro
grams could conflict with other commu
nity, leisure or volunteer activities.
Recom mendations
1. Establish a mechanism for on
going consultation with interested
community, industry and business
representatives.
2. Establish a mechanism for quickly
providing information from
government to all Yukon communi
ties.

3. Establish a mechanism for moni
toring and reviewing advances in
communications technology as they
might apply to other government
goals.
4. Develop, with the Department of
Education, a strategy for increasing
the availability o f broadcasting and
telecommunications services in
distance education.

3. Support and strengthen the Yukon
economic environment through
enhanced availability and quality of
communications services and the
development of the communications
industry.
Gaps exist in the availability of
basic telephone services and specialized
telecommunications services. A number
o f programs could be designed to
provide local residents and businesses
with access to telephones and related
services, (i.e. use o f modems with
computers). Closing these gaps could
have direct economic impacts enabling
a larger volume o f users to have access
to services. This would allow them to
operate more efficiendy and produc
tively.
Efforts to improve communications
services should consider how they can
maximize employment and business
opportunities for Yukoners. Support for
local television programming and
production could stimulate job creation
in a local broadcasting industry. Basic
telephone service needs to be improved
in smaller communities. This could be
accomplished by ensuring that pay tele
phones are accessible 24 hours a day.
Recom mendations
1. A ssess the costs and benefits of
improving specialized telecommu
nications services to all Yukon
communities.
2. Evaluate the costs and benefits of
improving the amount o f Yukonproduced broadcasting available to
Yukon and national audiences.
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Municipal
Infrastructure
The concerns
unicipal infrastructure and
housing are important areas of
social and economic life for
Yukon residents. This infrastructure is
assessed very carefully by Yukoners
when choosing a place to live. The
availability o f certain infrastructure
affects their decisions on where they
wish to live, make a home, raise a
family, work and plan.
In making these decisions, Yukon
ers want assurance that they will be
comfortable, safe and secure in their
homes, at school, on the the road and at
work. Municipal infrastructure develop
ment must meet all o f these concerns.

M

Addressing the
concerns
1. Use infrastructure development to
promote local employment, business
development and enhance the quality
of life.
The development of municipal
infrastructure provides the services
which make most communities viable.
For example, roads, water supplies,
waste disposal, electrical power, com 
munications systems, recreation and
educational facilities are basic to the
quality o f life o f most Yukon people.
They are the bedrock upon which the
social and economic life o f the Yukon
sits.
A community’s infrastructure
contributes to making it an attractive
and desirable place. Adequate infra
structure contributes to a stable commu
nity life and a stable work force through

Infrastructure
the services it maintains, the jobs it
creates and the local business develop
ment it supports and attracts. Govern
ment support for infrastructure develop
ment, especially when it is used to
stimulate local training, employment
and business development, is a power
ful econom ic tool in stabilizing local
economies across the Yukon. Public
funds can benefit local econom ies if
careful consideration is given to ensure
maximum benefits to local residents,
workers and businesses.
Recommendations
1. Establish a business incentives
policy for local government.
2. Establish a policy for the use of
local materials for local and
territorial governments.
2. D evolve and decentralize responsi
bility for infrastructure m anagem ent
and planning, and delivery o f m unici
pal services to local com m unities as
they request it.
Decentralizing responsibility for
management, planning and delivery o f
municipal services is essential if local
people are to benefit fully from infra
structure development. This includes
developing and maintaining services
locally. D evolving the authority for
municipal infrastructure to communities
gives local people full control over their
own affairs and enables them the
opportunity to reap the full benefit of
community development.
Community-based economic and
land use plans offer local people a guide
for short and long term econom ic
development in their region. Local
econom ic and land use plans are a
reflection o f local ideas about the
direction, type and rate o f development
that is desired. As such, they should be
used as a framework for decision
making.
Support is essential if local people
are to assume full local control o f their
own affairs. An excessive burden o f

responsibility for management of
municipal planning and development
will be placed upon local administrators
and currently over-worked volunteers
without this support. Some help from
YTG would be required for such
services as financial assistance and for
the cost of hiring a town manager. YTG
staff placed in the communities would
also help to stabilize the communities’
employment base.
Local people should also be
entitled to the financial resources and
training opportunities that will allow
them to assume more local control.
More training and development for
bands and communities is required in
order to transfer these responsibilities.
A number o f new person-years will also
be required to facilitate these training
requirements.
A number o f inequities occur
between municipal governments and
bands, the bands frequently having a
lower level o f services. This often
occurs because the municipalities and
the bands are serviced through different
programs and government departments.
This results in a duplication o f services
and higher costs. Many Indian bands
have expressed the need for more coop
eration between the federal and Yukon
governments.
Recommendations
1. Promote the devolution o f respon
sibilities for infrastructure to com 
munities and bands.
2. Establish local training programs
for residents in municipal manage
ment.
3. Encourage community-based
economic and land use plans.
4. Identify gaps in present community
infrastructure by community.
3. M aintain and develop com m unity
infrastructure according to standards
which reflect regional conditions.
To ensure an acceptable quality of
life in Yukon communities, capital
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standards should be consistent both
within the Yukon and with those in
other provinces. This includes band in
frastructure as well as municipal infra
structure. Comparisons with services in
other jurisdictions must take into
account the unique character o f the
Yukon, costs associated with develop
ment, the climate and the remoteness of
the region.
Capital funding should incorporate
design standards that reflect regional
conditions and cultural preferences.
Yukoners have recommended that
public funds should be applied to
upgrade the infrastructure in existing
communities. The development o f new
single-industry towns should be
avoided.
Recommendations
1. Conduct research into new devel
opments in northern and rural infra
structure to reduce operating costs.
2. Establish on-going reviews and
status reports for all community in
frastructure.
3. Integrate design and capital stan
dards in community capital plans
and supporting government
programs to reflect local conditions
and cultural preferences.

Housing
The concerns
s shelter supports all other
aspects o f health, education and
general welfare, it is an
essential element for any society. In the
cold climate o f the Yukon and other
parts o f the north, quality housing is
especially critical to human existence.
People with inadequate shelter
suffer from a variety o f health prob
lems. Children experience learning
difficulties and are less able to acquire

A

Infrastructure
skills. Inadequate housing also has a
major effect on the elders o f a commu
nity.
Great progress has been made in
many parts o f the country and while
Canada now has one o f the best housing
stocks o f any nation, many Yukoners
lack adequate and appropriate housing
at affordable prices. Indeed, som e o f the
worst housing conditions in Canada can
be found in the Yukon with many
households living in conditions w ell
below the national average.
Housing conditions and the need
for additional housing can best be
viewed as an opportunity, rather than
only as a problem. A well thought-out
and carefully implemented housing
strategy presents an opportunity to
contribute to economic development,
improve the quality o f life, and achieve
greater economic equality.
A number o f special problems exist
in band housing. For example, mortgage
guarantees by the federal government
take a long time to receive approval. A
number o f federal restrictions control
where the bands can build their houses
and there are insufficient funds avail
able to build the houses.

Addressing the
concerns
1. Provide access for all Yukoners to
good quality, appropriate and afford
able housing.
Good housing is fundamental to
individual well-being and to full partici
pation in the day-to-day activities o f our
society. A significant number o f Yu
koners, however, have unmet housing
needs. Policies and programs which
assist these people should be reviewed
and up-dated on an on-going basis.
Special consideration should be given
for the design and delivery o f specialneeds housing. It is the responsibility o f
government to ensure that the quality of

housing is improved to meet national
standards, Yukon conditions and
cultural circumstances.
Without a clear definition o f the
roles and responsibilities for the private
and public sectors in meeting housing
needs, the delivery o f new housing will
be inefficient and inadequate. Where
incomes are sufficient, and especially in
communities such as Whitehorse, where
the housing market is robust, the private
sector can likely provide the most
efficient delivery o f new housing.
The creation o f alternative financ
ing arrangements, particularly for rural
communities, would encourage more
individuals to assume responsibility for
home ownership and promote stability
o f residency in the Yukon. While
Yukoners want more private ownership
o f housing, they cite problems of prices,
insurance costs, and quality o f housing
stock.
In cases where incomes are low,
and housing studies have confirmed
some serious deficiencies, public efforts
to deliver social housing may be
warranted through the Yukon Housing
Corporation and the Canadian Mortgage
and Housing Corporation. Government
should work closely with communitybased groups in these efforts, assuming
direct delivery only when there is no
other group to provide the program or
service.
Recommendations
1. Develop alternative financing
programs to encourage home own
ership, especially in rural Yukon.
2. Develop information systems that
will develop factual and measured
statistics on the status o f Yukon
housing at regular intervals.
3. Conduct research into better
meeting the requirements for
adequate, appropriate and afford
able northern housing.
4. Review housing programs on a
regular basis to ensure they meet
the demand and the need in a cost-
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effective and efficient manner.
5. Encourage the construction of
super-insulated homes.
6. Review the building code.
2. Devolve and decentralize responsi
bility for adm inistration and delivery
of housing program s.
Increased responsibility o f commu
nities and individuals for housing devel
opment and housing programs can
stimulate local community develop
ment. Communities and individuals
should participate more fully in the
delivery o f their own housing. Commu
nities want more control over social
housing, including the dwelling types,
number to be built, where they are built,
and who can qualify.
There are a number o f ways in
which this can occur, for example,
housing cooperatives, tenant involve
ment and the development o f commu
nity organizations. Such organizations
provide training and contracting of
services, and can produce more costeffective operation and more appropri
ate services. The roles o f bands, the
Council for Yukon Indians, local
housing authorities and associations can
also be enhanced to provide more local
control over housing.
For housing to play a positive role
in the social and econom ic development
o f the community, there needs to be a
process whereby community housing
needs and desires are considered.
Community planning should be sup
ported by governm ent
Recommendations
1. Decentralize and devolve housing
programs to community organiza
tions and individuals as they are
requested.
2. Develop alternative strategies and
programs to m eet housing demand
including the construction o f rental
units and housing cooperatives.
3. Encourage the development o f
community plans.

Infrastructure
3. Use housing developm ent to pro
m ote local training, em ploym ent and
business developm ent, and enhance
the quality o f life.
The purchase o f a house, especially
a newly-constructed one, has positive
impacts on the economy and on the
local community. Housing construction
and renovation can create useful em 
ployment, especially if it uses the
services o f the local contracting and
business community. A resident work
force keeps money in the community
and enhances support for local suppliers
and retailers. Support for human
resource development in housing
administration is essential if local
people are to assume full control o f
their own affairs.
The use o f Yukon materials and
manufactured items in log and frame
construction, as w ell as the use o f wood
for heating provide an opportunity to
stimulate northern industry and the
renewable resource sector.
Recommendations
1. Consult with local interests to
ensure economic opportunities in
the local community are maxi
mized.
2. Establish training programs for
local residents in housing admini
stration and building trades.
3. Establish a local materials policy
and identify construction materials
and supplies that can be econom i
cally produced locally.

Leisure and
Recreation
The concerns
ecreation and leisure activities
have not been recognized for
their value as economic tools.
Seen as pastime diversions from work,
their economic significance has
ffequendy been overlooked.
For Yukoners, recreation and
leisure offer three essential benefits to
their economic life: 1) they stabilize
Yukon communities by making them
attractive places to live, 2) they create
employment opportunities in the service
and construction industries, and 3) they
create strength in a Yukon cultural
identity. Recreation and leisure plan
ning, when considered in the context o f
an economic development strategy, can
maximize these benefits.

R

Addressing the
concerns
1. Integrate recreation and leisure
planning into the com m unity and
territorial economic developm ent
strategies at the com m unity and
territorial levels.
Recreation and leisure activities,
including sports and cultural activities,
make significant contributions to the
economic life o f Yukon communities.
Such activities encourage the purchase
o f equipment and services, and enhance
the general quality o f life for their
residents. In addition, volunteer
participation in recreation activities
represent a significant contribution to
the Yukon economy. The recreation
industry is expanding for a number o f
reasons. Increasingly, recreation is
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being recognized as an important aspect
o f life. Also, our society is experiencing
an increase in leisure time. Finally, a
wider segment o f society now has
access to a range o f recreational oppor
tunities.
Recreational activity tends to be
labour intensive and has thus contrib
uted to the overall growth o f the service
sector. Opportunities for leisure and
recreation activities are now important
considerations in attracting new
residents and businesses to a commu
nity. Potential linkages o f recreation to
tourism need to be given careful
consideration in recreation and tourism
planning. Effective planning can ensure
maximum benefits accrue to the local
business sector, and in local job
creation.
Recommendations
1. Integrate recreation planning and
development into community
economic development initiatives.
2. Identify and develop the links
between tourism and community
recreation programs and facilities.
2. Enhance local control o f recreation
and leisure activities through in
creased em phasis on human resource
developm ent.
The development o f recreation
should be the responsibility o f local
government and community organiza
tions. Community residents are well
placed to plan, develop and implement
activities and attractions that will meet
their needs and reflect the development
decisions o f their community. Govern
ment has a role to play in ensuring that
community groups, elected officials and
administrative personnel have the skills,
knowledge and resources to carry out
their responsibilities effectively.
Without this support, the burden on
local residents and organizations,
particularly in the volunteer sector, will
become excessive. In addition, respon
sibility for capital spending provides

communities with the opportunity to
develop local recreation facilities that
can best meet their overall development
objectives, and maximize local employ
ment, materials and resources. The gov
ernment can support the communities
through land grants, funding for
operation and maintenance, and
subsidies in cases where the population
base is too small to support recreation
facilities. Financial assistance can also
be considered for part-time recreation
directors.
Recommendations
1. Establish local training programs
for residents in recreation manage
ment planning.
2. Recognize the significance o f the
volunteer sector as an integral part
of the economy and as central to a
healthy community.

3. Encourage the participation of all
Yukoners in recreation and leisure
activities, especially with respect to
cross-cultural development.
Recreation provides a vehicle
through which both Indian and nonIndian cultures can freely express
themselves, better define their identity
and work cooperatively.
Special consideration is needed for
those groups who are recognized as
being socially and econom ically disad
vantaged. Government support can en
courage increased involvement o f these
groups in sports and arts activities.
Assisting these groups' to meet their
cultural and educational needs can lead
to their more effective participation in
Yukon economic life.
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The Industries
hat is needed to encourage the development of our twelve
different industries has been discussed by Yukoners over the
last year. Workshops with people in the industries, the public
and interest groups were held. People also added their comments and per
spective on the industries through their involvement in the community
consultation process and their participation in other YUKON 2000 forums.
The industry papers presented below reflect the areas of general agree
ment. They also reflect areas of concern, and outline where major differ
ences of opinion exist.
Each of the industries is discussed under the headings “W hat we
have”, ‘W h a t we need” and “How to get there”.
‘W h a t we have” provides a short description of the industry and the
shape it takes in the Yukon.
‘W h a t we need” presents some general ideas about the kind of direc
tion or philosophy that might be used to guide the industry’s future devel
opment.
“How to get there” reflects the specific suggestions and recommenda
tions made by Yukoners to foster the industry’s progress.
The industries themselves seem, at first glance, quite different. Many
of the industry concerns though, represent common problems and experi
ences rather than differences. Some of these areas of common interest and
concern are outlined here.
Training came up for discussion in all industries. The emphasis
surrounding the question of training is often on the method of delivery
rather than its content. Yukoners want training to be practical. On-the-job
training opportunities should be developed; there should be more opportu
nities for apprenticeship training and training opportunities must be tai
lored to the needs of the industries. Business training is a high priority.
Business owners and managers also need contact with others in their fields
to exchange ideas and gain from the experience of others.
Another side of the training issue concerns the needs of the people
taking the training. Different, more imaginative and flexible ways of deliv
ering courses should be explored; support systems to help trainees should
be put in place; and training should not always be a formal experience.
Employment issues are frequently tied closely to concerns about
training. The hiring of Yukoners for jobs in our industries and in govern
ment is a major point of agreement as is hiring of Yukon businesses. An
overriding concern in this area though is the maintenance of high stan
dards of performance.
Financial assistance, or the difficulty in getting it, is another concern
in most industries. Businesspeople report difficulties in getting assistance
from banks and other private financial institutions. Government is seen to
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have a role in providing financial assistance where the private sector
cannot or will not invest. But Yukoners are concerned about the potential
for subsidizing unfair competition between businesses. People are also
frustrated with the way that some financial assistance programs work;
programs are too complicated, there is too much paperwork, the criteria
for decision-making are unclear and the decision-making process takes too
long.
Yukon’s businesspeople would like help and advice about m arketing
their products and developing new ones. They would like people to buy
locally made products and would like help to develop a “buy-local”
campaign. Some businesses would like to explore the potential for export
ing their products. Cooperative buying, marketing and promotion, includ
ing advertising and packaging, is another area where interest is often
expressed. It is expensive for individuals to conduct their own market
surveys and research, and assistance would be welcomed.
Another area of common concern surrounded the costs incurred in
doing business in the North. Insurance costs are high for transportation
companies, wilderness operators and others who must invest in liability
insurance. Energy and transportation costs are also high, and ways to
reduce them need to be investigated.
Institutional factors and government regulations need to be re
viewed to make it easier to do business. Some regulations, such as those
associated with the forestry industry, are linked to the devolution of
responsibility from the federal to the territorial government. Other regula
tions may actually hamper business activity, for example the regulations
controlling the sale of animal products for crafts production. Government
contracting regulations also should be reviewed to ensure that they are in
line with industry needs and capabilities.
Last, but certainly not the least important, is the need for improved
communication. Communication could be improved between and within
the different industry sectors as well as between government and the
industry. For example, the mining industry wants to talk more frequently
to government, the agriculture industry needs information about the status
of land-transfers; training programs need to be better publicized, particu
larly in the communities outside Whitehorse, and retailers and manufactur
ers need to discuss products for potential sale.
These reflect some of the major concerns expressed by many of the
Yukon 2000 participants. Those more specific to the different industries
are discussed in the different industry chapters.
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Construction
What we have
he construction industry includes industrial, commercial and institutional building
contractors, civil contractors specializing in highway and municipal service
construction, and companies and individuals involved in housing construction and
rehabilitation.
In the Yukon this industry consists of between 150 and 200 firms. In 1986 about
20% were owner-operated companies, probably individual tradespeople offering contract
services. The other 80% included about 55 general contractors and 75 special trade
contractors.
In 1986, the value of new construction in the Yukon was estimated at $119 million,
while that of repair construction was $60 million. The construction industry is a signifi
cant part of the Yukon’s economy. Indeed, if we take into account the size of our
population, spending on construction is much greater in the Yukon than in other jurisdic
tions in Canada. Activity in the construction industry is related to activity in other sectors.
For example, construction supports other industries such as tourism through road
building, site development and building services. As well, it provides housing and retail
space in response to activity in other sectors.
Roads, airports and government buildings are constructed through federal, territorial
and municipal government initiatives. Government construction is more important,
proportionately, in the Yukon than in other jurisdictions, suggesting that government
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What we need
activity in the industry can significantly
affect the industry’s health.

he further development of the
construction industry depends on
the healthy growth o f the Yukon
economy as a whole, as well as on the
growth o f the construction companies
themselves. People active in construc
tion as well as the public have suggested
several ways in which Government can
foster this growth by adapting its own
procedures to better fit the context in
which the industry operates.. In consid
ering Government’s role, however,
industry representatives strongly feel
that the role o f government should be to
support and encourage the develop
m ent o f opportunities within the
private sector so that Yukon con
struction businesses can grow as
entrepreneurs and employers. They
suggest the government can facilitate
the participation o f Yukon companies in
the construction industry without
creating unfair competition. At the same
time, government must take care that
programs designed to help the industry
do not weaken it by artificially stimulat
ing the creation o f more firms than the
Yukon can naturally support.
More specifically, practical help
can be provided by altering
government’s tendering procedures and
policies so that government projects
may be tendered as early as possible,
thereby extending the Yukon’s short
construction season. The development
o f financial assistance programs for
builders and potential homeowners
would also provide further opportunities
for growth. Representatives also
suggested that additional skilled
tradespeople will be required if further
growth is to occur within the industry.
Thus, the government can help by
developing the training programs
needed to build a pool of skilled labour
within the territory.
Yukoners recognize that govern
m ent-funded construction is an im
portant tool for community
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developm ent. For example, local hire
policies and the purchasing o f local
materials, can encourage the develop
ment o f employment and business
opportunities within our communities.
Similarly, residents can take advantage
o f the local training and employment
opportunities arising from building
projects. A lso, by ensuring that local
residents participate in community
planning for government-sponsored
housing and other construction projects,
further community development can be
fostered.
Long-term employment and
business opportunities can be maxi
mized by spreading large projects over
time; for example, by building only a
number o f social housing units in a
given year, rather than all the needed
units in one year. Such a construction
job can be extended over two or three
years, thus providing some stability to a
community’s economy. It would also
reduce the need to import tradespeople
and other workers from outside the
Yukon. Clearly, the construction
industry can be used to stabilize
econom ic activity within the
territory’s com m unities.
People familiar with the construc
tion industry point out that the links
between construction and the other
sectors which produce goods can be
strengthened. The use o f local lumber,
locally-made cabinets and other
construction-related items will improve
the overall health o f the economy.

How to get there
1. Tender G overnm ent construction
contracts as soon as the capital
budget has been approved by the
Legislature.
As noted, the construction season
in the Yukon is short; it is therefore
important for projects to be tendered
and for construction to begin as early in
the season as possible. The Department
o f Government Services could put
approved projects out for tender as soon

Construction
as the capital budget is approved in the
fall. Contracts could then be signed and
work could begin right after the start o f
the Government’s new fiscal year in
April. This would substantially lengthen
the amount o f time available for
construction work.

2. Stagger the closure dates for
government tenders.
When government tenders all close
at the same time it is difficult for some
companies to tender for more than one
contract. Companies also have difficulty
when one bid is unsuccessful and the
dates for other tenders have already
closed. Therefore, staggering the
closure dates o f tenders would allow
companies to spread their activities over
the entire construction season and
thereby avoid work shortfalls. It should
be possible to stagger the dates so that
the potential effects o f the earlier
tendering described in recommendation
one would not be undermined.

3. Construction projects ought to be
tendered only in the Yukon and not
in larger centres to the south.
This would make it more difficult
for companies outside the Yukon to bid
on contracts, and would give Yukon
companies a significant lead in prepar
ing their proposals.

4. Provide a financial assistance
program to help Yukoners purchase,
build, upgrade and own property.
Many Yukoners feel that if suitable
financing packages were available,
more people could be encouraged to
buy and/or build houses. Mortgage
funding is difficult to obtain in commu
nities outside Whitehorse, and house
construction is very expensive through
out the territory. These two factors limit
the number of people able to buy, build
or improve housing. A second mortgage
program at favourable interest rates
would encourage more people to buy
and build houses. This would not only
help develop the industry by creating

more demand, it would also increase the
housing stock in the territory.
Government could also explore
ways to reduce or assist with interim
financing for home construction and to
lessen homeowner insurance costs.

5. Break large contracts into smaller
ones.
Industry representatives are
convinced that Yukon construction
companies have the potential to
develop. There is, however, some
concern about stimulating the artificial
growth o f smaller companies to levels
that neither they nor the Yukon’s small
population can support. Government
could encourage sustainable levels of
growth by breaking large contracts into
smaller ones, thereby enabling smaller
companies to participate. This would
also increase the number o f Yukonbased firms that could participate. On
the other hand, it was pointed out that
breaking large contracts down into
smaller ones could reduce the amount
o f time any one company could work on
a project and this could reduce the
training opportunities for apprentices
who must work a specified number of
hours under supervision. If contracts are
to be divided it must be done with great
care so not to jeopardize training
opportunities. Their preservation must
remain a high priority.

6. Increase the pool of skilled labour
in the territory in consultation with
unions, the construction industry and
the communities.
Local contractors would be more
able to take on new projects if the
territory’s pool o f skilled labour was
increased. Not only would this mean
that contractors could take on new jobs,
it would also help to maintain existing
property and tradespeople would be
better able to earn their living doing
maintenance work.
Training is one obvious way to
increase the number o f skilled trades
people. The Department o f Education is
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conducting two major studies in
cooperation with the industry and
labour: The Trades and Technical
Trades Survey which is to be completed
during 1987 and the Joint Apprentice
ship Study which is due for completion
in 1988. These major studies will assess
the training needs o f the construction
industry and suggest ways to make
apprenticeship programs more acces
sible, particularly to rural people, Indian
people and women. Many community
groups and bands have expressed severe
frustration with the current apprentice
ship program. These frustrations include
the ratio of apprentices to
joumeypeople, shortages of
joumeypeople willing to work in rural
settings and costs associated with the
apprenticeship system.
As these studies are conducted, the
Government should continue to
improve existing training opportunities.
These must flexibly respond to the
practical needs o f participants; for
example, the potential for increasing the
number o f apprentices supervised by
one joumeyperson could be explored.
Training a large skilled labour pool
takes time; in the meantime, therefore,
actions should be taken to increase the
skills o f Yukoners, such as encouraging
the transfer o f skills from imported
workers to Yukoners when it is neces
sary to hire or contract from outside the
territory. Again, care must be taken to
encourage growth that does not limit
training opportunities within the Yukon.

7. Provide government guaranteed
contract security to a specified
amount for companies unable to
obtain bonding through traditional
means.
The Government’s requirements
for contract security present a problem
for some construction companies, par
ticularly small companies and those in
rural areas. Security deposits, bid bonds
or performance bonds are required
according to the value o f the contract.
First-time contractors, newly formed

companies and those wishing to expand
may encounter difficulty in obtaining
bid-bonding from a bonding company
because they do not have an established
history. As well security deposits can tie
up needed capital, limit the number o f
contracts on which companies can bid,
and thereby make it difficult for
companies to build their track records.
The Government could help by
issuing irrevocable letters o f credit in
amounts based on the size, assets, and
financial viability o f the companies.
These letters o f credit could then be
used for bidding on contracts. Their use
could be controlled by issuing them
only for contracts originating with
federal, territorial and municipal
governments.
Industry representatives generally
support the idea o f government loan
guarantees. In particular, small and rural
business representatives feel that a
program such as this would be helpful.
However, concerns about the program
have been raised. Larger contracting
companies feel that a healthier industry
can develop without government
intervention. They feel that a guaran
teed loan program may encourage
companies to bid low to stay within its
limits. Construction quality could
decrease, profit margins could decrease;
and the pressure may be taken o ff
companies to perform. These represen
tatives suggest a more appropriate
approach would be for the Government
to encourage banks to provide financial
assistance.
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Manufacturing
What we have
n 1985 the manufacturing industry contributed about 11 million dollars to the
territory’s economy. Today, it supplies a number of different products for our local
markets. These include printing and publishing materials, industrial components,
food stuffs, and wood products. Among other things, the territory’s residents can pur
chase locally manufactured furniture, sheet metal products, sausage, processed fish,
clothing, books, and jewelry. Thus, despite its relatively small size, this is one of the more
diversified sectors of the Yukon economy.
The industry employed about 2.6% of Yukon’s labour force in 1981. Most were
employees of small owner-operated businesses. Of those that did employ others, over
60% had only one to four workers. In addition, the average manufacturer in the territory
spends proportionately more on labour than its southern counterpart. Small scale manu
facturing requires relatively modest equipment expenditures, thus offsetting these higher
labour costs. As a result, the employment impact of a manufacturing business here is
considerably greater than of a typical manufacturing firm in another region of Canada.
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What we need
n order for the manufacturing
industry to develop, it is important
to focus on areas where viable
opportunities do exist. Many such
opportunities have already been
identified and acted upon. Items such as
the Yukon parka and gold jewelry have
become synonymous with the Yukon
and have proven their market potential
both in the Yukon and in larger south
ern markets. Others are still being de
veloped.
Another potential area is the
substitution of imported products with
Yukon made goods. While imported
goods are a financial drain on the
Yukon economy, locally made replace
ment products can significantly bolster
it. It is, therefore, important to
encourage the selective development
of the manufacturing industry.
Research should be conducted
and information provided about the
m anufacturing industry. Because the
Yukon is relatively far from Canada’s
major manufacturing centres, it is often
difficult for local manufacturers to
obtain information about recent
advances in marketing and production.
Local research in such areas could do
much to overcome this difficulty by
ensuring local firms have access to
current local information. More
specifically, market and feasibility
studies would allow existing and
prospective manufacturers to “focus” on
especially viable import substitution
and speciality products for local,
national and international markets.
Given the small size and diversity of
this sector this could be very beneficial.
As one o f the major purchasers of
goods in Yukon, the Government can
do much to create a more stable market
for Yukon made products, by using and
encouraging the use o f locally
m anufactured products. Yukoners
should be made aware that by purchas
ing Yukon products they can contribute

I
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significantly to the local manufacturing
industry and to the Yukon economy.
Government can assist in the direct
promotion o f locally manufactured
items to Yukon consumers. In doing so,
care must be taken to avoid conflicts
with existing businesses and wholesal
ers.
It is important to encourage the
use o f locally available resources and
the developm ent o f skills o f people
involved in the industry. Whenever
possible, materials used in the produc
tion process should be purchased from
Yukon based firms. As well Yukoners
who have the skills and qualifications
needed in this sector should be hired to
fill vacant positions. Those who do not,
ought to be encouraged to acquire them.
Additionally, the Government
should provide training assistance to
local firms to allow them to increase the
skill level o f their employees. As well,
owners and managers o f manufacturing
businesses could be assisted to develop
more extensive management and
entrepreneurial skills. In this sector, as
in others, the Government has an impor
tant role to play in providing appropri
ate training opportunities.

How to get there
1. Assist the sector with the develop
ment o f new products and m arkets.
The Government should provide
marketing assistance to the Yukon’s
manufacturing industry. More specifi
cally, Government representatives could
promote local products at tourism trade
shows, where the people attending arc
often managers of retail businesses,
eager to obtain new products for their
stores. As well, the Laberge Lions
organization could also be approached
to discuss the possibility o f dedicating a
section o f the trade show to “Yukonmade” products.
The government could further
encourage the development o f new

Manufacturing
products and markets by hiring a
marketing or product development
specialist to help identify potential
markets for the promotion o f Yukon
products. A s well, labels identifying the
product as being made in the Yukon or
made by Yukon Indian craftspeople
could be promoted and attached to
items.

2. Develop export and tourist markets
for Yukon products.
Several local manufacturers o f
specialty products have demonstrated
that there is market potential for their
products outside the territory. Clearly,
the export and tourist markets provide
excellent opportunities for manufactur
ers o f specialty products and naturally
complement the limited local markets
for these products. It has been sug
gested, therefore, that the further
development o f these markets should be
encouraged. One possibility could be
showcasing Yukon-made items at
tourist facilities and attractions.
An Export and Investment Strat
egy, which identifies how the govern
ment can best support businesses
involved in markets outside the territory
and outlines how the government can
provide more specific and coordinated
support to the private sector should be
developed. In this regard, the govern
ment should consider financing and
coordinating the creation o f an export
marketing agency for locally manufac
tured goods.
The development o f export markets
will require access to current export
information: regulation and inspection
procedures governing export to other
countries and restrictions on export to
other regions of Canada.

3. Encourage the development of a
Yukon manufacturing industry
through import substitution.
Import substitution can have a
direct and positive impact on the
manufacturing industry in the Yukon.

Profits made by local firms involved in
import substitution will likely be spent
in the Yukon benefiting the local econ
omy. Therefore, the Government should
continue to encourage the substitution
o f imported products with locally
manufactured ones.
In this respect, it is important to
discuss the benefits o f import substitu
tion with local retailers. Many feel that
they will lose business if local markets
are developed for Yukon products. The
Government should provide information
on the contribution o f import substitu
tion to the Yukon economy: the benefits
to both consumers and local retailers.

4. Make progress payments at
various stages of the Government
contracts.
Within the territory, the Govern
ment is the single largest purchaser of
goods and services. However, many of
the Yukon’s smaller manufacturers find
it difficult to supply goods because they
often lack the necessary working capital
and are unable to access financing
because o f existing debts, inadequate
collateral, and limited experience. The
Government could help these firms by
paying progressively for their goods and
services: in other words, at various
stages in a contract. The Government’s
initial payments could, for example, be
made early in the contract period to
cover the costs of equipment and
materials needed in the manufacturing.
These actions could significantly
increase the firms’ access to working
capital, thereby facilitating further
production as well as debt reduction.
Another very practical step the
Government could take to help small
manufacturers is to increase the amount
o f time contractors have to prepare for
and bid on contracts. In order to allow
for extending the tender period and
progressive payments, the Financial
Administration Act should be amended.
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5. Promote Government financial
assistance programs.
If manufacturing businesses
become more aware o f the
Government’s financial assistance
programs, they will be in a better
position to take advantage o f them. The
new venture capital program, the
improved loan assistance program and
the small business incentive program
for manufacturers should all be pro
moted. Existing programs should be
better explained to potential clients to
ensure they have a good understanding
of them.
As well, access to these programs
needs to be simplified. Yukoners have
expressed concerns with certain stages
of the application and approval process;
filling out applications and writing
proposals have been serious barriers to
some who have, therefore, not been able
to proceed beyond the initial stages. In
addition, unsuccessful applicants would
like be informed as to why their
applications were denied.

6. Improve the quality and availabil
ity of business training within the
territory.
Most Yukoners would agree that in
order to operate a successful business,
an individual must possess a certain
amount o f acumen and certain basic
business skills. This applies to manufac
turers as well as other business people.
Many need opportunities to further
develop their skills so that their busi
nesses can run more efficiently and
profitably. There are currently a number
of ways that people can obtain entrepre
neurial training. For example, the
network o f Yukon College campuses
offer business training at several levels.
Business people in rural areas can take
advantage o f the C ollege’s Business
Training mobile program. Certificate
and Diploma programs in Business
Administration, as well as basic
accounting and clerical courses, are also
offered through the college. Each month

Manufacturing

the Federal Business Development
Bank (FBDB) holds three seminars in
Whitehorse on practical business issues.
These seminars are also occasionally
offered in Watson Lake and Dawson.
The Business Development Office will
also help individuals overcome specific
business problems. Information on such
programs should be made readily
available to manufacturing businesses
interested in training their personnel.
Areas where needed training and
information are inadequate could be
improved. Practical training is needed
for people who are just starting out in
business; often advice and training is
most needed at this early stage because
good ideas can be lost if a business has
difficulty getting underway. Som e
courses offered to government staff
could also be made available to the
private sector. Case studies o f Yukon
businesses could be completed to
determine the reasons why som e are
successful and why others are not.
The cost o f training can be a further
financial burden to a new or struggling
business. The Government should
consider offering training incentives;
perhaps a portion o f the costs could be
refunded upon completion o f the
training. .

The recent training strategy
developed by the Department o f
Education has outlined a number of
training options for industries within
Yukon. It proposes to increase on the
job training programs and complete a
major review o f industry needs. The
trades and technical trades survey and
the joint apprenticeship study are
intended to ensure that the needs o f
industry are met as new training
programs are developed. The Depart
ment o f Education also provides a staff
consultative service to assist industry in
identifying present and future training
needs.
Manufacturing businesses should
assist the government in developing onthe-job training opportunities. For
example, an industry organization could
be established to consult with the
Department of Education; it is difficult
for the department to consult with the
manufacturing industry when no
organized group exists. Employees who
act as trainers could obtain some
teaching skills, which will increase the
success o f the program.

7. Provide more flexible and focussed
training programs for manufactur
ing.
Training programs could be better
tailored to meet the needs o f Yukon’s
various industries. W hile there is
training available through the appren
ticeship program and through certain
courses specific to the manufacturing
industry, it is difficult for many people
to access these. Many em ployees in the
industry, therefore, gain experience on
the job. Quite often this on-the-job
training is less specific in Yukon than
elsewhere because em ployees here are
often expected to perform a variety o f
functions.
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Mining
What we have
ining has traditionally been the dominant private sector industry within the
Yukon economy. However, through the first half of this decade, drops in the
price of base metals significantly altered the industry’s position relative to the
rest of the economy. For example, while the value of mining was $235 million in 1981, it
was just $56 million in 1985. (Figures for those years when significant amounts of lead,
zinc and silver production took place may be overestimated by an amount equal to
smelter and transportation charges). During this same period the relative importance of
gold production has increased. Its value grew from $33 million in 1981 (roughly one
sixth of the total value of mining in that year) to $43 million in 1985 (roughly four-fifths
of the total value of mining that year).
Today this industry is composed of three sub-industries: hardrock mining, placer
mining and mineral exploration. Of these three sectors, hardrock mining tops the employ
ment list; in 1981 975 people worked in the territory’s three operating hardrock mines.
Placer mining had an annual average of 213 working operations between 1981 and 1985;
however, more than 87% of the mines had five employees or less. During the same
period placer mining provided seasonal employment for about 700 people. Over the years
placer mining has been the most stable element of the industry, contributing significantly
to both the Yukon culture and economy. For the 20 to 25 mineral exploration firms based
in the territory, exploration activity has fluctuated depending on the expected return for
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Mining

What we need
various minerals. In past years de
pressed prices have hindered explora
tion, while tax incentives such as flow
through shares have significantly
boosted investor interest. Employment
in this area has averaged between 90
and 110; at the same time expenditures
for exploration have varied. In 1985
they amounted to about $20 million.

he federal and Yukon govern
m ents should create a climate
o f “business certainty” to
prom ote the mining industry. The
industry needs firm and clear policies
and regulations from government to
create the kind o f business certainty
necessary for planning, financing and
developing mining. In the Yukon,
creating business certainty will be a
major challenge. The regulatory and
approval process involves many
government agencies and pieces of
legislation (for example, the Yukon
Placer Mining and Northern Inland
Waters Acts). Approvals, therefore,
tend to be very slow. Land claims and
competing interests for land and water
resources have also limited the chances
for exploration and development. The
mining industry has indicated its
willingness to discuss how to allocate
land on a site-by-site basis so that more
than one user can benefit.
The Yukon mining industry is
made up o f predominantly small firms.
Firms range in size from one or two
people to what might be considered
junior mining companies by national
and international standards. Given the
great range in size, the Government’s
approach to the small independent
companies must be different from its
approach to large mining operations that
are based outside, but operate within,
the territory. This suggests the Govern
m ent should improve its understand
ing o f the structure o f the industry
and develop appropriate policies to
support both small and large mining
firms.
To do this, dialogue between
government and industry will need to be
broadened. Problems need to be
identified sooner so solutions can be
found more quickly. In a competitive
and changing industry like mining, open
channels o f communication between
government and industry are essential.

T

Therefore, to speed decision-m aking,
the G overnm ent and the industry
should w ork to im prove com m unica
tion channels am ong governm ent,
industry, and other resource users.
A s already noted, evidence
suggests that mining activity is subject
to great fluctuation. This not only has
serious economic consequences but
significant social costs as well, particu
larly in communities where mining is
the major employer. There are other
negative perceptions o f the industry
also: that it is an industry largely
controlled by interests outside the
Yukon and that it is not concerned with
care o f the environment, safety o f its
workforce or the development o f Yukon
communities. At the same time that the
Government and the general public
must become more knowledgeable
about this sector, the m ining industry
should work to im prove the percep
tion o f the industry by the public.

How to get there
1. Som e o f the land currently w ith
drawn from m ining activity because
o f conservation or other reasons
could be reassessed for m ineral
potential.
Industry representatives point out
that a good proportion o f the Yukon’s
land is unavailable for mining. There is
also concern that even more land may
be withdrawn or designated for single
or limited use. The industry predicts
that the chances o f finding minerals will
significantly decrease and the industry
will decline if this happens. Many
Indian bands do not endorse this idea,
and discussions between the mining
industry and these bands will need to
continue in an open and reciprocal
manner.

Mining
2. The Department of Indian and
Northern Affairs and the Department
of Fisheries should speed up their
talks to settle regulations which will
allow placer mining on Yukon
streams and rivers.
There are three pieces o f legislation
which, from time to time contradict
each other. The Fisheries Act says fish
habitats must be protected; the Northern
Inland Waters Act protects water
quality; and the Yukon Placer Mining
Act grants mining rights. Consequently,
these pieces o f legislation can act at
cross-purposes. The placer mining
industry believes different uses can
coexist in many areas o f the territory.
Legislation should make this possible.

3. Government should streamline the
application and approval process for
permits and licenses.
For the most part, the industry
believes it can live with the regulations
currently in place. However, a problem
exists with the approval process. The
industry needs a firm time limit on
decisions about applications. This
certainty is needed by investors and it
will allow the industry to better plan
development. Industry representatives
suggest that if government does not deal
with applications in the allotted time,
the project should be allowed to go
ahead automatically.

4. The government should proceed
quickly to settle the land claims issue.
Mining can provide Yukon’s Indian
people with good employment and
investment opportunities in prospecting,
exploration, and mineral production.
Community representatives, particularly
Indian bands, are asking for commit
ments from mining and exploration
companies to provide opportunities for
employment and on-the-job training for
local people.
As long as Yukon Indian land
claims remain unresolved ownership of
land and the right to explore it will
remain in question. This uncertainly

will hamper the mining industry.
Therefore, the Government, together
with the Indian Bands and industry,
should begin now to prepare for the
settlement o f land claims.
Joint education and explorations
ventures should be encouraged now as
well as after a land claims settlement It
is also recognized that decisions about
mining on settlement lands or in areas
which will affect communities must be
made with local participation.

5. The Yukon government should
negotiate increased funding from the
federal government to increase the
geological data base in the territory.
Information about the Yukon’s
geology is a first step to finding mineral
deposits. Getting geologic data is also
very expensive — often beyond the
means o f the small mining companies
and prospecting firms that operate in the
Yukon. Although the government
supports surveys for minerals under a
federal/territorial mineral agreement,
the funds are inadequate. The industry
recommends, therefore, that the funds
for geological mapping and geochemi
cal surveys be increased between 1990
and the year 2000 to one and a half
times their current levels. This would be
about $12 million.

6. The Yukon government should
lobby the federal government to
expand eligibility rules for flow
through shares.
Flow-through shares have provided
a great boost to the mining industry in
the Yukon. The industry would like to
see these benefits extended to other
areas o f the industry. This would
include broadening the eligibility rules
to make placer mining more attractive
to investors seeking tax relief.

7. The Yukon government should
continue to support road construc
tion.
Transportation costs are high for
the mining industry. But current levels
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o f government funding are considered
adequate enough to ease this burden.
The industry would like to see a review
o f how the money is spent to ensure that
road standards suit the intended use.
The mining industry would like to see
funding continue until the year 2000,
providing it is used efficiently. There is,
however, a need to continue to clarify
regulations guiding new road construc
tion, for example about the roads to
resources program.

8. The Government should consider
ways to reduce transportation and
energy costs for mining companies.
The distribution o f fuel and access
to inexpensive sources o f energy are
two problems which particularly affect
the mining industry in the North.
Therefore, alternative energy sources
should be identified and made available
to the mining industry.

9. Provide ways to improve investorconfidence in the industry.
Finding the money for exploration
and initial production can be very hard
for small mining companies. High risk
factors can make bank as well as equity
financing difficult, even impossible.
Industry and government have to work
together to improve confidence in the
mining industry’s ability to meet its
financial obligations. In the Yukon, the
industry is confident that it can perform
for its investors but they still need to be
convinced. Confidence in the industry
can be built in various ways; some
complement each other.
The Government could establish
programs to encourage small operators
to establish ore reserves to improve
credibility with financial institutions.
The Government could provide
partial loan guarantees to qualified
operators.
Investment in companies that
explore in the Yukon could be encour
aged by starting share purchase plans
with tax breaks.
The Government could increase
funds under the Prospector Assistance
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Program from the current $5,500 level
to $10,000.

10. The Yukon/Canada Economic
Development Agreements should be
continued once the current ones
expire.
Economic Development Agree
ments have been beneficial to the
industry. They should be renegotiated
with the federal government so they
continue into the future. However,
industry should have greater input into
the funding levels and how the pro
grams operate. Communities and Indian
Bands also need greater input, for
example in funding levels, program
directions and research initiatives.
Community members need training
opportunities so that they can partici
pate in research activity.
Given the importance o f placer
mining to the territorial econom y, funds
under the Economic Development
Agreement should be increased for
research into the enhancement o f the
industry. N ew areas have to be founds.
and materials handling techniques need
to improve.

11. Industry representatives should
have the opportunity to meet quar
terly with government officials and
annually with government ministers
to discuss mining issues.
Such meetings could substantially
improve communication among
government, industry, and other
resource users and therefore speed
decision making. Working together,
industry and government can make
development o f mining a priority. At
the very least, improved communication
will ensure government does not
knowingly or unknowingly work
against mining. Therefore the mining
industry considers that closer contact
with the Government could be benefi
cial. A s w ell, the Government needs to
be as fair to all resource users as
possible.

12. The Yukon Government should
encourage dialogue between resource
users so conflicts and potential
problems can be dealt with in a
timely and fair manner.
The mining industry supports
multiple use o f land. If this is to work
the industry will need to inform other
users, and be told by other users, about
possible resource-use conflicts so that
informed decisions, particularly about
the allocation and scheduling o f land
and water resources can be made.
Increased dialogue would help to clarify
the guidelines and regulations used for
decision making and would reduce the
distrust felt by some industry and
community representatives in the
resource allocation process.
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Cultural Industries
What we have
ultural industries employ the skills and talents of visual artists, craftspeople,
writers, performers, broadcasters and film makers. Culture is an integral part of
Yukon life; cultural activities contribute to the quality of life in the territory for
everyone. A community with varied cultural and recreational activities entices people to
stay and live. The result is a more stable society.
Cultural industries probably make only a small contribution to overall income and
employment in our economy. Some of the reasons for this include our small local
population, a short tourist season, and the great distance from larger markets. Further
more, it takes years of study and practise to be good enough to make a living solely in a
cultural activity. The image of impoverished artists surviving on dedication to their work
is not for everyone, and the low wages paid in this sector have not helped to lure partici
pants.
The value of an activity cannot always be measured in terms of dollars. Nevertheless,
money spent on cultural industries does create jobs in the industry. The public feels that
investing in cultural industries makes sound economic and social sense.

C
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Cultural Industries

What we need
ulture should be recognized as
an economically important
activity.
Over the past year, cultural
representatives described this recogni
tion as the overriding direction needed
to promote this sector.
If culture is recognized as an
economic activity it means the support,
assistance and opportunities provided to
other sectors should also be extended to
the cultural industries. Accepting
cultural activities as viable economic
enterprises means providing infrastruc
ture (communication systems and
facilities, for example) which would aid
the further development o f the industry.
It means stronger links should be made
between culture and other areas o f the
economy, like tourism. It means that
training and the educational needs of
the industry should be assessed when
w e develop programs for elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary schools.
In short, people in the industry should
be given increased opportunities to
perform, display, produce, interpret and
market products.
Recognizing culture as a distinct
economic sector may involve setting up
effective mechanisms in the industry to
coordinate and promote its interests.
The industry needs a strong and
coordinated voice to represent its
concerns to the community and govern
ment.
W hile there is a connection
between government cultural policy and
the development o f cultural industries,
the Government must also remain aware
of the cultural community’s need for
artistic freedom and independence.
Policy in this area should be formed in
complete consultation with the cultural
community.
Cultural industries are no different
than other areas o f the Yukon economy
which are under-developed but able to
grow. Both government and private
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efforts are needed to give a positive
direction to the industry. Therefore, the
G overnm ent should assist in the
developm ent o f cultural industries.
A Yukon cultural policy could
make a major contribution to the future
o f cultural industries in the territory, but
additional government assistance will
be needed to promote longterm employ
ment for individuals who reach a level
o f skill where their products become
marketable. The assistance should vary
according to the needs o f the industry,
but instead of direct subsidies, efforts
should be made to provide training,
facilities, professional business advice,
loans, and funds for special events.
Government can also foster the
exchange o f artists and art with other
regions and countries. The industry also
has asked government to encourage
private support for cultural industries by
considering options like tax breaks and
other incentives.
An area o f special concern to the
territory’s cultural industries is market
ing. Representatives would, therefore,
like the Government to provide
m arketing assistance to the industry.
A first step would be to assess the
sector to determine the potential for
development within each area. Market
ing strategies should be directed at both
local and export markets.
The G overnm ent should treat
aboriginal cultural industries sepa
rately in recognition o f the unique
possibilities in this area and to
enhance opportunities for develop
m ent according to the desires and
needs o f the Indian com m unity. The
economic opportunities for Indian
cultural industries strongly reinforce the
link between culture and economic
development. Indian people see
economic opportunities arising from
their culture, but they realize maintain
ing and developing their culture has
strong social value as well.

Cultural Industries
T he Y ukon G overnm ent should
encourage im proved com m unication
between different levels o f govern
m ent and business to assist in further
developm ent o f cultural industries.
Cultural industries, because o f their
connection to cultural policy, are the
concern o f all levels o f government.
Therefore the Y ukon Government
should encourage other levels o f
government to support the growth and
development o f Yukon culture to the
levels other Canadians enjoy.

How to get there
1. G overnm ent, in consultation with
the public, should develop policies
which enhance the econom ic signifi
cance o f the cultural com m unity.
The Government should review
cultural policy in consultation with the
industry .(Foremost should be a look at/
consolidating the delivery o f govem Tment programs.
Training, for youngsters and
professionals alike, should be assessed
as part o f the review. A s well funding
sources including federal programs and
option sto im proveculturalfacilities1
racross the territory should be review ed/
2. Take further advantage o f the
prim e tourist season and local
dem and for cultural industry prod
ucts by diversifying and offering
m ore activities during the sum m er.
Tourism is a large and important
sector o f the Yukon econom y and
cultural industries can play an important
role in its development. But promoting
cultural industries solely with the intent
o f maintaining or expanding the tourist
market w ill limit its potential.
The local econom y, though small,
does demand products from the cultural
industries. At the same time, many
tourists prefer to becom e involved in
die day-to-day life o f a community

rather than being directed to “tourist”
oriented events. These two facts point to
an opportunity which can be exploited,
specifically the possibility o f a summer
festival. Such an activity, which could
extend over several months and be
located in many areas, should be
assessed. An important part o f this
festival could be the celebration o f
Indian culture. As well, events currently
held during the summer around the
Yukon could become part of such a
festival.
There may be other ways for the
Yukon’s cultural industries to tap the
tourist and local markets. These might
include increasing the production of
local materials for sale to tourists.
3. Develop m arketing support for
various Yukon products.
Craft items, sheet music, records,
cassettes and scripts are among the
products which already have export and
local market potential. While such items
should be promoted, the potential of
other products should be assessed.
Outlets could be encouraged to
increase the sale o f local artists’
products, for example by developing
mail order services. Other options
include setting up retail oudets in large
urban areas across Canada and taking
advantage o f major tourist events such
as the Olympic Games. By providing
development funds the Government
could, in the long run, help make these
projects self-supporting.
The development o f a cooperative
marketing strategy would mean
individuals would not have to bear the
entire burden o f marketing their
products. Such a program could address
labelling and packaging, the develop
ment o f promotional materials, includ
ing artists’ profiles, and licensing.
The Government already has many
programs which could be better used by
the cultural industries. The Government
should promote existing programs with
information directed towards people in
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this sector.
The Government should act with
the industry to preserve the uniqueness
and integrity o f Yukon Indian crafts. It
should restrict the production and
distribution o f “fake” and imported
products. Also, in reference to the
Indian cultural industries, the Govern
ment should be aware that products will
vary from community to community.
Therefore, marketing strategies should
be developed with strong local input.
4. G overnm ent should help the
industry, when it is feasible, to form
co-ops and to initiate other coopera
tive efforts.
The benefits o f bringing together
components o f various cultural indus
tries to purchase and transport materials
have not been properly explored.
Representatives o f the industry are
interested in examining the potential of
these and other cooperative ventures.
5. Evaluate the feasibility o f a
sum m er arts school along the lines o f
the B anff Centre, which would
provide a focal point for culture and
provide training to local and visiting
artists.
The value o f intensive training in
the arts from highly qualified instructors
has long been documented in other
areas o f the country. Because o f its
geography, the Yukon has a unique
opportunity which could prove very
valuable — artistically and econom i
cally — to our cultural industries. It
would also allow for the interchange of
ideas between artists. A summer school
could showcase its activities at the
festival discussed earlier in this section.
6. In cooperation with the Indian
com m unity, evaluate the feasibility of
a school o f Indian art.
Like the summer programs
suggested above, an Indian art school,
which could give instruction in many
cultural areas, would foster indigenous

Cultural Industries
culture. Such a program could be a
vehicle for the exchange o f ideas and
techniques which help preserve Indian
culture and develop the arts community.
Such an institute could becom e nation
ally renowned.
Existing structures such as lodges
could be used during the winter when
they might otherwise be closed.
Cooperation between this and other
institutes including the proposed art
school would be important and ought to
be considered when these recommenda
tions are evaluated.

7. In cooperation with Yukon Indi
ans, begin a program to document
Indian history, language and cus
toms. The Government should make
this a priority to make sure the
knowledge held by old people is not
lost.
Increasing the marketability o f
Indian culture will involve rediscover
ing it in some instances or interpreting it
for the market in others. For example,
one important project could involve
mapping traditional movement patterns
between communities and documenting
the accepted place names o f locations in
Native languages. Currently, they are
known to Indians but not others. The
social and historical value o f such a
project would be great for the Yukon.

industries, can be highly productive and
yet provide next to no disruption to a
neighborhood. These recommendations
will, o f course, have to be considered
jointly by territorial and municipal
governments.

(10. The Yukon Government should
[lobby the Government of Canada to
provide Yukoners with a fairer share
of federal culture funds and to /
(7improve accessibility to existing/
/cultural programs.
The federal government plays a
critical role in development o f Canadian
cultural policy; it also supports culture
through many programs. Access to
these should be improved. Recently the
Yukon Government has investigated
becoming involved in federal/provincial/temtorial meetings in areas which
affect culture such as communication
and broadcasting. These efforts should
be continued.

8. Urge municipal governments to
alter bylaws so that craft production
and other non-intrusive business
activities can be done at home.
9. Urge businesses to provide space
for artists at reduced rates in ex
change for special breaks on zoning
bylaws.
In other areas o f Canada, municipal
governments and businesses have
cooperated with cultural industries by
relaxing zoning by-laws and giving
concessions to businesses that agree to
provide cultural facilities. Both can be
of benefit to the territory’s cultural
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Volunteerism and Housework
What we have
olunteerism and housework, like subsistence activities, are part of the “non
wage economy.” But, while subsistence activity incorporates some of the
concerns of the volunteer sector as well as some of those surrounding the use of
wildlife, many of the issues affecting subsistence are unique. It is, therefore, treated as a
separate issue elsewhere in this report.
Canadians, on average, spend about three hours per week voluntarily providing
welfare, educational, health, religious and community services. In the Yukon alone there
are more than 300 societies (many of which are run by volunteer boards and staff)
registered with Consumer and Corporate Affairs. As well, there are 83 boards appointed
to assist the Government which are listed in the Yukon Government’s Boards and
Committees Handbook. Clearly, Yukoners provide substantial services to the Govern
ment and to their communities through their volunteer work. The amount of volunteer
activity in the Yukon is estimated to be higher than in other regions of Canada; it has
therefore particular significance to Yukon society.
Home-making has traditionally been viewed as a women’s responsibility and many
women continue to see their participation in the economy as volunteers and homemakers
to be especially important. Volunteer and homemaking activities, including childcare, are
now seen as responsibilities to be shared between men and women. This change is
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What we need
particularly important in the Yukon
because there are proportionately more
women in the paid workforce than in
other parts o f Canada. As well, many
Yukoners feel that the importance of
homemaking and childrearing is
underestimated, and point to the severe
economic and social costs of the failure
to properly recognize and support the
family unit.
Volunteer activities arc largely
community-based and can involve
many community members, whether or
not they work for wages. The commu
nity base o f volunteer activity contrib
utes towards the development of
community leadership as well as
towards the local control o f community
programs, events and community life in
general. Well trained volunteers,
therefore, benefit not only their own
organizations, but the community as a
whole when they become known and
used as resource-people.

he general feeling about volun
teer activity and homemaking is
that they seem to be undervalued
relative to the wage economy. This
suggests the focus needs to be on
increasing the recognition o f these
activities in concrete ways. Since
volunteers provide many services to
Yukoners, it is important to foster the
health o f volunteerism within the
territory. From a practical point of view
it is to the Government’s benefit to help
volunteers and their organizations.
Training is needed to ensure volun
teer organizations are as effective as
possible.
Volunteers and homemakers do for
nothing what many people do for
wages, yet the value o f the experience
gained through this work is not fully
credited in the job market. The rele
vance o f volunteer and other experience
to wage employment should therefore
receive better recognition, and practical
ways to translate verbal recognition into
concrete action are needed. There is a
strong feeling that this can be changed
by ensuring that experience gained in
volunteer and homemaking activities
is given full recognition in hiring for
paid employment.
Homemakers and volunteers often
work in paid jobs as well. True under
standing and recognition o f the value o f
their “non-wage” work could be
confirmed by making their paid
employment more flexible. Flexible
w orking arrangem ents are needed to
permit family and other responsibilities
to be met.
Not only is homemaking often
undervalued in relation to the paid
economy, but Yukoners feel that the
family itself would benefit from
stronger recognition of its crucial
importance as a fundamental social and
economic unit. The last, but not the
least important, requirement then is to
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provide support and educational
services to fam ilies. Som e o f the
specific suggestions made in this area
include providing some financial
security for homemakers should there
be a divorce and increasing the opportu
nities for them to move in and out o f the
workforce.

How to get there
1. Open governm ent training courses
to volunteer groups when space is
available.
Training for volunteer groups,
boards and staff is a continuing require
ment, not only in Whitehorse but in the
Yukon’s other communities as well.
Properly trained volunteers gain more
satisfaction from their activities and arc
more effective than those with less
training. Moreover, the experience
gained through volunteerism and home
making can be transferred to employ
ment and to other community members.
Therefore, providing good training for
volunteer groups is a worthwhile
investment for the Government.
2. Consider seconding Governm ent
em ployees to volunteer agencies for
training purposes.
Such a development could benefit
the territory’s volunteer agencies while
improving the Government’s familiarity
with private agency operations. Second
ments or staff exchanges would be
particularly valuable to social service
organizations.
3. Create a “volunteer action centre”
to provide inform ation to volunteers
about volunteer and training oppor
tunities.
To be effective, organizations and
individuals must take advantage o f
training opportunities. However,
individuals and volunteer groups arc not
informed about training opportunities
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offered by the Public Service Commis
sion or other government departments.
It would also be helpful for volunteer
groups to know when trainers from
outside the Yukon were presenting
courses so that they could “piggyback”
courses designed to meet their own
needs. A centralized information point
would make it easier for this informa
tion to be shared. Such a service could
also let willing volunteers know where
their services are most needed. Perhaps
the service might be effectively
provided by assisting an already
existing volunteer agency.

4. Ensure that relevant volunteer and
homemaking experiences are recog
nized within the wage economy.
Volunteer and homemaking
experience can be useful for wage
employment. Such skills include project
design and management, staff supervi
sion, fundraising, and the motivation of
staff. Usually skills obtained through
volunteer or homemaking experience
are practical rather than theoretical and
are not confirmed by the possession o f a
certificate or other credentials. Nonethe
less, these skills are valuable in the
same way as those acquired through
formal training. But their value needs to
be more fully recognized.

5. Government staff involved in the
hiring process should be trained to
obtain information about applicants’
volunteer and other experience.
Government application forms and
standard resume formats are not
designed to elicit or present information
about volunteer and other “non-wage”
experience which may be relevant to
employment.
As w ell, people need to be able to
get through the screening process in
order to be asked for an interview where
they can relate the value o f their
experience face-to-face. The language
and format of application forms should,
therefore, be simplified to allow people

to expand on their volunteer and other
experience.

6. The Yukon Government should
encourage other employers to
recognize the value of “non-wage”
skills in employment.
Most of the recommendations
relate to the Yukon Government, but
Yukoners recognize that the Govern
ment can provide leadership in employ
ment issues, if only by publicizing their
hiring and selection practices.

7. Encourage flexible working
arrangements such as job-sharing,
flexible work-hours and completing
work at home.
Flexible working opportunities are
important to homemakers and volun
teers. Parents would like to be able to
meet their family responsibilities while
engaged in paid employment. This
applies especially to women, even
though family responsibilities are being
increasingly shared between women
and men. But moving in and out o f the
workforce can be difficult; the require
ments o f the workplace sometimes
make this balancing awkward. Flexible
work hours particularly during the day
are important to people with children at
home or older relatives. Parents also
need to be able to accommodate school
vacations. There are several options
which could be investigated to accom
modate these various needs. The
increased use of flex-time during the
day could be encouraged; a greater
number o f part-time positions could be
created; and it could be made easier to
develop job-sharing arrangements. As
well employees could be allowed to
work at home, for example, by using
computers.
These options have both advan
tages and disadvantages; for example,
ways to pro-rate employee benefits
must be found if job-sharirg is to be
pursued. Also core hours r.us.be
covered under flex-time arrangements,
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and working at home may result in a
sense o f isolation for some. As well
part-time work and job-sharing result in
reduced salaries. The emphasis o f this
recommendation, then, is on the
encouragement o f flexibility in the
workplace which could accommodate
the needs o f employees.

8. Include an educational campaign
to improve the perception and
availability of part-time work.
Part-time employees report that
part-time work is poorly regarded, and,
further, that they are often expected to
do a full-time job in only part o f the
time. Increasing part-time opportunities
should include an effort to improve the
perception o f part-time work.

9. Offer workshops on starting small
home businesses.
Most of the above recommenda
tions are directed towards assisting
homemakers who wish to become
involved in the workforce as employ
ees. An alternate way for them to
participate in the paid workforce is to
operate small businesses from their
homes. This would help to ensure that
homemakers can build in the flexibility
that they need. The Business Develop
ment Office could provide “how to”
information for those who wish to start
their own businesses.

10. Amend the Matrimonial Property
Act to include private pension
benefits as a family asset for the
purposes of divorce settlement.
The economic and social costs of
the failure to support the family were
strongly emphasized during the non
wage workshop discussions, resulting in
two specific recommendations. The first
is to recognize the contributions of
homemakers by providing some
financial security on divorce, and the
second is to define the need for, and
increase the practical and life-skills
support o f the family unit.

Volunteerism and Housework

Homemaker pensions fall under the
jurisdiction o f the federal governm ent
Canada pension benefits are now
subject to division between spouses on
divorce. Contributions to private
pension funds are not, however,
recognized as family assets under the
Territorial Matrimonial Property Act;
this means that they are not divided on
divorce. This has particular significance
for homemakers who may be unable to
contribute towards their own pension
fund because they do not have sufficient
income o f their own. The inclusion o f
private pension funds as a family asset
would, therefore, reflect the economic
contribution o f homemaking to the
family and marriage as an eq u al.
partnership. Support for this action at
the non-wage workshop was unani
mous.

11. Facilitate the development of a
full range of childcare options, so that
family members can more fully .
participate in all aspects of the
economy.

12. The federal and territorial
governments should establish a task
force to identify and help solve
parenting problems.
The enormous economic and social
costs o f the failure to support the family
unit is o f concern to Yukoners. The
importance o f the family as a primary
educational institution and economic
unit needs to be recognized. Education,
therefore, needs to be provided in
parenting and communication skills.
Education about issues affecting the
family, from budgeting to family
violence and interpersonal skills is
particularly needed.
.
Participants in the non-wage
workshop felt that family education and
support programs should be delivered
through the community healthcare or
other systems rather than the welfare
system. Extensive research must be
carried out, however, to identify what
the specific program needs are and how
they can best be delivered.

Parents o f both sexes who need or
wish to gain employment or who wish
to take training to upgrade their skills
require a range o f childcare services: for
example, day-homes, daycare centres
and hiring their own caregivers to look
after children in their own homes.
Childcare arrangements must also be
made for after-school care, for the
children o f shiftworkers, and for
children with special needs..On-site
childcare could be developed for the
workplace and educational facilities
such as Yukon College and the Com
munity Learning Centres.
Clearly, parents with children are
unable to participate fully in all aspects
o f the economy without the availability
o f suitable childcare. Childcare has
become an economic issue as much as a
social one.
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Subsistence
What we have
ubsistence activities, — which include the harvesting of animal, fish and plant
resources for food and fuel — were originally examined as part of the non-wage
economy and therefore included in discussions about homemaking and volunteer
work. Yukoners across the territory have, however, made it clear that subsistence
activities are unique, and must be addressed as such if they are to be properly considered.
Subsistence activity is important to many Yukoners, not only because of its eco
nomic value, but also because of its social, cultural and spiritual importance. There is
strong support for the view that the subsistence economy is not merely a part of the larger
economy, but a unique, important and vital economy in itself. Although non-Indian
people participate in the subsistence economy, subsistence harvesting for them is usually
supplementary to activity in the wage economy. On the other hand, subsistence activity is
basic to the traditional Indian economy and the mainstay of traditional Indian values. The
cultural and lifestyle significance of the subsistence economy is rooted in its importance
to our smaller communities as much as to individuals: in the sharing of food and other
goods and services for example. Subsistence activities underline the very special relation
ship between Indian people and the land and its resources.
While the social and cultural significance of subsistence is known, the economic
value of the total subsistence harvest is not clear. Much of what is known is the result of
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three major case studies o f the subsis
tence harvest. Activity in the communi
ties o f Old Crow, Teslin and Ross River
between 1984 and 1986 was valued
from $441 to $2,475 per year per
person, depending on the community.
(These figures were derived from the
cost o f locally available store-bought
substitutes.) Other research has sug
gested the value o f the subsistence
fishery to be $750,000 annually.
There are features o f the subsis
tence economy that make it unique, but
it does not exist in isolation. Subsis
tence is affected by policy and develop
ments in other areas such as the
allocation and preservation o f natural
resources, the potential effects o f
commercial w ildlife and fisheries
development, the impact o f devolution
of responsibilities to the Yukon
Government, and the settlement o f land
claims.

What we need

How to get there

e must appreciate the worth
of subsistence and suggest
ways in which the subsis
tence economy could not only be
protected but enhanced. At the same
time, it should be recognized that the
subsistence and wage economies are,
although different, neither isolated from
nor incompatible with one another.
The first move should be to
develop a proper understanding of
the subsistence econom y and harvest.
Unless it is understood, it cannot be
encouraged. The failure to understand
and support subsistence as an important
lifestyle will have not only economic,
but social costs as well.
W hile recognizing the uniqueness
o f subsistence, those active in the
subsistence economy acknowledge that
there are similarities in the way that it
and other non-market activities (such as
volunteerism and homemaking) relate
to the wage economy. People who
participate in non-market sectors o f the
economy would like to be able to move
in and out o f the paid workforce to
achieve some balance in their lives.
Another way to support subsistence,
then, is to encourage the development
o f flexible working arrangements to
integrate subsistence and wage
activities.
Skills learned from subsistence
living are often useful in the wage
economy. For example, a knowledge of
the land, bush survival and practical
w ildlife management are very important
to the commercial use o f wildlife. But
people active in the subsistence
economy feel that these practical skills
are undervalued in employment It is
important to ensure that experience
gained through subsistence activity is
given full recognition in wage em 
ploym ent.

n understanding of subsis
tence living is crucial to the
understanding o f the Yukon
economy as a whole. This is acknowl
edged by many YUKON 2000 partici
pants; some action has already been
initiated.
A pilot study has been funded
through the Canada Yukon Economic
Development Agreement to provide a
working definition o f subsistence and
develop an evaluation methodology to
examine the economic and social/
cultural significance o f the subsistence
harvest. The expected outcomes o f this
study will be to outline the significance
o f the subsistence economy to the
Yukon and to recommend government
policy for renewable resource manage
ment. As w ell, the potential effects o f
future alienation o f land or resources
w ill be investigated. The end result will
be the ability to design resource
management systems which better
reflect the value o f the subsistence
economy to the Yukon. In the meantime
it is important to ensure that resource
allocation decisions do not destroy the
base for subsistence activities. In the
interim, subsistence use o f land and
resources should be given priority in
resource decision-making.

W
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1. Increase the use o f flexible work
arrangem ents to accom m odate par
ticipation in both subsistence and
w age activities.
Many subsistence activities are
seasonal and these often do not coincide
with seasonal wage activities. Job
sharing possibilities could be increased
so that jobs could be shared over weeks
or months rather than days or half-days.
Such arrangements would allow better
participation in seasonal subsistence
activities. Increased flex-time would
also help.

2. E nsure that, experience gained in
subsistence living is fully recognized
for w age em ploym ent.
Application forms for employment
do not readily allow people with
experience gained from subsistence
activity to expand on that experience
and to relate it to the position for which
they are applying. Application forms
could therefore be changed to allow
people to expand on their subsistence
and other experiences. A s w ell, govern
ment staff should be trained to obtain
information about applicants’ subsis
tence experience.
3. The Y ukon G overnm ent should
encourage other em ployers to
recognize the valuè o f subsistence
skills in em ploym ent.
This recommendation was pro
posed in recognition o f the fact that
private sector employers and labour
organizations look to the Government
as a leader in employment issues.
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Commercial Use of Wildlife
What we have
he commercial wildlife sector includes “consumptive” uses, such as big-game
outfitting, trapping and hunting as well as “non-consumptive” activities such as
wildlife viewing and wilderness adventure. The study of wildlife for research and
scientific purposes, the captive breeding of wildlife, and the processing of wildlife
products are included in this sector also. All these activities depend for their success on
the existence of wilderness and the availability of wildlife.
Big game outfitting is a limited entry business with 22 registered guiding areas. The
annual revenue from big game outfitting exceeds $4 million.
Trapping provides considerable income through the sale of raw furs. Entry to the 380
registered trapping concessions and the four group trapping concessions is tightly
regulated. About 750 people participate in trapping 15 local species of furbearers. Lynx
and marten accounted for between 75% and 80% of the total fur value for the period
between 1981 and 1985. In all, trapping generates more than $1 million annually.
But while trapping generates a significant revenue, it must be recognized that for
many trappers, trapping is a way of life as much as a way of making money. Today, the
most significant influence affecting the health of the trapping industry is the anti-fur
lobby.
Hunting is not directly a commercial use of wildlife, but it is of cultural importance,
and generates economic activity within the service sector through the purchase of
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What we need
equipment and supplies. A lso it often
competes with other components o f the
wildlife sector and, together, these can
place considerable harvest pressures on
wildlife populations. The economic
value o f recreational hunting has been
estimated at over $1 million.
Wilderness guiding offers such
activities as hiking, canoeing and
rafting to tourists and residents. The
Yukon has unique species o f birds,
plants and mammals which attract
naturalists from around the world. The
unique w ildlife also attracts a number o f
university and institutional researchers
to the Yukon, but there are few outfit
ters who offer services for these people.
The manufacturing o f hides, antlers
and other w ildlife products into
handicrafts and art are the major
activities in the secondary processing o f
wildlife. The annual economic return
resulting from this industry is unknown,
but is thought to exceed $1 million.
Captive breeding o f wildlife
includes the breeding o f furbearers, big
game animals and birds o f prey. The
breeding and sale o f falcons has shown
the greatest activity until now, however
the amount o f money generated is
unknown.
The commercial use o f wildlife,
particularly when combined with the
wilderness experience, has considerable
potential for development. W ildlife
viewing and secondary processing may
have particular growth potential. The
development o f these two components
o f the industry is closely linked to
tourism, where more attention has
recently been paid to marketing the
outdoors as a tourist attraction.
While various factors are affecting
the industry, the overriding concern is
sustaining our w ildlife populations
within a wilderness setting as the
industry is greatly affected by conflict
ing uses o f the wilderness.

t must be recognized that if the
industry is to develop we must
sustain wildlife populations
within a wilderness setting. Secondly,
although the resource is renewable, it is
important for industry and government
managers to recognize that there are
biological limits to its sustained use or
harvest.
The Yukon has a great deal of
wilderness, but a more limited supply o f
wildlife. The development o f the
industry should take this into account,
and, rather than expand the total size o f
the commercial sector, should capital
ize on the unique and high quality use
o f the resource.
Policy development and the need
for research into the biological and
other constraints on wildlife should also
be recognized by the adoption o f a
cautious approach to the development
of new ventures. This approach could
be ensured by carefully studying the
feasibility o f new commercial ven
tures, and then by beginning such
operations on a pilot or incremental
basis before agreeing to full-scale
developm ent.

I

How to get there
1. Provide training programs for big
gam e and wilderness guides.
Big game outfitters, as well as the
public, believe that guides should not be
able to operate in the territory until they
have lived here for several years. Also
they point out that there is a need for
guide training programs which could be
offered through Yukon College.
However, they stress that proper
guiding requires a long-term commit
ment and extensive field experience.
Financial assistance could be given to
enable guide-trainees to complete their
training.
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2. Continue to m arket the w ilderness
experience in cooperation w ith the
industry.
Outfitters feel that the cooperative
marketing o f the resource between the
Outfitters Association and the Govern
ment should be continued.
3. Provide security o f tenure for
concessions.
Currently, outfitters have no
guarantees on the concessions for their
areas and feel that, given their large
investments, more protection is needed.
As well, lack o f tenure can create
problems in obtaining bank loans.
4. Increase the availability o f range
lands.
This would encourage outfitters to
fence their property to prevent livestock
from roaming.
5. Enhance the w ildlife resource by
m anipulating habitat.
The Government could manipulate
habitat to improve m oose and sheep
populations, thus increasing or main
taining the amount o f wildlife available
for harvesting. Some industry represen
tatives question the effectiveness of
such a technique.

6. Continue the fight against the anti
trapping lobby.
The trapping industry’s greatest
concern is the anti-fur lobby. The
Government has acted in this area
already, and it should continue to
oppose the lobby vigorously. But
outfitters could help with the fight
against the lobby, considering that the
mandate o f many animal rights groups
is not just against trapping but against
other forms o f harvesting as well. To
promote greater participation, the
Government can play a coordinating
role with the Trappers and Outfitters
Associations and other agencies. As
well, it could provide incentives for
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switching to more humane traps,
thereby increasing the effectiveness o f
the fight against the anti-harvest lobby.

7. Increase the use of trapping
concessions.
This is a high priority. But it should
be done by improving access to
traplines rather than by simply transfer
ring concessions which appear under
used. Trappers are traditional wildlife
managers, and may intentionally under
trap at times to maintain the population.

8. Investigate compensation in cases
of land-use conflict
Recreational activities, mining, and
dog-mushing all conflict with traplineuse. There is a need for compensation
when other users adversely affect
trapping.

9. Research the impact of fur farming
on the trapping industry.
Trappers generally oppose furfarming, as it potentially conflicts with
the sale o f wild furs. There may,
however, be potential for raising
furbearers that are not native to the
Yukon.

10. Develop the local market for
lower-valued furs.
This could reduce the pressure on
high-priced furs when the animal’s
population cycle is at its low. Although
it is unrealistic to expect the Yukon to
influence the world demand for a
particular fur, it can perhaps develop the
local market for less frequently used
species. This should be investigated.
Financial assistance may be required if
furs are held as inventory from year to
year.

11. Continue trapper education and
expand its focus.
Not only should existing courses be
continued but they should be expanded.
This could help improve the trapping
industry. The courses should be

expanded to include trapline manage
ment, basic business skills, and furhandling.

15. Investigate, in conjunction with
the industry, whether wilderness
guides should be licensed.

12. Provide specialized training
opportunities for those involved in
wilderness guiding.

At present, wilderness guides are
not licensed. There are, however,
advantages to licensing such as protect
ing Yukon guides from outsiders. But
fears were expressed about over
regulation.

This sector o f the industry can
benefit from both basic training
programs and specialized training
opportunities. Training programs in this
area need to be developed in conjunc
tion with the Yukon’s wilderness
guides. These should include informa
tion about local wildlife, landforms and
plants and training must emphasize the
importance o f “people” skills.

13. The Government and industry
should continue to promote wilder
ness guiding.
The availability o f more guides will
not, in itself, greatly increase activity.
Better promotion and marketing o f the
outdoors, particularly to those outside
the territory, is essential. A related
issue, although o f lower priority, is the
moving o f the market towards a high
quality, low client-volume wilderness
experience. This means that the same
areas should not be used by too many
outfitters at the same time. At the
present time, communication between
the small number of guides is sufficient
to minimize problems; however the
effects o f overusing areas could be
lessened by public education. Anti-litter
notices and responsible-use signs in
high traffic areas are effective and lowcost ways o f accomplishing this.

14. Provide better access to, and
public education about, our wilder
ness and wildlife resources.
This would include the develop
ment o f more wildlife observation
points along highways as well as
interpretive centres and literature for
motor vehicle travellers. Better promo
tion o f self-guided trails and trail-guide
services would also be o f practical help.
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16. Provide researchers and scientists
with a list of locally available suppli
ers, guides, transportation companies
and other services when they apply
for research permits.
The scientific use o f wildlife can
benefit the industry as well as the local
economy, but only if researchers are
aware o f the services available to them
locally. The imposition o f local hire
regulations on researchers from outside
the Yukon may be a deterrent; however,
other ways should be found to encour
age the use o f local services. This could
be done very practically and cheaply by
the Government and the industry. A
further “nudge” towards local hire and
the use o f local resources would be
achieved by asking questions about
their plans on applications for permits.
Given the simplicity, potential effec
tiveness, and practical nature of this
action, it is o f high priority.

17. Train local people to assist visiting
researchers.
This could increase community
employment. Some training could be
accomplished through Yukon College,
but much o f it can take place through
practical field experience. The provision
o f more funding for summer students
could also increase the training opportu
nities in this area.

18. Provide the infrastructure related
to the scientific use of wildlife.
This includes the development o f a
high quality research library and
laboratory space perhaps in conjunction
with Yukon college. Community
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relations could be improved by provid
ing short descriptions o f local research
projects for posting and for local
newspapers. This would help to
generate greater community interest in
research activities.
19. Prom ote the developm ent o f an
^umbrella organization” for secon
dary processing o f w ildlife.
The exchange o f information
between raw material suppliers,
processors and craftspeople could
substantially increase cooperation in
this area.
20. Investigate the developm ent o f
local tanning facilities.
Hides and furs are now processed
elsewhere (not always reliably) and
craftspeople have to buy them back to
complete their work. Therefore, local
trappers and craftspeople could benefit
from local tanning services.
21. Provide training in thé production
and m anagem ent o f cottage crafts,
m arketing and raw m aterials proc
essing.
This training should be provided in
the communities in an informal, nonclassroo'm setting. Yukon C ollege could
coordinate the training, which could
then be offered in small workshop
formats in communities. Such programs
should also include basic design work.
22. Develop G overnm ent policy and
rem ove legal barriers to secondary
processing.
This would include the examina
tion, for example, o f the restrictions on
the sale o f antlers and other animal
products.
23. Im prove m arketing for secondary
processing.
There is a need for new product
research in which the development o f
the local market should be emphasized
— not only tourists buy local crafts.

24. Lim it support to fur-farming.
There are problems with the
breeding o f fuibearers because o f the
potential negative impact on the
trapping industry. There could, how
ever, be cautious exploration o f the
ranching potential for species NOT
trapped in the Yukon.
25. Government should support test
situations for the captive breeding o f
non-furbearing species.
Non-furbearers, such as elk and
birds o f prey (for which there is an
established market), could be bred in
captivity. If the industry is found viable,
then the necessary policy and infrastruc
ture will need to be developed.
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Fishing
What we have
he Yukon fisheries, both freshwater and salmon, are small compared to other
industries in the territory. Fisheries do, however, make an important contribution
to local economies outside Whitehorse and provide a supplemental source of
income to many Yukoners. Fishing also provides a reliable food supply for people living
a subsistence lifestyle. Most of the companies involved in the fishing industry are owner
operated and very few companies have additional employees.
In 1986 the commercial value of the Chinook and Chum runs was estimated to be
$150,000. In that year about 70% of the Chinook salmon catch was sold for processing,
up from about 2% in 1981. The size of the Yukon River salmon fishery is affected by
fishing in the Alaskan portion of the river. Because the Canadian and American shares of
the salmon fishery are governed by treaty, the Canadian catch was just 9.8% of the
Alaskan Chinook catch in 1983. Commercial freshwater fishing of lake trout and whitefish, controlled by quotas and permitted on 20 Yukon lakes, brought in about $10,000 in
1986. As these figures suggest, commercial activity is dominated by the salmon fishery.
Fish products were valued in 1986 at about $238,000. $ubsistence fishing may be
worth a further $750,000 and estimates of the sport fishery in which about 70% of
Yukoners participate each year vary from $1 million to $4.2 million. Clearly, fishing has
both cultural and economic importance to Yukoners.

T
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What we need
Fishing is regulated by the Federal
Government under the Fisheries Act.
The Yukon Government’s role is in
enforcement, promotion, licensing and
monitoring harvesting. The Freshwater
Fishery is one o f the areas o f responsi
bility currently under negotiation for
transfer from the federal to the territo
rial governm ent The Fisheries will also
be one o f the areas included in the land
claims negotiations. Developments in
both these areas could significantly
affect the size and future development
o f the industry.

hile policies and programs
are needed to guide the
fishing industry, Yukoners
would like a say in how they are
shaped. However, current federal
legislation and policies on fishing are
not responsive to the specific needs of
the Yukon fishery and they are difficult
to change. Yukoners feel that if the
industry is to be properly guided the
Yukon Governm ent must assume
responsibility for the freshwater
fishery and ensure that sufficient
m oney is provided to adequately
m anage the resource.
Fisheries management demands
accurate information about fish and
their habitats. This knowledge about the
use and preservation o f fish stocks is
especially important in the Yukon
where the climate makes regeneration
difficult. As well, this information is
critical if regulations and policies are to
better reflect the industry’s goals.
Clearly, the Yukon Government
should study our fisheries to ensure
the long term viability of this sector.
Informed policies and regulations are
essential to a sound resource manage
ment plan. To develop these, the
Government will need the cooperation
of, and input from, those who depend
on the territory’s fisheries. The Yukon
G overnm ent should, therefore,
consult w ith users, including Y ukon’s
Indian peoples, and develop a
com prehensive management plan. It
must be recognized, however, that the
development of such a plan requires the
settlement o f land claims and a Canada/
U.S. treaty on salmon fishing in the
Yukon River system.
While most Yukoners value the
territory’s fisheries for their contribu
tion to recreation and subsistence living,
others do not. People in the industry
want, therefore, the public and other
industries to be aware o f their concerns
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and the benefits that the resource offers.
The Y ukon governm ent should
support public aw areness and
education program s about the fishing
industry.
Product development and market
ing are two areas needed if this industry
is to grow and diversify. The Yukon
freshwater fishery tends to rely too
much on lake trout, partly because of
the unpopularity o f other species.
Market research, product development
strategies, and sound marketing plans
could alter this. In order to facilitate
these, the governm ent should encour
age the developm ent o f new fish
products.
Improved access to fishing loca
tions is important. Many opportunities
within the fishing industry can only go
ahead if the resource is accessible. At
the same time, greater access will take
the pressure o ff areas which are
currently over-fished. The governm ent
should consider further improving
access to our fishery.

How to get there
1. M ake the devolution o f fisheries a
top priority in talks with the federal
governm ent.
There is a strong feeling among
industry representatives that the
assumption o f control over the fisheries
will permit the proper development of
the industry. The fishery will continue
to stagnate if this is not accorded top
priority.
2. Assess the strengths and w eak
nesses o f existing policies and regula
tions affecting the fishing industry.
Catch limits, number of licences,
location o f licences, current allocation
o f the resource, and resource manage
ment should be studied within the
freshwater and salmon fisheries. Fish
habitat and the relationship between
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fishing and other econom ic activities
should also be studied. In addition,
researchers should determine the
potential for fish farming within the
territory and, should it prove feasible,
develop policy to promote it.
3. Inventory current fish stocks in the
territory.
Industry representatives feel that
resource management must begin with a
comprehensive inventory o f the
resource. This could be done through
questionnaires, obtaining information
from guides, continuing the sample
surveys done every five years for sports
fishing, and conducting field surveys of
catches. Research on technologies and
techniques to enhance the fishing
industry’s productivity is also required.
This could include studies on habitat
improvement, stocking, and the
development o f fish hatcheries.
4. Undertake a public aw areness
program .
The promotion o f “catch and
release” programs will permit greater
use o f the resource by fishing enthusi
asts, while reducing consumptive use.
Fishing lodge operators and guides can
help to educate the public, for example
about the value o f “catch and release”
as a resource management technique.
Wilderness education programs in
our schools should include sections on
the Yukon fishery. Similarly, informa
tion about the Yukon fishery should be
available to tourists also.
There are practical ways to reduce
the pressure on more popular fish
species. For example, a guide on how to
cook and clean less popular species
such as pike and grayling could reduce
pressure on trout. A lso, viewing and
interpretation programs could be
developed to encourage non-consump
tive use; one example mentioned was
the potential for viewing char in the
Liard River. Along with a catch and
release program, promoting these non

consumptive uses could discourage the
“trophy mentality”, particularly if
attributes other than size were stressed.
5. M ore effectively promote fishing.
Sport fishing and lodges should be
widely promoted in government tourist
publications. The focus in sport fishing
should be on the fishing experience
rather than the thrill o f catching huge
lake trout. The production o f a pamphlet
by the Department o f Tourism promot
ing the Yukon as a “fishing experience”
might help. As well, if the annual
fishing synopsis were made more
attractive, it could not only outline the
regulations but promote our sport
fishery.
6. Expand fishery enhancem ent
programs
Although fish-stocking is success
ful for small pothole lakes, more
vigorous measures, such as the im
provement o f fish habitat, are needed
for larger lakes and rivers. For example,
the hatcheries agreement could be made
more effective by allowing release
programs below the Whitehorse Dam.
As well, greater policing o f sport
fishing is needed to prevent fishing
beyond the legal limits.
Money from special licences or
fees could be used to manage our
fisheries instead o f going into general
revenue. People may be prepared to
support an increase in the cost of
licences if some o f the money were
used to enhance the resource.
7. Conduct product and m arketing
studies to determine which species
are com mercially viable.
A better understanding o f market
ing strategies is essential if commercial
activities within the fishing industry are
to increase. The development o f new
products also needs attention. Small
operators and developers may not have
the skills or financing to develop their
own strategies or new products. But
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representatives felt that incentives and
loans are more appropriate than direct
subsidies, particularly in the develop
ment o f fish processing facilities.
8. Im prove access to fishing locations.
As mentioned, access to fishing
locations, especially along Yukon’s
highways should be improved by
putting in access roads, trails, and
advertising locations. Access trails
could be shown on maps. Access should
be maintained along sections o f the old
Alaska Highway which runs closer to
rivers and lakes. As well, the location of
fishing spots could be better advertised.
It was also suggested that new
fishing lodge regulations need to be
developed which encourage greater
access to fish but which, at the same
time, discourage over-fishing in a given
area.
9. Increase em ploym ent and training
opportunities in the industry.
The government should develop
management programs and train people
to work in the field. More specifically,
Yukoners should be employed in all
aspects o f the resource management
projects. As well the traditional knowl
edge and skills o f Indian people should
be better used.
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Forestry
What we have
ike the territory’s fisheries, our forests fall under federal jurisdiction. However,
they too are to be transferred to the Yukon Government through the devolution
process. At present, however, neither the federal nor territorial government has
legislation which covers forest management in the Yukon.
The forestry industry, as defined here, includes both primary producing and manu
facturing components. Primary production includes logging, cone-picking and commer
cial fuelwood production. The manufacturing component includes the processing of logs
into lumber and other by-products such as wood chips.
The primary producing sector of the industry consists of half a dozen contract
logging companies, a similar number of commercial fuelwood cutters and several seedgathering operators. More specific information is difficult to obtain because logging is
often integrated with small sawmill operations, making it difficult to establish realistic
figures for the number of forest industry operators, employees, or the value of their
production.
Fuelwood production has increased considerably, from 42% of the total fuelwood
supply in 1981, to 68% in 1985. And although the season lasts for only two months cone
picking provides income for about 25 Yukoners each year. The total value of primary
forest production has grown from $1,047,000 in 1981 to $2,502,000 in 1986. Dimen-
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Forestry

What we need
sional lumber production has also
increased in value from $478,000 in
1981 to $1,041,000 in 1986. Most o f the
remaining increase in the value of
production results from rising commer
cial fuelwood production. Sawmilling
represents one o f the larger manufactur
ing activities o f the Y ukon economy,
but it is operating, according to the
Yukon Forestry Association, at far
below its potential production capacity.

ur data clearly suggest the
forest industry can contribute
significantly more to the
Yukon economy, especially if forest
products are used to their greatest
potential, including “waste” products
such as wood chips. Increased produc
tion could meet more of our construc
tion, energy and manufacturing needs
especially if such increased productivity
could result from the provision of
financial assistance programs for the
development of technology and
increased specialization. Therefore, the
Government should act to ensure that
the maximum income and productiv
ity is derived from forestry.
Legislation, policy and regulation
are required to enable the sound
developm ent o f the forestry industry.
The transfer of responsibility for the
territory’s forests to the Yukon Govern
ment is critical. As well, a land claims
agreement is essential to the planned
development of the industry.
Basic information about the
industry would greatly aid its develop
ment. For example, by assessing the
need for reforestation and by helping to
develop new products the Government
can play a very positive role in encour
aging this underdeveloped industry.

O

How to get there
1. Funding the acquisition o f inven
tory for sawmill operators.
An inventory loan program could
help operators build their inventories.
Industry representatives feel that an
inventory-acquisition program should
be designed to focus on an increase in
sales rather than an increase in produc
tion. The program should therefore
cover the full cost of the inventory, not
only the difference in cost o f incre
mental increases in inventories over
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previous years. Government must be
careful, however, not to subsidize unfair
competition between companies or
cover the cost o f the same inventory
more than once.
2. Im prove productivity througlThew
ftechnology arid increased specializa(tion!
Much o f the industry’s equipment
is outdated and inefficient. This
contributes to waste. While there is
interest in restructuring and renovating,
it is difficult to access the capital to do
so. Help is, however, available.
Changes to the Business Loans Act will
increase the amount o f funding avail
able, modify the eligibility criteria for
assistance, and provide loan guarantees.
These programs will significantly
reduce the costs o f restructuring and
renovating. Also, operators could use
the opportunity identification program
to hire technical consultants to advise
on the streamlining and improvement of
their businesses.
Industry representatives support the
development of new government
assistance plans, but suggest some
modifications in the way existing
programs are administered. They arc
uncomfortable about having proposals
presented and argued by government
staff. They suggest that placing industry
representatives on forestry boards
would help ensure informed decision
making on financial and technical
matters. It would be valuable also for
the applicants themselves to present
their case before the decision-making
boards.
Finally, Government must be very
careful to ensure that its programs do
not promote unfair competition.
3. Our forest resources m ust be
quickly and fully inventoried to
enable further developm ent to occur.
Forestry companies have little
information about the quality, amount
and type o f wood available in their
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production areas. This lack o f informa
tion creates risks that lending institu
tions are reluctant to underwrite. A full
inventory must, however, be preceded
by the transfer o f the responsibility for
forests and the completion o f a land
claims agreem ent

its financial health. However, while
industry representatives feel training is
important, they see it as less crucial
than actions which directly increase the
income of the industry.

\
4. Develop a central facility which can
be used for the kiln-drying, planing
and m arketing o f w ood products.
The Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation requires the use o f kilndried wood in housing construction; this
severely limits the use o f Yukon
dimensional lumber because there is
only one w ood kiln in the Yukon, at
Hyland Forest Products. Our lumber is
therefore either air-dried or kiln-dried
elsewhere. A privately or co-operatively
operated and centrally located facility
which provides dry-kilning and wood
planing could therefore greatly benefit
the industry, particularly small rural
operators with limited equipment and
access to markets.
5. Use residue for space heating and
steam generation.
The effective use o f by-products
can increase the industry’s profitability.
Wood chips can be used for heating and
steam generation, and slab wood from
mills can be used as firewood. Only
waste products and residue resulting
from forest clearing should be used for
chip production — the action is not
intended to suggest widespread cutting
o f forests for chipping purposes. Just
the use o f w ood chips for space heating
could substantially increase the income
derived from wood and at the same
time, decrease our energy expenditures.

7 rin crea seresearch a n d d e v e lo p -J
ment.;
Research into new products, such
as the development of specialty sidings,
seed and seedling production and new
building products is seen by industry
representatives as an area where
Government can really help. Relevant,
practical research could, for example,
be conducted at Yukon College.
8. Develop com prehensive forestry
m anagem ent legislation, policy and
regulation.
Neither the federal nor territorial
government has specific legislation
permitting forestry management to take
place in the Yukon. The situation is
further compounded by the existence o f
legislation such as the Quartz Mining
Act which permits those who have
staked land for mineral exploration to
harvest the forest resources.
The transfer o f responsibility for
forestry will permit the Yukon Govern
ment to develop its own legislation to
better regulate the development o f the
resource. This legislation will be put in
place prior to the transfer and it will
comprehensively cover all aspects o f
forestry management such as tenure,
stumpage rates and cutting and regen
eration requirements.

6. Provide forest operators with
training in business as well as forest
m anagem ent.
Good business and forestry
management practices w ill improve the
efficiency o f the industry and the
quality o f its products, thus improving
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Agriculture and Food
What we have
he agricultural industry in the Yukon consists of two major activities: growing
crops and raising livestock. Crop production includes oats, wheat, barley, forage
and vegetables. A variety of livestock is being raised, including horses, cattle,
hogs, dairy cows, poultry and reindeer. A future development potential exists for game
farming which is the raising of wildlife species in a contained area.
Agriculture is a small, but important sector in the Yukon economy. Thirty full-time
and 75 part-time operations are currently active in the industry. In 1985, the total area
under cultivation was 1,819 hectares and the number of livestock was 8,075. The total
value of agricultural production was estimated to be about $1.68 million, indicating the
significant contribution of agriculture to the Yukon economy.
Production costs in the Yukon are comparatively higher than are those in other areas
of Canada. The cost of transporting equipment and materials into the territory signifi
cantly adds to the expense of farming in the Yukon. As well, the relatively small number
and scale of operations results in limited demand for farming supplies and a consequent
increase in cost. High production costs, however, are somewhat compensated for by the
relatively high values that the products yield on the market.
Yukoners expect the agricultural industry to continue to develop. There appears to be
considerable room for the industry to develop by way of import replacements.
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What we need
he availability o f agricultural
land is a major concern and
several steps with the potential
to provide greater access to land have
been suggested. For example, land
could be transferred directly to people
involved in the industry. Also, rural
residential land could be made available
through a separate application process.
Such measures should be considered to
increase the supply o f land available
for agricultural uses.
It is important to develop local and
export markets for Yukon produce. A
stable local market would allow farmers
to determine production capacity,
infrastructure needs, and market size.
Higher quality produce will encourage
Yukon consumers to buy locally grown
rather than imported produce. This
would also enable Yukon farmers to
compete more successfully in markets
outside the Yukon.
In order to facilitate the trading o f
products, the government should work
towards removing some o f the barriers
which have previously hindered this
exchange. For example, the Yukon and
Alaskan governments could, in agree
ment with the federal government,
consider the development o f an agricul
tural product exchange network.
(Research and development7
should be undertaken to assist in7
growth and expansion o f the agricul
tu ra l industry.' Research could be used
to develop traditional and specialized
methods o f production. Market research
could evaluate the potential for import
substitution in agriculture and food. An
analysis o f which crops are best suited
to different classes o f agricultural land
would provide further benefits to Yukon
farmers. Finally, if such research is
undertaken, the result must be shared
within the industry.
Infrastructure is needed for the
various subsectors o f the agricultural
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industry. The development of regula
tions for meat inspectors for example,
could assist livestock businesses.
Legislation to permit game farming
could be passed; interprovincial
transportation barriers could be re
moved through legislation and other
measures could be taken to reduce the
high cost o f supplies.

How to get there
1. M ake m ore land available for
agriculture through m ore land
transfers, better land use planning
and a m ore efficient land application
process.
Land is needed not only for the
establishment of new agricultural
operations but also for the expansion of
existing farms. Land availability could
be increased through land transfers,
land use planning and a new land
application process. Development
should continue to be required before
title is transferred; however, these
requirements should vary according to
the type o f agricultural activity pro
posed. Applications should be assessed
for their economic potential and then
outlined in an agricultural development
plan. Prior to making a final decision
each application should be assessed to
consider competing land uses and water
needs and rights, especially in areas
with a limited water supply. Each
application should be given full
consideration in the process.
2. Increase public aw areness o f
agriculture in Y ukon through
effective prom otion.
Public awareness and recognition
o f agriculture as an important economic
and social force may assist in providing
support for the industry as a whole.
Public support is therefore necessary to
develop a market for these locally
produced goods.

Agriculture and Food
There are a number o f ways that
agriculture can be promoted. Primarily,
a number o f existing, successful
strategies should be continued, includ
ing the development o f a logo and
slogan for Yukon grown products.
Other needs include local media
coverage, farmers’ markets, and co
operative advertising among farmers.
Encouraging public acceptance of
locally produced meat may assist in
developing this market. Finally,
publicity o f agricultural success stories
may reduce skepticism about the
viability o f agriculture in the Yukon.
3. Prom ote increased research and
developm ent through a variety o f
measures.
Research and development play
key roles in the promotion o f agricul
ture in the Yukon. Som e pilot projects
have been initiated including a number
of projects funded under the EDA
agreements and the N ew Crop D evelop
ment Fund. In addition, a number o f
studies have been commissioned to
examine various segments o f the
industry.
Initiatives which should be
considered in the development o f the
industry include the development o f a
“window approach” for dealing with the
public, and ensuring the agriculture
branch grows along with the industry,
and produces legislation which is
beneficial to both the producers and the
consumers.
A second initiative includes the
establishment o f a research station in
the Yukon to conduct research and
development. The results from such a
centre can be shared among those in the
industry.
Other northern areas with climatic
and geographic conditions similar to
those in the Yukon, face similar
limitations. A series o f information
links may improve communication
between areas with mutual concerns,
and provide new insights into problems.

The Government could also provide
financial assistance to the Agricultural
Association to bring some Alaskan
farmers to the Yukon to exchange such
information.
Information should be shared
between the people involved in the
industry. A record o f experiences and
the availability of information to inter
ested parties may assist in the continual
growth o f the industry. Greater aware
ness of government programs would
also benefit the industry. The develop
ment o f groups, which represent
specific commodities, and which are
similar to a horticultural club, may also
contribute to the sharing o f information.
Computer networks and newsletters are
also effective information exchanges.
Finally, the removal o f barriers estab
lished under the EDA, which currently
restrict the producers from doing their
own market research, should be
considered. While they may lack certain
formal qualifications, independent
producers may be valuable contributors
to research and development
Much o f the food consumed in the
Yukon is imported, and often costly
particularly in the communities;
however, substituting locally grown
produce for imported foods may reduce
these costs. A comprehensive and
regional review o f the opportunities for
import substitution is required. Such a
review may identify a number o f
indigenous crops, such as berries, which
may be grown and processed locally.
4. Develop infrastructure for the
meat industry.
A fully developed infrastructure for
the meat industry consists o f large
animal veterinarian services, meat
inspection, slaughter facilities, grading
standards, and meat processing facili
ties. Currently, some o f this infrastruc
ture is being developed for the industry;
meat processing can be done by Yukon
butchers, and a private large-animal
veterinarian will also function as a meat
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inspector. Territorial grading standards
are also now being developed.
Various other components of the
industry still need to be developed.
They include the establishment of
simple slaughtering facilities on
selected farms where inspected kills
could occur. The purchase of a mobile
slaughterhouse could also be consid
ered, if and when production levels
reach a pre-determined level. The
development o f meat inspection
standards, to be met by all producers, is
also required.
5. Increase access to capital and
financial services for Yukon produc
ers.
A number o f measures can be taken
to provide greater access to financial
services. Obtaining increased knowl
edge about the industry would enable
bankers to realize the potential for
agriculture in the Yukon. A Farm Credit
Corporation office could be established
in Whitehorse to provide easier access
to its programs. Improved Financial
management services for farmers would
also assist in the management aspects o f
their businesses. Finally, changes to the
federal income tax system would enable
the part-time farmers to be eligible for
the same tax breaks provided to full
time farmers.
6. Pass legislation to allow game
farm ing.
A s game farming is a relatively
new agricultural activity, it is not
adequately addressed in the existing
legislation. For example, the Wildlife
Act does not allow for the ownership or
sale o f wild animals, meat or meat by
products.
A number o f concerns should be
addressed in this new legislation.
Primarily, the legislation should specify
the requirements for indigenous animals
to have an identification device. Such a
device would minimize the possibility
o f bringing in additional wild animals.

Agriculture and Food
Precautions should also be taken to
prevent poachers from adding wild meat
during the processing o f game farm
products. Finally, the game farming
industry requires legislation and
regulations similar to those o f other
industries.
7. Reduce high costs and address
problem s o f availability o f inputs and
m achinery through producer co-ops.
The benefits o f producer co
operatives are twofold. They reduce the
high costs o f obtaining machinery and
materials and provide an overall
increase in availability. Bulk buying of
inputs such as feed and fertilizers allow
producers to take advantages o f volume
discounts and to avoid surcharges.
Economies o f size can also be realized
during storage and handling. The
federal feed assistance program can also
be used more effectively to offset high
transportation costs. Excess goods, such
as fertilizers, feed grains and hay could
also be bought and stored for later
distribution. Finally, machinery that is
used at limited times during the year
could also be owned collectively,
including a fertilizer applicator, grain
dryer, and land breaking equipment.
Yukon people involved in agricul
ture have difficulty obtaining farm
equipment, parts, and services. Parts
could be bought through a cooperative
to shorten the delay currently being
experienced. A service industry for
farm equipment is needed and could be
developed along with the agricultural
industry.
Despite the advantages o f producer
co-operatives, a number o f constraints
are associated with the implementation
of this option. Primarily, the distance
between farms limits the exchange of
equipment. The small number of
producers in the Yukon further detracts
from the overall viability o f the co
operative.

8. Provide a more continuous supply
o f crops through adequate storage
facilities.
Horticultural crops are produced on
a seasonal basis and consequently reach
the market within a relatively short time
frame. This oversupply tends to reduce
the price o f the crops. As well, it is
difficult to establish a good working
relationship with retailers who demand
a reliable and stable supply throughout
the year.
Vegetables that tend to last longer
could be taken off the market during
harvest time and stored for future
distribution. In addition to increasing
the returns to the farmer, more adequate
storage would enable local stores to
supply certain vegetables over a longer
period o f time. Suitable crops could
include potatoes, cabbages, turnips, and
onions. The capacity o f the storage
facilities should be large enough to
accommodate future production levels.
A variety o f storage facilities is
worth considering. On-farm storage
may be useful in situations where crops
are grown close to the market. Future
plans may include a central storage
facility in the event that production
levels increase significantly, and occur
at some distance from the market.
Locating these facilities closer to the
market would provide additional
savings in transportation costs. As
Whitehorse provides the largest market
in the Yukon, producers would benefit
from locating near this city.
9. Develop a co-operative marketing
strategy.
Produce should be supplied and
delivered on a reliable and regular basis.
During the summer months, when
demand for produce is high, grocers
require a large supply. To facilitate the
sale and distribution activities, a
committee which represents the
producers, government and marketers
could be formed. In addition to coordi
nating the establishment o f a Farmers
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Market, such a committee could provide
marketing information and education to
the producers and the retailers.
10. Develop grading standards for
anim al and plant products sold in the
market.
Standards and regulations, which
are understood by both the producer and
the consumer, need to be developed.
Producers require standards to sell their
products on the market, and consumers
prefer some assurance o f product
quality.
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Tourism
What we have
ourism is a significant stabilizer in the Yukon economy. It employs approxi
mately 15% of the total labour force and contributed approximately $91 million
in 1986. A number of sectors benefit from the industry; however, benefits are
most evident in the service sector. Tourists’ purchases of consumer goods (i.e. food,
supplies, gas and souvenirs) and services (i.e. accommodation, guided trips, restaurants,
etc.) support a variety of small businesses. These purchases, in turn, produce spinoffs to
other industries. For example, in 1986 there was more than $8 million worth of tourismrelated construction in the territory. As well, in that same year there were 81 existing
tourist accommodation establishments operating year round.
The tourism industry is largely seasonal with the majority of visitors arriving during
the summer months. In 1986 almost 80% of all visits occurred between the end of May
and the first of September, with more than one-quarter occurring during the month of
July.
There were 486,403 border crossings during 1986. Almost 90% of these were by
travellers in personal cars or recreational vehicles. It is estimated that 65% of these were
from the United States, 26% from other regions of Canada, 6% from Europe, and 3%
from elsewhere. Overseas travellers include those from West Germany, Switzerland,
Australia, the U.K., New Zealand, France, Austria and Italy. Typically, Canadian tourists
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What we need
arrive from Ontario and the western
provinces. W hile information such as
the average length o f stay is currently
unavailable, the 1987 visitor exit survey
is expected to produce these data. The
Yukon is not a tourist destination point
for many travellers. Rather, these
travellers are frequently enroute to
Alaska. In an effort to service this
transient market, the majority o f the
tourist facilities are concentrated along
the highway corridors.
In summary, tourism is an impor
tant and growing part o f the Yukon’s
economy. Although seasonal in nature,
it provides stable activity and benefits
to many other sectors o f the economy.

he Yukon Tourism Strategy was
formally adopted in January o f
1987. It is the result of discus
sions with industry representatives and
the public which took place during
1986. There were three phases to the
strategy; a review o f the existing
situation, an investigation o f travel
markets and segments, and the formula
tion o f alternative strategies. The
alternatives were discussed in October
o f 1986 and a draft strategy was
prepared and presented to the public in
November 1986. Implementation o f the
strategy is expected to include partici
pants from government, industry,
industry associations, financial institu
tions and the public.
The focus o f the strategy is
twofold: to develop growth markets
and to maintain existing markets. A
more clearly targeted approach to
development and marketing efforts is
required to expand and develop the
tourism industry. A general marketing
approach is expensive, difficult to
monitor and lacks efficiency given the
short tourist season.
Development and m arketing
efTorts should be directed towards
high return markets. This includes
those market segments with high per
diem expenditures and a large existing
or potential market size. At the same
time, new program initiatives should
not restrict existing successful
programs.
A m ore targeted approach, which
identifies the Yukon as a destination
point for specific markets is included
in the strategy. Examples o f such
markets include sports, adventure tours
and conventions.
Representatives believe this
industry should be developed in a
way which benefits all Yukon com 
m unities. People in communities
outside Whitehorse and Dawson City
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express concern that tourism concen
trates too heavily on the gold-rush and
follies themes. T he industry should
also be developed in a w ay which
provides shoulder and off-season
m arkets. In extending the season, this
would provide longer periods o f
employment in the industry.
Greater Indian participation in
tourism should be encouraged. The
Yukon Indian culture is o f interest to
many tourists, and participation in the
industry would enable Indian communi
ties to benefit from and have some
control over the tourism activity in their
areas.
The tourism industry would benefit
from increased professional training
o f those w orking w ithin the industry.
A second requirement is for continued
evaluation o f tourism program s.
Given the dynamic nature o f the
tourism industry, research and evalu
ation are required to realize the opportu
nities for development in the Yukon.

How to get there
1. Im plem ent a series o f m arketing
directions.
A number o f directions can be
developed to guide marketing activities
and expand the industry. Such direc
tions include supporting the “Magic and
the Mystery” theme, stressing quality
and value for money, promoting the
image o f a warmer Yukon, stressing the
beauty and accessibility o f the land
scape, emphasizing the quality and
quantity o f Yukon roads, and presenting
the Yukon experience as a northern
adventure. These marketing directions
reflect an effort to provide new infor
mation to tourists who may have
preconceived notions o f the Yukon and
its climate. Concern exists that market
ing strategies and advertisements may
be misleading, resulting in disappoint
ment and frustration for visitors. A

Tourism
periodic assessment o f facilities could
help ensure that the services and
standards are equal to those advertised.
Marketing efforts could both
promote the Yukon as a destination
point and encourage repeat visitors.
While many community representatives
feel that the Yukon will continue to be a
“drive through” experience for many
tourists, others recognize a potential to
encourage tourists to stay a little longer.
Such efforts require the development of
local attractions and events. The
promotion o f the Yukon’s heritage and
culture would help as would coopera
tive marketing with Alaska, British
Columbia and the Northwest Territo
ries.
2. Provide training opportunities in
the tourism industry.
Industry representatives and the
public agree that a need exists for
increased training in the industry. Welltrained people help to ensure that
tourists gain maximum enjoyment from
their experience. More training provides
both increased numbers o f skilled
individuals within the industry as well
as higher standards. A number o f
industry groups have reflected this need
for increased training, including guides,
wilderness operators and those involved
in the commercial w ildlife sector. The
need for interpersonal and communica
tion skills has been identified as
extremely important. Other training
includes bush-cooking, business
courses, hotel/accommodation training,
museum training and training in RV
repair.
General courses or workshops are
also required. This includes tourism
marketing, financial management,
supervisory skills and cross cultural
training.
Public support exists for the
provision o f on-the-job-training
opportunities. Subsidies and sponsor
ships may be needed to assist trainees
who take courses. This is particularly

important when courses arc offered
outside their home communities. These
needs are particularly relevant to
women who form a large part o f the
labour force within the industry. Further
assistance to the industry could be
provided and delivered by “hands on”
business advisors.
3. Conduct research in the tourism
industry.
Research would help to ensure that
the industry develops in accordance
with the needs of tourists. These needs
may be identified through data which
include visitor preferences, profiles and
expenditure patterns. Further informa
tion which tracks tourists’ activities,
records highway counts, border cross
ings, campground use, sales o f hunting
and fishing licences, adventure travel
bookings and attraction attendances is
also required. Finally, information re
garding participation in sporting events,
tour bus activities and visitor enquiries
are necessary to re-spond to the
changing needs o f tourists.
Effective marketing strategies, i.e.
those which are able to attract visitors,
require continual evaluation. Ongoing
research is also needed to support
community tourism planning activities.
4. Develop projects to m eet tourist
needs.
Facilities and attractions are needed
in order to maintain the interest o f
tourists and to make their visits enjoy
able. Independent recreational vehicle
travellers, currently the largest segment
of the market, appreciate upgraded
campground and RV facilities and short
half day or one day trips and activities.
In addition, short side trips, improved
directional and interpretive signs,
walking tours along highways, Indian
cultural activities or demonstrations,
museums and other spectator activities
could encourage these visitors to linger.
Benefits to the communities include
spending on supplies and souvenirs.
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Some RV travellers fly into the
Yukon and rent a vehicle. These
travellers require similar facilities to
those o f independent RV travellers;
however, larger RV fleets arc required
to fill the rental market.
People from a variety o f occupa
tions can be attracted to the Y ukon
through the convention market. Benefits
from increased convention activity
accrue to the restaurant and accommo
dation industry as well as local craft and
souvenir stores. Day or weekend trips
may also encourage further expendi
tures and longer stays by convention
participants. Conventions can be
accommodated in communities outside
Whitehorse; the Dawson City Gold
Show is such an example. More
organized activities such as river
cruises, glacier observation and day
tours can be developed for tourists.
It is estimated that the adventure
travel segment o f the industry has the
potential to double over the next ten
years. The benefits o f such an increase
would be felt by guides and in the
accommodation, food services, souvenir
and equipment sales areas. Specialty
boat tours and other touring packages,
such as caribou viewing, could be
developed to meet the needs o f this spe
cialized market. Sports fishing packages
may also benefit travellers with
specialized interests.
Organized and competitive sports
and meets, such as curling, baseball,
soccer and skiing attract visitors and
can benefit the industry.
Developments in accommodation,
attractions, information, community and
environmental enhancements, including
improved road signs and additional arts
and crafts centres and tour operations,
may all contribute to the growth o f the
industry. Indian participation in the
industry is also identified as important.
Increasing the range o f opportunities
and experiences available to tourists
will help to ensure that visitors get the
most out o f their stay in the Yukon.
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Trade and Services
What we have
he service-producing industries include transportation, communications and other
utilities; trade; finance, insurance and real estate; community, business and
personal services; and public administration. Within this sector the Government
plays a dominant role in such areas as road maintenance, health and education, and
utilities. The tourist industry also affects service industries providing revenue to retailers,
accommodation and food service establishments, and transportation businesses.
As in other regions of Canada, this service sector has grown considerably in recent
years in the Yukon. Today it represents a larger share of the workforce than it does in
other jurisdictions, accounting for 77% of the labour force in 1981. In 1985, this sector
accounted for 87% of the wages earned in the Yukon. As well, over 80% of women’s
employment has traditionally been in this sector.
This section will not address the entire service sector of the economy, but, rather,
will focus on wholesale and retail trade and business and household services. Tourism,
because of its particular significance to Yukon economy, is dealt with separately, and the
food and accommodation services are included there. Also, utilities, transportation,
finance and communications are dealt with in other parts of this report.
While the retail and wholesale trade and business and household services are
somewhat dependent for their health on activity in the overall economy, there are
pronounced differences in the issues the two areas face. Consequently, recommendations
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to guide the development o f the two
areas differ considerably. They are,
therefore, examined separately.

Wholesale and
Retail Trade
The territory’s wholesale trade is
closely linked to industrial and govern
ment activity, while retail trade primar
ily serves households and non-residents.
In 1985, wholesale and retail trade com 
bined accounted for 13% o f all serviceproducing salaries and wages, and 19%
o f the employment in the services
industry.
The major wholesale products
include coal and coke, petroleum
products, general merchandise, motor
vehicles and general machinery and
equipment products. Most wholesale
businesses employ between five and
nine em ployees and the split between
local and non-local ownership is about
equal. Employment in the wholesale
trade declined between 1981 and 1985,
and a large proportion o f the wholesale
trade is now government based.
The retail trade includes establish
ments offering general merchandise,
foodstuffs, tires and batteries, motor
vehicles, and clothing. The number of
gas stations and jewelry stores reflects
important links with the tourist and
transportation industries. The retail
trade in the Yukon has a very high level
o f local ownership, and includes a large
group o f very small owner operated
outlets, and a number o f larger estab
lishments selling a wide range o f
products. The greatest proportion o f
retail expenditures which totalled $146
million in 1986, were made in food
stores (for both food and non-food
items) followed by general merchan
dise.
The territory’s retailers depend
heavily on the local residential and

institutional markets. Tourist business
also supports the sector on a seasonal
basis. The major competition is seen to
be from southern retail outlets and mail
order services. Retailers themselves see
the potential for growth to be largely
dependent on the health o f the overall
economy.

Household and
Business Services
There are few strictly household
services in the Yukon. Most of these are
provided by small contractors who also
undertake work for business and Gov
ernment. These businesses include
accounting, janitorial, and engineering
firms, travel agencies, computing, as
w ell as printing and general consulting
services. The market for Yukon
businesses is mostly in the NWT,
northern British Columbia and, of
course, the Yukon. Within these
markets the major competition comes
from southern companies. Government,
however, is a major and stable client It
is difficult to ascertain the size and
significance of the industry because
statistics reflecting household and
business services alone are not readily
available. It is worth noting that this
sector o f the economy has been growing
extremely rapidly in Yukon as it has
been elsewhere in Canada. Analysts
suggest this growth reflects fundamen
tal changes in Canada’s economy as it
moves towards the post-industrial or in
formation age.
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What we need for
wholesale and
retail trade
iscussions with retailers suggest
that many purchase their
supplies from non-Yukon
wholesalers. This indicates a need to
encourage greater local support for
w holesalers by fostering discussion
and inform ation exchange between
w holesalers, retailers and m anufac
turers. This would help to ensure that
Yukon manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers can meet each other’s require
ments and work together to satisfy the
market’s needs.
The Yukon Government’s role in
the trades industry is perceived to be
similar to its relationship to other
private industries in the Yukon, that is
to support the industry and its
developm ent w ithout encouraging
unfair com petition. Subsidizing some
businesses in preference to others
allows some businesses to develop their
marketing and other strategies unfairly,
and limits the potential competition in
the marketplace.

D

How to get there
1. Encourage the upgrading o f
shopping districts in consultation
with the business com m unity.
~TKê~dëvélopment o f more attractive
shopping districts would increase
patronage o f local stores. Whitehorse
retailers have noticed an increase in
business since Main Street was made
more attractive. They suggest that the
new surroundings encourage walking
traffic and entice tourists from their
hotels to shop. Industry representatives
believe that the improving shopping
districts in one part o f town will
encourage the upgrading o f others,
thereby fostering local pride. Because

Trade and Services
the effects o f its implementation would
be felt almost immediately, the en
hancement o f retail areas is a priority to
retailers.
2. Prom ote the role o f the Business
D evelopm ent O ffice as an advisor to
business on business issues.
Business people can benefit from
practical advice and education on
business issues that affect them. But
rural businesses have traditionally
found it difficult to access information
and seminars readily available in
Whitehorse. The Business Development
Office has, however, field staff and the
mandate to make it the ideal vehicle for
the provision of business-related infor
mation and advice. Ideally, there should
be a Business Development Officer in
each community. Business D evelop
ment Office staff currently give advice
on specific business problems; however
it should be possible for the staff to take
a more “proactive” role in promoting its
advisory services. A s well the Business
Development O ffice staff can use the
Federal Business Developm ent Bank as
a resource when problems are beyond
their expertise, but the Federal Business
Development Bank does not have
sufficient field-staff to address the
needs o f communities outside W hite
horse.
Other local agencies and depart
ments can play an increased part in this
area. The Chamber o f Commerce is
another resource that can provide
business assistance in som e areas, and
the Department o f Education’s training
strategy will provide ways to deliver
training in communities according to
the local needs and demand. Private
sector banks should also be encouraged
to provide an advisory role to business.

were provided. These would comple
ment the financial services already
available.
4. Foster discussions between the
Yukon’s retailers, wholesalers,
manufacturers and distributors.
Yukon wholesalers, retailers,
manufacturers and distributors would
benefit were they to exchange informa
tion better. More specifically, manufac
turers would benefit from feedback
from retailers and wholesalers, and
retailers and wholesalers, in return,
would have better access to local
products that would meet market
demands.
Encouraging local manufacturers to
improve their products would indirectly
help the retail and wholesale trade.
Business representatives suggested
therefore that more funding should be
available to enable manufacturers and
craftspeople to attend trade shows
outside the Yukon to improve their
skills and ideas. They could also benefit
from courses delivered in Whitehorse
and the communities to increase their
skills, particularly in product design and
marketing.
The Yukon Trade Show is a oncea-year opportunity for manufacturers to
showcase their products for retailers and
wholesalers. A reception or other event
during the Trade Show could increase
the information exchange between local
retailers, wholesalers, distributors and
manufacturers.

What we need for
household and
business services
usiness and household services
count the Government among
their major clients; therefore the
Government can have a major impact
on the industry through its own con
tracting and administrative procedures.
Business service representatives feel
that G overnm ent should further en
courage this industry. For example,
the Government could adjust its proce
dures to encourage more local sourcing
in contracting. It could also encourage
joint work between local and nonYukon consulting companies to develop
the expertise o f Yukon firms. Clearly,
Government contracting procedures
could be made more flexible to accom
modate the needs o f smaller local
business contractors.
Business and professional services,
such as engineering firms, have
information requirements that are
difficult to meet in the absence o f
technical libraries and other locally
accessible information sources. The
strengthening o f information links
would benefit the industry, but repre
sentatives believe that the
Government’s role is to improve access
to local or Government information —
not to subsidize links to out-of-Yukon
data sources for private sector compa
nies.

B

How to get there
1. Exam ine the potential for more
flexible governm ent contracting
guidelines.
Representatives o f the services
industry recognize the impact of
government policies and procedures on
their operations. The Government, as
one o f the industry’s major clients,

3. Provide rural com m unities with
basic banking facilities.
Business development in the
Yukon’s smaller communities would be
encouraged if basic banking facilities
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could encourage its growth by adapting
its contracting policies to better suit the
context in which the industry operates.
For example, contracting procedures
could be tailored to the capabilities of
the industry by permitting longer
timelines for smaller local contractors.
Also it could break larger contracts
down into smaller components. This
work could also be phased over time.
2. Advertise tenders in local new spa
pers only.
Consistent guidelines could be
adopted which define what government
work is tendered locally and what is
not. Local businesses should have
greater opportunities than southern
businesses to tender for Yukon con
tracts. This could be done by advertis
ing tenders in local newspapers only.
3. M ake inform ation available about
upcom ing projects in advance.
Local contractors, because they are
often small firms with few staff, need
time to prepare bids and proposals.
Advance information about upcoming
projects would assist them to better plan
their activities over the long term.
4. Develop a business incentive policy
for consulting services.
The Yukon Government’s business
incentive policy provides bidding
advantages to local companies regis
tered with the government. Consulting
services are specifically excluded from
this policy, but this “competitive edge”
would also help consulting firms to
compete with southern companies
which often have a lower overhead. The
increased use o f local companies would
decrease costs for airfare and other
travel expenses that are incurred when
southern firms are used. Local compa
nies are also better able to provide
follow-up services. Business representa
tives pointed out that the encourage
ment o f “local content” has sometimes
resulted in southern based companies

establishing Yukon offices specifically
for the purposes of bidding on local
contracts. Some representatives feel this
is not a healthy development and they
suggest Yukon-owncrship or “valueadded” provisions in contracting
policies need developing.
5. Encourage southern-based consult
ing firms to work with local com pa
nies when undertaking Yukon
G overnment projects.
This could significantly increase
the specialised expertise within the local
industry by encouraging information
transfer. This action would also
promote awareness of the expertise that
is available locally. The provision o f a
financial “edge” to non-Yukon compa
nies hiring Yukon people would
encourage this transfer o f information.
Representatives feel that local
expertise is often overlooked and that it
could perhaps be marketed more
effectively. Also “team proposals”
could promote better use of local
resources.
6. Develop a local business hire policy
for m ajor projects receiving signifi
cant Yukon Government contribu
tions.
This could substantially increase
the participation o f local businesses in
major projects. A local hire and
purchase practice should be followed
for major projects which receive
significant Government funding;
monitoring and enforcement o f local
hire and purchase should also occur.
This suggestion is strongly supported by
industry representatives.
7. W ork with the industry in exam in
ing its information needs.
The business service industry has
enormous information needs; it espe
cially needs access to technical data.
A ccess to technical information both
within the Yukon and between the
Yukon and other jurisdictions could be
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provided through a central coordinated
retrieval and distributions system.
Within government, non-confidcntial
data from government departments, the
archives, and Library Services could be
coordinated and then accessed by the
industry. While representatives recog
nize the need for information, they feel
that Government should not subsidize
data links for private industry.
8. Ensure that there is no deteriora
tion in the existing air service to the
south and exam ine the potential for
developing better east/west air
service.
The adequacy o f air transportation
connections reflects another concern.
The service industry relies quite heavily
on transportation links to the south, for
example to access specialised services
and products that are not available
locally. The limited east-west service
restricts Yukon business access to
markets in the NWT and Alaska. Air
travel between points in the Y ukon is a
concern to the industry. Transportation
is addressed by the infrastructure
portion o f this strategy, but its relevance
to the services industry is important to
note here also.
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Governm ent

